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EDITOBIAT COMMEIYT

"Motive Force of Moderr History"
During May of this year, Political Affai,rs sponsored a conference

on the subject of "The Working Class and the Class Struggle in the
United States." Thirteen papers, presented during ffve sessions
of the conference, addressed various aspects of the central question
of the class struggle in the ideological arena-the situation of the
working class and the nature of its struggles in contemporary society.
The papers presented at that conference have since been prepared
for publication and are collected in this special issue of Political
Affai,rs. (OnIy twelve papers are included, since one of the reporters
at the conference was, unfortunately, unable to prepare his presenta-
tion for publication at this time and asked that it be omitted. )

The papers presented during the three days of the conference
dealt factually and analytically with the nature of the working class
and its current struggles in the United Staets, and dealt polemically
with various non-Marxist theories on this qirestion. The theoretical
cornerstone of the approach taken in all of the papers was stated by
llenry Winston in his opening speech: "In the Unitea States, as in ail
capitalist countries, the working class is the motive force of modern
history, leading the ffght against reaction, fascism and the ravages of
capitalist oppression. It alone is capable of welding the kinds of
alliances which can defend democracy, extend it and advance the
anti-monop,oly coalition. The policies of the Communist Party, based
upon-the 

-science 
oJ Marxism-Leninism, must be further diveloped

and flexibly applied so as to help our class understand its historic
mission. The working class must travel this path, for this is the
path that can lead it to the higher stage of transition to socialism."

As is inevitable in. such a proceedin$, some irnportant questions
were framed to which complete answers were not given. There also
are some differences 9f ,emphasis and approach to some questions
among the papers. Such difierences, we believe, do not contradict the
commonality of views on the central ideological question. In fact, it
is concrete exarninations of various questions, such as are presented
here, which help to answer those questions posed in the course of
struggle. Readers are invited to send in theii own responses to the
questions which are asked in these articles.

However, the purpose of the conference was neither to achieve
ffnal resolution of all sudr possible questions nor simply to achieve

(Conthruail on page 99)
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0pening Speech
I am highly honored to be here tonight. This seminar, organized

by Political Affairs, is of great importance. It is devoted to a discus-
sion of the problems of the working-class forces in our country.

The working class is the motive force of social advance. If guided
by class struggle policies it can give effective leadership to all social
forces ffghting to bring about an anti-monopoly coalition.

In the United States, as in all capitalist countries, the working class
is the motive force of modern history, leading the ffght against
reaction, fascism and the ravages of capitalist oppression. It -alone

is capable of welding the kinds of alliances which can defend demoo.
racy, extend it and advance the anti-monopoly coalition. The policies
of the Communist Party, based upon the science of Marxism-Lenin-
ism, must be further developed and flexibly applied so as to help
our elass understand its historic mission. The working class must
travel this path, for this is the path that can lead it to the higher
stage of transition to socialism.

The ed.itorial staff ot Poli.tical Affai,rs is to be congratulated for
organizing this gathering. The staff has been addressing itself to the
new problems of our time, with the aim of improving the policies
and tactics which can help to forge the solidarity of the class, and
with this to strengthen its ties with all democratic and anti-fascist
forces in the land. I am certain that this seminar will be of great help
in our ffght for the unity of the working class in the struggle against
state monopoly capitalism.

In looking at the book review section of the Neu lork Ti,mas a
week ago I saw that one of the writers had noted the fact that there
is today a searching, a looking for the Communist Party-a movement
which, as he puts i,t, extends 'from Angelo to Angela"-from Angelo
Herndon to Angela Davis. This is a very signiffcant observation. It
is a sign of the times. It seems to me that it will be useful to see in
what kind of period it is being made. Tonightt papers, which will
be presented by Hyman Lumer and Barry Cohen, will serve as a
basis for the discussion of such questions.

The Setbacks of U.S.Im,perinlism

U.S. imperialism is receiving setbacks, powerful blows by the world
anti-imperialist movement. There is the growing strength of the most
powerful revolutionary currents in the world. There is the socialist
community of nations in whose van is to be found the great Soviet

z
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Union, united with the national liberation movements of the peoples
of Asia, Africa and Latin America, and with the peacg democradc
and labor movements in all the capitalist countries in the world. The
rnounting strength of these forces is an unprecedented development.
And not only is world imperialism in general receiving powerful
blows, but the leader of all the imperialist forces, U.S. imperialism,
is being increasingly pushed back. True, U.S. imperialism idll ffnds
maneuverability, but it is a maneuverability which cannot reverse
the trend_ of history- the march of progress led by the working class
in general-and by the section of the working class holding state power
in particular.

Mr. Henry A. Kissinger, who is perhaps the ables't ideologist of tlle
bourgeoisie, is compelled to take note of this developmint, even
though he consciously fails to point out the reasons for the position
in which U.S. imperialism ffnds itself. But some of the things that
Mr. Kissinger says are interesting. He notes, for example, that in
Europe there is a new revival and that a process of uniffcation is
taking place on the continent. He points out that Europe no longer
has to depend on U.S. imperialism. Mr. Kissinger states ihat we can-
not ignor_e that. But he does not tell us that socialism is developing
apace and that there is at the same time a tremendous socialist market
which no one could ignore-and that Europe is not ignoring it.

He tells us, secondly, that between "East and West" there has
taken place a shift in the strategic military balance, whose prcpon-
derance formerly lay with U.S. arms and installations, in such a way
that there is now near equality of the two. What a powerful admii-
sionl Mr. Kissinger says that we cannot ignore this fact. Then, third,
he tells us that in Europe there is a growing national identity and
at _the same time a growing national rivalry-in our languagg impe'
rialist rivalry.

Fourth, he tells us that the generation of youth which was bom
since the Second World War and did not experience it is less com-
mitted to the unity which brought about what he calls a deteute in
Europe. Let us ignore this falsehood, which alleges that these youth
are less commi,tted to the unity that is necessary in the new situation.
It should be put plainly that t}te youth born since the Second World
War have rejected the policies of containmen! the theories of a
George F. Kennan. They have rejected the idea of anti-Communis!

..aaantr-Dovret uruty.
U.S. imperialism is unclertaking to make a concession here and

there in efiorts clearly designed to maintain its position of dominance.
Kissinger asserts that there is a need for a new charter and that the
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United States should be a part of it but not a prisoner of it. Thus,
the dream of U.S. imperialist dominance continues under the new
conditions.

Proper answers to these mouthings of the imperialists can be found
only in the antimonopoly and anti-imperialist struggles of the work-
ing class of the United States. What we are witnessing now is the
sharpening of every single contradiction in the world. It is an under-
standing of these contradictions and with it a growing conscious
struggle on the part of a united working class in general and the
increasing leadership of the Communist Party in particular which
can direct present and future events into channels which can enhance
the position of the masses.

What we have in Watergate is an expression of the intramonopoly
contradictions which are aggravated and take this form only because
of the sharpening of all the other contradictions operating on a world
scale. It is impossible in this period to separate them one from the
other. The Watergate revelations have only opened the door a crack.
To the extent that it is opened there is revealed the barbaritl, cor-
ruption and degeneracy of a system which can be changed only by
the intervention of the working class. To this intervention the present
seminar undertakes to make its contribution.

There are some who look at Watergate as being simply a boil
which, once opened, will quicHy heal. But we are not dealing with
that kind of thing. The plain faot is that the problem facing our
country and our people is equivalent to a cancer which is terminal.
The capitalist system is decadent and dying. There cannot be any
kind of cure or healing process for it. The working class alone is the
healthy organism which provides the necessary motive force to bring
about the freedom of our class and our people, building the anti-
monopoly government as the strategic goal which is the foundation
for the transition to socialism.

The problems in present-day U.S.A. are many and complex. There
are some who assert that this creates a dilemma within the ranks of
the working class. But this is not so. We are dealing with soluble
problems. And the collective efforts of all the participants in this
weekend gathering will be devoted to that task.

F or W orking-Class Unity

It is good that the starting point of the discussion is a rejection of
concepts which state in essence that our working class is a reactionary
mass. The conference is an answer to the Marcuses, the Sweezys and

the Garaudy-fire revisionists who have written ofi the working class
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-and especially the U.S. working class-as a revolutionary force. Such
an estimate is wrong with respect to the white majority in the ranks
g! t" working class and it is especially wrong with iespect to the
Black, Puerto Rican, Chicano, Indian and Asian workers. 

-

_ 
A special feature of the U.S. working class is the presence of many

diverse natio_nal groups within its ranks. This createi particular prob-
lems in welding the unity of the class. An illustradot of this 

"i'o 
t"

seen in the following situation.
According to the 1970 Census the median yearly income for white

families in 1969 was $9,961, while for Black families it was only
$6,308. Among oertain national groups the medians were as followj:

Russian $11,554
Polish 8,849
Italian 8,808
German 8,607
English 8,gZtL
Irish 8,L27

(Source: Bureau of the Census, Cumen't PopuWian Reports, Series
P-20: Clmra.cteristics of the Population by Ethnic Origin,-March L}TL
and March L972.)

You will note that the median family incomes for these groups are
considerably higher than that for Black families.

It will be recalled that President Nixon, during the Lg72 election
campaign, staged a demonstration on Bedloe Island, site of the Statue
of Liberly, in which he made a special dramatized efiort to win the

lypport of the Gerrn_an, Ukrainian, Polish, Italian and other peoples.
His appeal was based on an estimate that these forces could constitute
the main base in the ranks of labor, each national group taken sepa-
rately, in the furthering of his program.

But Nixon did not succeed in his effort. The laws of class struggle
continue to-operate and capitaUst exploitation exists for these grcups
as well as for other sections of the working class.

It is of interest to note that what is given here is median incomg
namely, an income level such that half of all families receive income
above it and half receive incomes below it. This means that the in-
comes- of a great mass of families even within these national groups
is far below the median. The "privileged" position occupied by some
can at best become a retarding force for others. The struggle for
l cla_ss position again_st tle monopolies goes on in each national Soup.At the same time the monopolists seek to use one national group
against another, even while they shive to unite them against tG
Black and other minorities. That is why I put the question in the
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following way at the 20th NaUonal Convention of the Communist
Party:

The apologists for rnonopoly in the ranks of the working class,
on the one hand, help to stimulate narrow, divisive nationalism
among the national groups-Polish, German, Irish, Italian, Jewiqh,
Hungarian, etc.-and develop antagonism among them, and on t}e
other hand they consciously promote the idea of superiority of one
national group over the other. Thus, each national group, taken
separately or together, is inculcated with the monopoly poison of
raiial superiority, especially directed against the Black, Chicano,
Puerto Rican and Indian masses. This becomes another factor in
retarding class consciousness.

Enil Discrimi,rmtion

The building trades in the AFL-CIO are the backbone of oppor-
tunism in general and racism in particular. The following ffgures for
Detroi! Michigan are illustrative.

Number rnho are white Number raho are Bl.ackBuildingTrade
Boilermakers
Carpenters
Electricians
Elevator constructors
Engineers
Iron Workers
Painters
Pipefftters (Meanyt

ouffit)
Plumbers
Sheetrnetal workers
Laborers

4fi
17,000
2,500

249
11,000
1,670

9500

1,400
2,800
2,100
9,300

s (o.7%)

428 (2.85%)

100 (4%)
1

None
None

L25 (s.75%)

4
10
b

6,500 (7M)

These ffgures speak for themselves.

The bulk of the working class, Black and. white, in the city of De-

troit is to be found in the UAW. This is the largest single mass of
workers. But the central trades body, dominated by the opportunism

and racism of the skilled craftsmen, delimits the action of the tens

of thousands in such a mass production industry.
I do not think it is necessary to dwell upon this monstrous policy

of discrimination against Black workers. I will only say that this
conscious policy of exclusion of Black workers from the skilled trades

applies equally to the Puerto Rican, Chicano, Indian and Asian
workers.

OPEITtrtG 
'The quest for unity of the elass makes mandatory an all-out ffght

against this kind of barbarity in the labor movement, now being
upheld by opportunists in general and the labor bureaucracy in par-
ticular. A corect ffght for the unity of the class presupposes a ffght
against the special discrimination against Black workers and all other
oppressed nationalities. This means raising to a new level the entire
struggle for economic equality. The degree of understanding of this
problem will express the level of anti-monopoly consciousness within
the ranks of the working class. And class consciousness will be devel-
oped in proportion to the degree that this kind of inequality is
combatted.

An examination of the hourly wages in the building trades further
demonstrates the discrimination against the Black workers. For De-
troit the ffgures are as follows:

Carpenters $7.40
Electricians 7.98
Plumbers & steamfftters 8.02
Painters 6.75
Laborers 5.4O

What can we say about these ffgures? The Detroit ffgures are
typical of the pitifully low percentage in these skilled jobs. But in
the category of laborers, where the hourly wage is much below that
in others, 70 per cent are Black workers. The wage gap between
Black and white workers will remain as long as this discriminatory
policy oontinues.

The struggle to close this gap is a struggle for economic equality.
It is a concrete struggle against racism. It is a struggle to overcome
one of the main obstacles to tlre unity of the working class in battle
against the rnonopolies. If it is ioined with a vigorous ffght against
the anti-Communism of the monopolies, it can serve to develop the
kind of class consciousness needed in this period to make possible
the attainment of our common goal.

A Neu Upwrge of Struggle

To achieve this all our efiorts should be directed toward the basic
industries-those industries which determine and will continue to
determine events. Our future depends on what is done in these indus-
tries. Without this it is not possible to foresee basic changes in the
life of the United States. We must undertake to organize the working
class wherever it may be, but with the understanding that the future
depends on winning the minds and guiding the activities of this
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basic stratum of the working class.
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There are those who say that U.S. workers are exceptional, that you
can organize workers everywhere else but not in the United States,

I think our history disproves this. We were told during the thirties
that craft unionism was the thing and would forever continue to be so.

But we fought against the Greens and before that against the Gom-
perses, just as we ffght against the Meanys and Lovestones today.
And we were successful. When the economic crisis hit in the thirUes
the masses of workers, employed and unemployed, rallied to the call
of the Communist Party and the basic industries were organized.

Since then the Communist Party has been battered by the forces
of reaction. And to the degree that these forces were able to under-
mine the infuence of the Communist Party in the shops and mines,
to that degree were the standards of the working class under-
mined. There was an increase in speedup, union democracy was
curtailed, the processing of grievances was slowed down, demands
for wage increases met with more stubborn opposition by the corpo-
rations, and there was a renewed insistence on mandatory overtime
against the unions' demands that overtime be voluntary.

The future can be seen in what is happening today. I have just
left California where some 7,000 workers in an auto plant are en-
gaged in militant struggle against the company on these issues. The
union, composed mainly of young workers, is taking matters into its
own hands. These are the kind of young workers who are operating
in the union today. In one steel local after another we ffnd a growing
rank-and-ffle movement. Already there are many locals in steel chal-
lenging the policies of Abel. In auto similarly there is a growing
rank-and-ffle movement including both Black and white. This is a
most encouraging development.

In Los Angeles I came into a television debate with the executive
secretary of the AFL-CIO on the issue of racism. He dared to defend
the racism of the director of the Western Conferenoe of Teamsters
as it afiects Chicanos. It is precisely this struggle which has already
Ied to the development of a terriffc rank-and-ffle movement in Los
Angeles.

The coal miners offer an important example of a rank-and-ffle
movement. And what is happening in Miners for Democracy, begin-
ning with the struggle against Black Lung, is taking place in many
unions throughout the country. And why is this so? The workers are
not going to take it lying down. We are on tle eve of great battles.
We are on the eve of a period in which the working class will assert

(Cofiharcd on page 80)
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What Is the Working Hass?

"Trao Creat Hostile Camp{

- It is fflting that this conference takes place in the year which marlcs
the 125th anniversary of the communist Manifesto, that historic doc-
ument in which Karl Marx and Frederick Engels ffrst presented to
the world the basic program of scientiffc sociilism. Few documents
have so well stood tlie test of time. Despite the innumerable efiorts
to refute it or to bury it as obsolete, it remains as fresh and as essen-
tially valid as when it was written. And it enjoys a far greater audi-
ence today than do the writings of its would-be refuters.

At the very heart of the Mani,festo lie the concepts of class and class
struggle. "The history of all hitherto existing Jociety," its opening
sentence states, is the history of class struggles." (Manifesto-of the
Commanist Party, International Publishers, New york, 1g48, p. g.)
With the advent of capitalism, it goes on to say: "society ar a irhol"
is more and more splitting up into two great hostile camps directly
facing each other-bourgeoisie and proletariat." (Ibi,il.) ena f"rUrer,

In proportion as the bourgeoisie, i,e,, capital, is developed, in the
same proportion is the proletariat, the modern workinf class, de-
veloped-a class of laborers, who live only so long ai they ffnd
work, and who ffnd work only so long as their l"abor indreases
capital. (P. 15.)

Of all the classes that stand face to face with the bourseoisie
to-day, the proletariat alone is a really revolutionary classl The
other classes decay and finally disappear in the face of modern

T.i"-rFI; the proldtariat alone'is its iirecial ,"J 
"rr."tiJ fioa""t.(P. 1e.)

And ffnally, it is this class, whose 'movement is the self-conscious,
independent movement of the immense majority, in the interest of
the immense majority," whose historic mission it is to abolish capi-
talist exploitation and with this to abolish all exploitation.

"Liquidator{ of the Working Class

- Such is the working class as the Mani,festo porhays it, and such is
the concept of the class structure of capitalisi society which is fun-
damental in a Marxist-Leninist theory. This concept has been under
ceaseless attack almost from the day the Manifesto was written.
Bourgeois sociologists and economists, petty-bourgeois radicals, pseudo-
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Marxists and revisionists of all stripes-all these and others have

labored to prove the working class nonexistent, obsolete or inconse-

quential. AII have sought to repudiate, in an inffnite variety of ways,

the idea of the class struggle as the central force in social develop-

ment.
These efiorts continue undiminished up to the present moment.

The Nau: York Times, as its observance of the anniversary of the
Manifesto, published a series of articles by Milovan Djilas, Herbert
Marcuse, Frank Riesman and I. Cnzan under the heafing "Commu-

nism A.fter 125 Years." All of these writers assert that the working
class has lost its revolutionary role, that a working class in the sense

of the Manifesto no longer exists. "Marx's proletariat," said Marcuse
in a recent interview in Der Spiegel,'ho longer exists in the indus-
trially developed capitalist countries. And the role Marx once ascribed
to the working class [that of gravedigger of capitalism] cannot be
carried over to the present working class in these countries." ( Quoted
in Tom Emelyanov, "The Myth of the 'Vanishing Working Class,"

Nero Times, No. 3, 1973.)
The basis of such conclusions is the idea that modern capitalist

society has become what is variously termed a "mass consumption"
socief (W.W. Rostow), an "affiuent society" (]. K. Galbraith) or
a "consumer society'' (Herbert Marcuse). Thanks to present-day
production techniques the bulk of the working class, it is said, is
provided with a quantity of material goods and a standard of living
which removes it from the ranks of the poor. Instead of confronting
capitalism as its foe, therefore, it becomes integrated into it and be-

comes its defender. According to Marcuse, "the Marxian concept
implies the identity of the impoverished classes with the basic imme-
diate producers, that is, with industrial labor. Such is hardly the case

in the affiuent society. . . ." (*The Obsolescence of Marxism," in
Nicholas Lobkowiez, ed, Marx and. the Western Woild, University
of Notre Dame Press, Notre Dame, Indiana, 1967, p. 4lI.) Cnzan,
in his Nao York Times article, contends that workers may be capable
of ffghting for a sack of potatoes, but having once achieved a certain
'level of afluence, they become a force for defending the existing
order. It is in this sense that "Marx's proletariat" is said to have dis-
appeared.

Especially widespread among bourgeois sociologists is the notion
that the working class is disappearing in a more literal sense, in that
it is being increasingly absorbed into a 'hew middle class," thanks
to the rising income levels of gowing sections of the workers. This
*new middle class" is being augmented also by the rising numbers

WHA,T IS TIIE WORIING CI,ASS? II
of white-collar workers, who make up a growing proportion of the
labor force and who cannot be classiffed as working-class. What is
lef't of _the working class, therefore, is a dwindling body of low-paid
manual laborers whose social role becomes increasingly insigniffcant.

Many sociologists leject the idea of class division of society alto-
gether-as being obsolete and not expressing the complex stratification
of modern society. They propose instead a division into innumerable
strata based on income level, education, occupation, social ties, etc.,
and the replacement of the basic contradiction between labor and
capital by a complex system, of conflicting group interests. C. Wright
Mills explicitly rejects the class eonoept, saying:

Property as an objective criterion of class is indispensable to
the understanding of the stratiffcation of capitalist society. Alone
it is inadequate and misleading, even for un-derstanding economic
stratiffcation. In addition to property classes, which -depend on
the kinds and the sizes of property inv_olved, we can 

^usefully

classify people who own no property in the means of productioir
according to.income-classes. . . . In capitalist societies, imong the
immense majority who are propertyless, distinctions of statuJ and
occupation lead to or away from iust-those psychological and polit-
ical consequences of economic stratiffcation expected by Mari. To
name onlf the most obvious, white collar 

"*ilo_y"er, 
iike factory

workers, are without property and many receiv-e less income; none
the Iess to treat them together as one itratum, on the criterion of
property alone is to abdicate any real effort to understand one of
the most consequential faets of stratiffcation in advanced capitalist
societies. (Tho Marxists, Dell Publishing Co., New Yorkf 1g62,
pp. 107-108.)

* 
P ost-lndustrial S o ci,ety"

Then there are those who advance the theory of the 'hew working
class" supposedly created by the scientiftc and technological revo-
lution-a body of professionally or technically trained individuals
receiving relatively high pay, whose primary demands are not higher
remuneration or better working conditions but rather greater partici-
pation in the management of production. Their struggle is not so
much against exploitation as it is against alienation.

This idea ffnds its logical culmination in the concept of "post-
industrial society," whose adherents range from Zbignew Brzezinski
on the Right to such New Left spokesmen as Herbert Marsuse here
and Alain Touraine in France. The scientiffc and technological revo-
lution, it is claimed, has given birth to a social revolution, to a new
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stage of society. In this new stage, the seat of power has shifted from
the capitalist class to a technocracy of scientists and engineers. Says

Daniel Bell: "The weight of the economy has shifted from the prod-
uct sector to the services; more importantly, the sources of innovation
are becoming lodged in the intellectual institutions, principally the
universities and research institutions, rather than the older, industrial
coryor:ations." (Toward the Year 20N: Work in Progress, Beacon
Press, Boston, 1967, pp. 5-O).) A"d correspondingly, 'if the dominant
ffgures of the past hundred years have been the entrepreneur, the
businessman, and the industrial executive, the 'new mert' are the
scientists, the mathematicians, the economists, and the engineers of
the new computer technology. And the dominant institutions . .

will be the intellectual institutions." ("Notes on the Post-Industrial
Society lll," The Public Interest, No. 6, 1967. )

Touraine states that "economic decisions and struggles no longer
possess either the autonomy or the central importance they had in
an earlier society which was deffned by the effort to accumulate and
anticipate proffts from directly productive work." "Growth results
from a whole complex of social factors, not just from the accumulation
of capital. Nowadays it depends much more directly than ever before
on knowledge, and hence on the capacity of society to call forth
creativity." (Tlrc Post-lndustrial Soci,ety, Random House, New York,
1971, pp. 45.)

J. K. Galbraith speaks of a radical shift of power from the owners
of indusby to a "technostructure" consisting of the sum total of those
with the technical knowledge and experience required by modern
industry. It is this body, he says, which really controls the process
of production today.

In this new stage of society the central conflict is no longer that
between capital and labor but that between the educated and the
ignorant. The clash today is between the professionals and the popu-
lace-in the terminology of Touraine, between a technobureaucracy
(technocrats who have gained political power) and the mass of the
people as consumers. The issues in the struggle are no longer primarily
eeonomic, but are political, social and cultural. "The crucial fact,"
says Touraine, 'is that the labor issue' qua labor is no longer central,
nor does it have the sociological and cultural weight to polarize all
other issues along that axis."

To be sure, the class struggle does not disappear. But it has become
increasingly a side issue. It is conffned to bargaining over narrow
economic issues between employers and unions which have become
integrated into the system. Class status and the class struggle are

WHTT IS IIIE WORXING CI,ASS? I3

no longer decisive features of society.
Furthermore, according to Bell, the industrial proletariat is a van-

i+ilg species. Py tfr" end of the century, he predicts, the proportion
of factory workers in the labor force may well be as small is that
of farmers today, while the professional and technical class will be
the largest sector. ("Labor in the Post-Industrial Society," Dissed,
[inter L972.) In this connection, one is reminded of the triple revo-
lution" school of the mid-sixties, which proclaimed that within the
next few decades the march of automation would render the over-
whelming bulk of the labor force superfuous.

Similar views are expressed by revisionists such as Roger Garaudy,
who projects a 'hew model" of socialism based on the aicendao"y of
the intellectuals as a result of the scienuffc and technological revolu-
tion. Their alliance with the manual workers, he maintains, $ves
birth to an 'historic bloc" which becomes the new vehicle foi the
passage to socialism. In addition to the previorx demands for higher
wages and improved working conditions, the "historic bloc" advances
demands for participation in decision-making, and this, according
to Gau-raudy, "open-s up another vista in the struggle for socialism by
way of transition from participation to workers' control, and from
workers' control to self-management." (The Crisis in Com.mani,sm:
The Turning PoiN of Socialism, Grove Press, New York, 1g70, p. W7.)
This, in contrast to what now exists in the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries, he conceives of as the 'true socialism" which is,
moreover, arrived at by a gradual and painless process of evolution.

Thus are the working class and the class stluggle quietly enbalmed
as society, guided by scientists, engineers and other professionals,
proceeds to develop along new lines of rationality, peace and stabil-
ity. The Marxist concept, if it was ever valid, is now long obsolete.
So we are assured.

Underlying this sleight-of-hand is what may be charitably de-
scribed as a rather fuzzy conception of the meaning of "class." It
starts from a rejection of what is basic to the existence of elasses,
namely, the phenomenon of exploitation. A class-divided society is an
exploitative society; in the socialist countries, where exploitation has
been abolished, class distinctions continue to exist only as a tempo-
rary feature of the transitional period between capitalism and a class-
less, communist society.

The members of a society can be classiffed in an inffnite number
of ways-according to income, occupation, education, ethnic origin,
religion, physical stature, etc., etc. Each of these has its own use-
fulness, depending on what questions one seels to answer. But if we
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wish to understand the process of social development we must
proceed, according to the Marxist point of view, from the mode of
production of the given society. It is this which gives the Marxist
ooncept of class its singular meaning, as distinct from all the other
systems of stratiffcation proposed by C. Wright Mills and other
sociologists.

Ho@ to Define theWorking Cl,oss

From this standpoin! let us examine further the questions: What
is the working class? Who belongs in it and who does not? Let us
begin with Lenin's often-quoted deffnition of a class. He wrote:

- Classes are large groups 9f peoplg differing from each other by
the plaoe they occupy in a historically determlned system of social
production, by their relation (in most cases ffxed and formulated
in law) to tle means of production, by their role in the social
o-rganization of labor, and, consequently, by the dimensions of
t"he share of social wealth of whicti they disfose and the mode of
acquirin-g it. Classes^ are groups of peopie onb of which can appro-
priate the labor of another owing to the difierent places 

-fhey

occupy_in--a d"f{!u syst_em of soci-al economy. ('A G'reat Begin-
ning," ColLeaed Works, Vol. 29, p. 42L.)

According to this deffnition, one's class status is determined by one's
position in the established system of social production. How, in this
light, is the working class to be deffned? Engels, in a footnote to the
English edition of the Commanist Manifesto published in IBBB, says:
"By bourgeoisie is meant the class of modern capitalists, owners of
the means of social production and employers of wage labor; by
proletaria! the class of wage-laborers who, having no means of
production of their own, are reduced to selling their labor power
in order to live." (Op. cit., p. 46.)

As thus deffned, the working class makes up an overwhelming and
growing majority of the U.S. employed population. In 1g2g, acaord-
ing to the Census Bureau ffgures, wage and salaried workers were
66 per cent of the civilian labor force; in 1971 the ffgure was 84
per cent. To be sure, these ffgures are on the high side, since they
include such categories as top corporation executives who are in
reality members of the capitalist class. But the elimination of these
would not greatly reduce the percentage. Certainly it bears out
Marx's contention that the accumulation of capital means growth of
the working class and the increasing polarization of society into a
handful of big capitalists and a huge mass of proletarians.
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But some will argue that such a deffnition is mueh too inclusive,
that if we include in our deffnition the essential element of exploita-
tion the working class must be more narrowly deffned as corriisting
only of those involved in the production of material goods, those
whose labor produces surplus value. Thus Georges Marchais, then
deputy general secretary of the French Communist Party, in his
report to the Ifth Congress of the Parly in 1970, stated that the
working class "consists of the proletarians of the factories, mines,
construction projects and fields whose activity at various stages of
production participates in creating surplus value. Consequently, it
comprises in equal measure the working people of transport, eom-
munications, wholesale trade, and technicians in production, drafts-
men,' (Cahiers du Communisma, No. 2-8, LW}, p. 50,)

To be sure, this places the creation of surplus value in its broadest
terms. It includes the mental labor involved in production as well as
the physical lab,or, and it includes the transportation of raw ma-
terials and ffnished products to their destinations as part of the
productive process. However, it omits the mass of workers involved
not in the production of surplus value but in its realization-workers
in commerce, ffnance, innumerable service occupations and other
areas. These are variously characteriz.edby adherents of this view as
"employees," as a "salariat," as semi-prole_tarians, as part of the
middle strata intermediate between the capitalist class and the work-
ing class proper.

I believe that such a deffnition must be rejected on various grounds.
To begin with, it does not conform with the conception of the work-
ing class advanced by Marx, Engels and Lenin. Marx does not thus
separate production and circulation. On the oontrary, he states that
"the capitalist process of production, considered as a whole, is a
combination of production and circulation." (Capital, Vol. III, Kerr
edition, p. 87.) Speaking of the commercial worker, he says: "He
creates no direet surplus-value, but adds to the capitalist's income
by helping him to reduce the cost of realizing su4>lus-value, inas-
much as'he performs partly unpaid labor." (Ibid., p. 29a.) Engels
refers to comrnercial workers as 'the commercial proletariat." (lbid.,
p.355r.)

Lenin writes, in polemizing against the Narodniks:

. . . why iudge the "mission" of capitalism by the number of fac-
tory workers, when this "mission" is fulfflled by the development
of 'capitalism and the socialization of labor in leneral, in re'lation
to which the factory workers play the role only of front-rankers,
the vanguard. There is, of course, no doubt thai the revolutionary
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movement depends on the number of these workels, on their con-
centration, on the degree of their development, etc,; but all this
does not give us the slightest right to equate the *unifying signifii-
cance" of capitalism raith the NUMBER of fac'tory usorkers. To do
so would be to narrow down Marx's idea impossibly. (Collec.ted
Works, Vol. 1, p. 816.)

Elsewhere he states:

The small proprietor who is a farmer belongs to the same class
as the manufacfurer, or the small proprietor w[o is an artisan, and
as the small proprietor who is a shopkeeper; there is no class dis-
tinction between them, they are distinguished only by thefi occu-
patiorw. The wage worker in agriculture belongs to the same class
as the uage worker in a factory or in a commercial establishment.
(Collec'ted Worlcs, Vol. 18, p. 89.)

Many additional quotations could be given, but these should sufice
to make it clear that Marx, Engels and Lenin did not restrict the
concept of'proletariat" to those workers producing surplus value.

The Nwure of ExpWtation

The essence of the concept of exploitation is not necessarily the
direct production of surylus value, although this is its base, but lies
in the extraction of rmpaid laboL whether or not tlrat labor produces
surplus value. All who must Iive by selling their labor power are
equally victims of capitalist exploitation. And it makes no difierence
whether one works for a private employer or for the governmen! that
is to say, for the collective capitalist. The state is the instrument of
the capitalist class for legalizing, maintaining and enforcing its sys-
tem of exploitation. The cost of maintaining the state apparatus must
be paid for through taxation, and the ruling class strives to keep its
tax payments to a minimum while shifting the burden as much as
possible to the masses of working people. It strives to do so also by
extracting as much unpaid labor as possible from government em-
ployees, whether they be sanitation workers, teachers, transit workers,
ffre ffghters or clerks in government agencies. And with the rise of
state monopoly capltalism, making the state a direet instrument for
swelling monopoly proffts at the expense of all other sections of the
population, the exploitation of wage labor through the state appa-
rafus takes on new dimensions.

The same arguments apply in the case of those who would include
in the working class only ttrose performing productive labor. The
term ?oductive" is used here not in terms of use values (for all
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Iabor is productive in this sense) but in terms of copi.talist produe-
tion, of labor which produces proffts for the capitalist. Marx deffnes
it as follows:

That laborer alone is productive who produces surplus value
for the capitalist, and thui works for the silf-expansio!'of capital.
If we may take an example from outside the spfiere of produfuon
of m_aterial objects, a schoolmaster is a produ6tive labo-rer, when,
in addition to belaboring the heads of }iis scholars, he works like
a horse to enrich the proprietor. That tlle latter has laid out his
capital in a teaching factory, instead of a sausage factory, does not
alter the relation. (Capi,tai, Vol. I, Internationil publiihers, New
York, 1939, p.509.)

This is spelled out further in his Theories of Surplus Valne. Hero
Marx states:

In itself . . . this distinction between productive and unproduc.
tive labor has nothing to do either with the particular siecialty
of the laborer or withlhe particular use value iri which this^special
Iabor incorporates itself. In the one case the Iabor is exchinged
against capital, in the other against revenue. In the or" 

""r" 
"the

labor is transformed into capltal and produces a profft for the
capitalist; in the other case it ls an expeiditure-one 'of the articlesin which revenue.is consumed. (Iniernational publishers, New
Yor\ 1952, p. 157.)

As-examples of this distinction, Marx gives the ease of a serf-employed
tailor engag-ed in making or-repairinghothes as against orr" u-|l"y"d
by a capitalist ffrm to do fie same-work, produJing a profft for the
owner, or a cook working for an individual family ai against one
employed in a restaurant.

- 
Though he refers to production of su,rplus value in the quotation

above, it is clear that by productive labor Marx means ill trbo,
whic\ produces a proffq which increases capital, whether it produces
material values or not. And in this sense viruaty all who ivork for
wages or salaries perform productive labor. Which is to say that
$ey perform unpaid labor. On these grounds, too, it is incorrect to
limit the working class to those who pioduce surplus value.

Finally, it must be noted that a deffnition of the working class
cannot be based on ideological considerations. Membership 

"in 
the

class is determined not by the presence or absence of ciass con-
sciousness lyt by one's objective economic status. on the oontrary,
it is that 

.objective status whj{r provides the basis for the develop-
ment of class consciousness. Marx and flngels, ia The Holy Fomiiy,
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expressed it in these words:

. . .I[he question is not what t]ris or that proletarian, ol even the
whol-e proletariat at the moment cor*id,ers is its aim. The question
is uhat tha proletariat ls, and what, consequent on that being, it
wilf b-e compelled to do. Its aim and historical action is irrevocibly
and obviously demonstrated in its own life situation as well as in
the whole_organization of bourgeois society today. (Foreign Lan-
guages Publiihing House, Mosc6w, Ig5O, i. 59.)'

- In deffning the working class as we have we do not mean to imply
that it is either a homogeneous mass or a ffxed, unchanging entity.

Qn the contrary, it is, ffrst of all, a complex body which- can be
divided into three main sectors: industrial workers, agricultural work-
ers, and white collar and clerical workers. Each of these can in turn
be subdivided. The various sectors have their own special problems
and outlooks. But all are members of one class having in common
the sale of their Iabor power and the performance of unpaid labor.

We have already noted that the basis of class division in our
society is capitalist exploitation. But it is also necessary to note that
in this- counby such exploitation is combined with the superexploita-
tion of a large sector of the working class on the basis of national
and racial discrimination. Hence the class struggle is intimately in-
tertwined with the struggles of these peoples-Black, Chicano, Puerto
Rican, American Indian, fuian-against their special oppression. Espe-
cially is it tied to the Black liberation struggle. This is why the ffght
against racism among white workers assumes central importance in
relation to the class struggle.

Wornen workers as a group also suffer discrimination and superex-
ploitation. Accordingly, the ffght for women's rights likewise plays
an important role in relation to the class struggle.

The *C ollpcti,oe la,boref
Secondly, the working class evolves and expands with the de-

velopment of capitalism, with the growing socialization of produc-
tion and ever closer interrelationship of the tasks of the various
workers. Marx speaks of the evolution of the "collective laborer."
He says:

Th_e product ceases to be the direct product of the individual,
and becomes a social product, produced by a collective laborer,
i.e.,by a combination of worl<rnen, each o{ whom takes only a part,
greater or less, in the rnanipulation of the subject of their libor.
As _the cooperative character of the labor-process becomes more
and more marked, so, as a necessary consequence, does our notion
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of productive labor, and of its agent the productive laborer, become
extended. In order to labor productively, it is no longer necessary
for you to do manual work yourself; enough, if you are an organ
of the collective laborer, and perform one of its subordinate func*
tions. The ffrst deffnition given above of productive labor, a deff-
nition deduced from the very nature of the production of material
objects, still remains correct for the oollective laborer, considered
as a whole. But it no longer holds good for each member taken
individually. (Carytal, Vol. I, pp. 508-509.)

The continued expansion of capitalist production and exploita-
tion keeps extending the bounds of the "collective laborer," draw-
ing new groups into the productive process and proletarianizing
them. Growing masses of white collar workers are drawn into thi
ranks of the working class and as science becomes increasingly
a direet productive force, this becomes parficularly true of scientists,
engineers and other professionals. Added to this is the growth in
the numbers of workers employed in an enormously inflated para-
sitic sector of ffnance, credit, advertisin$, stockbrokerage, etc., which
develops apace as the cost of realization rises. And with the rise
of stato monopoly capitalism there takes place a proliferation of
government employment.

_ 
Far from being diminished by this process, as the exponents of

the 'hew middle class" would have it, the ranla of thi working
class are swelled by it. Of course, we must omit from the ranki
of this expanding working class those in management whose primary
funcUon is that of an instrument of exploitation of the production
workers, also those in government employ whose role is defense
of the system of exploitation and oppression and who serve as in-
struments of their perpetuation. Nevertheless, it is clear that the
predictions of the Com.munist Manifesto have been richly fuIfflled.

The Fight for WorkingClnss Unity

Within the totality of the modern working class the industrial
workers, by far the largest sector, continue, in Lenirt's words, to
"play the role of front-rankers, the vanguard." This is the sector
which is concentrated in the biggest, most modern, most highly
socialized forms of production. It is the most highly organized
sector and the most militant. It is the focus of tlle class struggle.
Other sectors join with it; however, they do so not as allies but
as mambers of the sa"me cl.ass, What is involved, therefore, is not
alliances but class unity. The mling class skives ceaselessly to disrupt
that unity, to pit one group against the otLer-white collar against
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blue collar workers, intellectuals against manual workers, men
against women, older against younger workers. Most fundamental
is the pitting of white against Black workers. The ffght for working-
class unity is therefore in large part the struggle to unite these
diverse sectors around the industrial workers, Black and white.

In forging that unity the role of the vanguard party of the
class*the Communist Parly-is vital. It is the Marxist-Leninist party
alone which ean make clear to workers the communit.ll of basic
interests of all sectors of the working class within the diversity
of their immediate needs and concerns, and so help to defeat
the capitalist efforts to divide them.

At the same time, the working class as a whole stands at the
center of the democratic anti-monopoly struggles. Its allies are
the Black and other oppressed peoples, the small farmers, small
businessmen, intellectuals and professio,nals, women, youth. In these
sbuggles, within whoso framework the ffght for socialism unfolds,
the working class forrns the vanguard. fu Lenin writes n his The
Stme and, ReooWian:

Only the proletariat-by virtue of the economic role it plays in
large-scale production-is capable of being the leader of all the
working and exploited people, whom the bourgeoisie exploit, op-
press and crush, often not less but more than they do the prole-
tarians, but who are incapable of waging an inilzpendent strttggle
for their emancipation. (Collecfed Worles, Vol. 25, pp. 48-404.)

Such is the character of the modern working class.

(Conthru,ed fron page 74)

billion per year for the needs of the people, govemment provision
of jobs to all lacking work and of working age, government opera-
tion of plants shut down by private industry, raising minimum
wages, reduction of the work week without reduction in paR etc.

We do not set any limits on what may or may not be actually
realized in capitalist USA. We are optimistic in that we consider
that substantial gains can be won through struggle. But we are not
blind to the continuous pressures of the ruling class to prevent any
gains, and to whittle away or slash away those previously obtained.

BARRY COTIEN

[hanges in the [omposition

of the Working flass
One hundred and twenty-five years ago, in the seminal work of

scientiffc socialism, lhe Comm.undst Mani.festo, Marx and Engels as-
serted that what was then a rising class, the bourgeoisie, was also an
historically mortal class. The bourgeoisie, they noted, by revoluUon-
izing the means of production, accumulating and centralizing capital
and transforming weak, scattered and primitive means of production
into the powerful and highly social economic engine that is modern
machine industry 'Torged the weapons that bring death to itself."
The fruit of the bourgeoisie's passion for the accumulation of capital
is the proletariat-'a class of laborers who live only so long as they
ftnd work and who ffnd work only so long as their labor increases
capital." This proletariat develops in the same proportion as capital
ihelf and consequently is 'its special and essential product." There-
fore, in its legitimate offspring, tho working class, the bourgeoisie
also created "the men who are to wield those weapons." And fo"lly,
Marx and Engels concluded: '"\Mhat the bourgeoisie produces above
all are its own gravediggers." The validity of Marx' and Engels' whole
theory of the inevitable revolutionary overthrow of capitalism by the
proletarriat depends on ttre correctness of their predictions concerning
the course of development of the working class.

With this prophecy of Marx and Engels hanging over their heads,
it is small wonder that the capitalist class and its ideologists look
upon the growth of the working class with trepidation and spare no
effort to obscure or deny that it is indeed a growing social force
whose position and development destine it to be the ruling elass.

Let us therefore take an independent look at the facts concerning
the development of the working class in the United States in the
recent period.

Grouth of tlw Working Class

From 1940 to 1970 the total labor force in the U.S. grew from 53
million to 82.9 million or by 56 per cent.* Of that increase of 29.9
million, 14 million or almost half accrued during the decade of the

r Unless otherwise indicated, all ffgures are taken from decernial censuses of
the United States.
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1960s. Of the 82.9 million in the labor force in 1970 about 2 million
were in the armed forces, 77.3 million were employed and 8.6 million
were officially counted as unemployed.

But the rate of growh of different categories of workers told a
more revealing story. Over the 30 years, the number of unpaid family
workers declined over one million or by 72 per cent. The number of
self-employed workers declined 3.9 million or by 40 per cent. The
sharpest drop in the number of self-employed workers, both abso-
Iutely and relatively, occur:red in the decade of the 1960s. On the
otler h,and, tle number of government workers (i.e. wage and sala-
ried employees of the state) rose by 8.7 million. And the number of
privately employed wage and salary workers rose by 27,7 million.
The greatest growth in the ranks of wage and salary workers was
registered during the 1960s. Total growth of wage and salary workers
amounted altogether over the 3 decades to 36.3 million or 108 per
cent.

In other words, the number of wage and salary workers grew at
a rapid rate, both in absolute and relative terms, and more than
doubled over 30 years. Its growth was not only fueled by the gro$flfi
in the labor force, but also proceeded at the expense of the interme-
diate, propertied and self-employed sections of the population, por-
tions of which disappeared through attrition or were cast down from
their precarious independent perch by the advance of technology and
the concomitant eoncentration of capital. And this tendency showed
a marked acceleration in the latter decade of the period. Clearly,
t-here is no solace to be found here for those who wish to wave the
disappearing wand at the working class.

Occupationnl Structwe

These critics persist, however, resting their case on the change in
the occupational structure of the working class ( or of the employed
population). And it is undeniably true that marked shifts have oc-
curred in the skill, educational and occupational makeup of the
work force.

Of the 11 broad occupational groupings deftned in the census,
only I showed an absolute decline over the period 1950-1970. The
biggest declines occurred in occupations connected with agriculture-
farmers and farm managers, and farm laborers and foremen. Employ-
ment in these two categories declined by 4.3 million, or almost two
thirds. As a percentage of total employment they fell from 12 per
cent in 1950 to 3 per cent in 1970. Household employment showed
an increase from 1950-60, but by 1970 it had fallen below its 1g50
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level. It now accounts for only 1.5 per cent of total employment. The
number of non-farm laborers dropped in the decade 50-60, then rose
barely above its 1950 level in 1970. AIl other occupational groups
showed substantial increases in numbers. But the white collar occu-
pations have shown a tendency to grow more rapidly than the blue
collar occupations, and therefore have also enjoyed a rising proportion
of total employment. On this is variously based the assertions that
"bosses are multiplying more rapidly than workers," or that "the
middle class is growing faster than the working class," or that "the
economy is becoming a service economy rather than a producing
economy." We have already seen from the last paper that there are
no grounds for assigning the bulk of clerical, professional, sales and
service workers, who in their overwhelming majority are salaried
workers, to any class but the working class. But it is legitimate to
ask, what role do they play in the working class? How is their social
position being modified? What is the significance of their growth?

Before going into this question let us ffrst examine that oceuPa-
tional group which as a whole stands closest to the bourgeoisie and
most clearly apart from the main body of the working class, managers,

administrators, officials and proprietors. While this group registered
a numerical increase from 5 million to 6.4 million from 1950-1970,

this represented a slight decline in their proportion of the labor force
from 9 per cent in 1950 to 8.8 per cent in 1960 and to 8.2 per cent
in 1970. Along with this a certain shift in the social position of some
of this group is discernable. This is due ffrst of all to the decline in
the number of small proprietors simultaneously with the rise in the
number of salaried managers. Secondly it is due to a change in the
character of the work performed by managers. This can be illustrated
by the following comparison: in manufacturing the percentage of
managers and administrators has remained constant at about 5 per
cent, while in wholesale trade the percentage of managers and admin-
istrators is now 15 per cen! down 5 per cent from a decade ago. A
similar situation prevails in retail trade. The explanation is that in
manufacturing, where class divisions are most highly developed, the
rnanagerial group is primarily involved in directing exploitation
of the other employees on behalf of the owners. In trade, petty enter-
prise is still extensive, and therefore the task of administration of
things has not been so clearly separated from the exploitation of
persons. But these ffgures show that due to- the increasing concen-

[ration in trade the small tradesman is gradually being levelled to
the status of a rank-and-ffle employee. Certain anachronisms in
classiffcation arise due to the slowness of the names of categories to
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reflect their reality as, e.g., the hundreds of thousands of grocery
store_ "meat managers" or "produce managers" who actually'rianagr.
nothing but pork chops or bananas.

Now let us look at the other white collar occupational groups. The
most rapidly growing of these are the clerical workers, whose numbers
doubled from 1950-7Q and profession and technical workers, whose
numbers increased 130 per cent over the two decades. Together they
accounted in 1970 for 32.4 per cent-almost one third of the labor
force. If one adds in sales workers they account for about two fffths
of the work force. A part of these, e.g. most doctors and lawyers,
some sales workers and others belong to the middle class and are
outside of our immediate realm of interest. But a large and increasing
proportio_n belong to the working class. For example, in 1g70 83 pei
cent of all writers, artists and entertainers, Bg per cent of aceountants,
96 pe,r cent of nurses, 98 per cent of teachers, g8 per cent of engineers
a1d I{ per cent of college teachers were wage or salary workers.
Altogether 89 per cent of professional workers were salaried in 1970.
For clerical workers the ffgures are even higher.

Whire Collar Em,ploymerrt

The reasons for the increase in the numbers of white collar workers
are three-fold.

The ffrst is the growing requirements for provision of services and
social administration created by modern conditions of production.
This has been met-to the extent that it has been met at all-by the
intensiffed- development of state-monopoly relations, and especialiy by
the growth in government spending and employment. From fg5O tb
1970 the number of people employed in public administration in-
creased by_ 1.6-million or by !2 per cent. The number employed in
schools and colleges increased 8.8 million or tgO per cent. thb total
increase in government emplopnent amounted to 8.7 million_most
of it white collar. other government measures characteristic of state
monopoly capitalism (high military spending, measures to stimulate
the rate of growth of the 

-economy 
and to increase productivity and

the_rate of exploitation) which also influence the development of ttu
working.class are bey-ond the scope of this paper. what is important
to note here is that the growth of government employment lias tre-
mendously enlarged that contingent of the working class composed
of rank-and-ffle employees of state and related bureaucratic insti-
tutions.

The second reason for increase of white collar employment is the
rapid expansion in the branches of private industry *6i"t rely heavfly
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and often predominantly on these types of labor. This applies esPe-

cialy to the wholesale and retail trade industries and to ffnance,
banking and services. But what I said before concerning the leveling
efiect which technological advance and centralization of capital have
on the position of managers in these industries is ten times more
completely applicable to the professional, clerical and other workers.
At one time the corner store owner was owner, manager, salesman,

clerk, and stockboy rolled into one. And if he bossed himself around,
it might have been called schizophrenia, but one could not iustiffably
have called it class struggle. Today matters are quite different. The
employer in a trade establishment is likely to be a oornponent of
monopoly capital, even a conglomerate like A6rP, while the salesman,
clerk, etc. have been transformed into exploited wage laborers. And
those small owners who continue to exist today are also exploited by
those same monopolies. Far from being evidence of the disappearance
of the working class, workers in trade have developed into an impor-
tant branch of the working class-a commercial proletariat. And with
respect to workers in fianance, there has also developed an extensive
finnncinl proletnriat. The numbers of nonsupervisory employees in
wholesule trade, retail trade and ffnance, which we may take as an
approximate measure of the size of the proletariat, were in 1970 2.7
million, 10.4 million and 3.2 million respectively. In these branches
of economic activity, it should be noted, a large bulk of workers con-
tinue to be employed in small establishments.

In as much as a slowly increasing portion of the work force is en-
gaged in the marketing of goods and supplying of services, a decleas-
ing portion of the work force is directly engaged in material pro-
duction. This could only be made possible by the rapid increase in
the productivity of labor in the sphere of material production-by
what is popularly called the "scientiffc-technological revolution." And
this is the third reason for the increase in the numbers of white
collar workers-the structural change in the work force involved in
material production.

Marx wrote that "in order to labor productively, it is no longer
necessary for you to do manual work yourself; enough, if you are an
organ of the collective laborer, and perform one of its subordinate
functions." (Capital, Vol. 1, International, 1939, p. 517. ) And with
the advance of science and of productive techniques, a larger share
of the efiort expended by the "collective laborer" is skilled labor,
either mental or clerical-administrative labor. In manufacturing, the
main branch of material production, in 1970 10 per cent of the work
force was composed of professional workers (mainly accountants,
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engineers, technicians, etc. ) and another I2,4 per cent were clerical
workers. thil compares with 2.7 per cent and 10.g per cent respec-
tively in 1950. In the most technologically advancid branchei of
industry- the percentages qe even higher. Today the number of pro-
fessional workers in manufacturing is double thi number of laborers,
while in 1950 the number of laborers was triple the number of pro-
fessionals. In other words, the advance in technolog;r has multiliiied
the numbers of sections of the industrial working 

-clarr, 
erpeiia[y

its office and technical and scientific sections.

Machine Operutioes

But &e facts also show that the outstanding feature of the structure
-oj ry9dern industry is the growth and coniinued predominance of
the blue collar laborers, who today account for 68 per cent of the
labor in manufacturing. It is chiefly with regard 

-to Ae role of
this group that Marxists part company with alt varieties of oppor-
funists, revisionists and other anti-Marxists. All of these gentlemen
insist that automation is reducing the role of the factory proletariat.

Let us examine this point more closely.
Automation invests an ever increasing portion of productive func-

tions in a machine. As a consequence of automation, a similar quan-
ity of product contains less labor after automation is introduced-than
before, and fewer laborers are required to obtain tfre same result.
That is the beginning. But for some it is also the end. By focussing
attention on,tle impact of automation on a narrow segment of socia-i
production they attempt to prove that automation muit diminish the
role of the machine operative. Yet the facts show that between 1gs0
and 1970 the number of machine operatives increased by 2.9 milion,
or 21 per cen! despite an unprecedented growth in automation.

It is true that capitalism embodies a tendency toward automation
and therefore toward a reduction in the work force. But it also re-
quires accumulation of capital and growth of production and conse-
quently a growth in the labor force. which of these tendencies will
predominate in a given industry, or in the whole of material pro-
duction, at a given time cannot be determined apriori,. But in 

"iihu"case, technical progress in the main is accomplished by appropriating
the forces of nature through the increased use of machineryl whei
the number of manual workers is decreased, the number of machine
operatives may simultaneously increase. The widespread application
of automation brings the labor of sections of clerical, office and other
white collar workers to increasingly resemble that of factory workers.
This process therefore enhances the possibilities of achieving unity
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between these difierent sections of the working class.

Where is the'fatal flaw?" How is one to explain the contradiction
between this seductive theory of the "disappearing worker" and the
factsP It can be explained by pointing out that the proponents of this
theory, while playing up the fact that automation attenuates the labor
in a given volume of material output, omit to mention that it simul-
taneously creates a growing demand for labor in capital goods pro-
ducing industries. Thus between 1950 and 1970 the percentage of
workers engaged in manufacturing durable goods increased from 58

to 59 per cent. They 'Torget" to menLion that nonmanufacturing
industries develop machine operations, boosting both the demand for
the labor which produces the machines and the labor which operates
them. Thus by 1970 the census listed 2.5 million machine operatives
in nonmanufacturing industries. They "forget" to mention that tech-
nical progress and automation also invade offices, so that more than
half of a million clerical workers are office machine operatives
(though still counted in the clerical occupation). Th"y conveniently
forget to mention everything that explains the reasons behind the
fact that scientiffc advance is constantly solidifying the leading role
of tho core of the proletariat.

Above all, they ignore that the increasing mass of functioning capi-
tal creates a tendency toward an increase in the mass of the proletariat,
while the rising ratio of materialized labor to living labor consumed
in production creates a constant tendency toward the displacement
of living labor. It was recognition of these contradictory tendencies

that Marx stated in his general law of capitalist accumulation: "The
greater the social wealth, the functioning capital, the greater the
extent and energy of its gowth, and therefore, also the absolute mass

of the proletariat and the productiveness of its labor, the greater is
the industrial reserve army." (lbid' p. 659. ) This "industrial reserve
army" is at times generated through an absolute reduction of the
numbers employed in a particular branch of industry. This is true in
agriculture where over the past 20 years I million jobs have been
eliminated and also in mining, where employment has been reduced
sharply. It has also been true in particular branches of manufacturing,
e.g. lumber and wood products and also food.

An increase in unemployment can also result from a relative de-
cline in employment in comparison to the development of the labor
power at the disposal of capital. A prime example of this is the
relation of women to the labor force in the U.S. From L940 to 1970

the number of men in the labor force increased by L2 million o,r 30
per cent. During the same period the number of women in the labor
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force increased 17.9 million or by 140 per cent women have ac-
colntyd.for S per cent of the inciease iri tt u rabor force since 1g40,
and- during the decade of the 1g60s they accounted for 65 Der cent
of the increase. This growth in femare emproyment t 

", ,roi 6"eo thu
result of any lessening of discrimination 

"gri*t women but is mainly
a consequence of the rapid g_rowth of th6 branches of indusnry ani
occupations in which women have traditionaily been emproyed'(crer-
ical and sales work, some-professions and some branches of industry).
Altogether P_p"r cent of-women are employed io 

"t"ii"J,-salu, 
and

service work. But the number of unemplolei *o*"r, hr, ,ir"o at the
same time because capitalism has evei more rapidry deveroped trrellbor pgwer of womi Uuoyg! aubomation of ior'r"*orh-'throogh
rising educational levelg and through increasing economic pressures
on the family by and other means. "

Leading Section of the Working CWs
Flctory wo:kers are the rargest section,of the working crass. They

are the most-homo€en-eous component wirhin th" *ortiri 
"i*r. fU"yare gathered in the largest ooncentrations of any typJ of-*ort"".

These are the workers wlo directry face the bigg;t ,rio'*pori"r, *uo
are best cap-able of waging a militant sTgsr" ft?iori tu" ,Ioolpot"r,
and whose labor is the rnainspring of the"Entir8 

""o"*y.-----. But it ir- 1ot only for these reasons that industriar workers form
the core of the working class. They also hold this position because
they are the most exploited section of the working hass, sopplying
the greatest_share of the 

.bgurgegisiet, proffts. Th" #"8;;ilie-'recr.,its
into the ranks of industrial w6.kers di^sproportionately Trom the most
oppressed sections of the people in thlir 

tdrive 
to to*u, *rse, 

"oaincrease the rate of e-xploitation. This is an inescapabre .reces'sity forthe capitalists since the degree of exploitation of fhe *orkerslr, -*-terial production is the key to the existence of the *rrolu-bo*guoirie.
Let us take as the most^graphic and important exampre of fiis the

qrowtfr 9f the numbers of Brack workers] In rg50 1g3 per 
"errt 

ofthe Black labor force were- employed in agricurture, 1Bb- per ceot
were nonfarm laborers- and l5.r per cent -rvere private hiusehold
workers. In other words ,in rg50 z7.z pe, cent oi Brack emproyed
persons \vere concentrated in areas of employment which *"r"'to b"
hardest-hit by te-chnological advance. BJtween 1980 and lg70 over
one million jobs held 

_b)r 
Blacks were eliminated in these categories.

At the same time total employment of Braclcs rose by 2 milliori. rhe
g,r"*,q of Black-employment over the two decades was propeled by
the drive of capital to maximize the proftt which could ie ^made by
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the superexploitation of the labor which was being 'freed' from iE
means of livelihod. The biggest single fteld of growth in Black em-

ployment occurred in profft making private enterprises-800,000 in
manufacturing alone and that mostly in heavy industry. As a conse-

quence of this Black factory workers rose from I to 13 per cent of
all factory operatives. Black operatives rose from 18.6 to 2t1.8 per cent
of the Black labor force. The numbers of Black workers also grew
in govemment employment, in service industry, in retail trade and
ottrer areas. But high unemployment rates, continuing insecurity of
employmen! and entrenched patterns of discrimination defended at
all costs by capital continue to make of Black workers a pool of super-
exploited labor. This gowth of the number of Black workers has

led to an objective tendency toward a closer linking of the obiectives
of the Black liberation movement with those of the working class
movement as a whole. It also has created more favorable conditions
for the attainment of Black-white unity in the struggle against racism
and in the general class struggle.

A similar type of pattern of development has occuned with respect
to the other largest racially and nationally oppressed groups-the Chi-
canos and Puerto Ricans.

Tho number of women employed in industry has increased due to
the change in the occupational structure of industry. But during the
last decade capital has also begun to increasingly utilize low wage
female labor as factory operatives, including in basic industry. In
auto, e.g., there are 70,000 women operatives, 15 per cent of the total.

The region of the country which has undergone the most rapid
industrial development-and consequently where the working class

has grown most rapidly-is the South, the formerly most backward
and still most poverly-stricken and lowest wage region.

In other words, because the working class-and its industrial core
in particular-is the most highly exploited section of the people it
has become steadily more representative in its composition of the
whole of the people most oppressed by monopoly. It is therefore
better able to articulate the demands of the whole people and to
unite the whole woiking class and all working people in a militant
struggle against their exploiters.

To summarize: the main tendencies in the development of the
working class in the U.S. in the most recent period have been:

1) Growth in the numbers and increase in ooncentration of the.
working class. Progessive proletarianization of &e nonworking class

strata.
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2) lormation or enl-argement of contingents of the working class
on a large scale in trade, ffnance, indushy, service and state 

"ilproy-ment.

_ 8) Growth, consolidation and strengthening of the leading role of
the industrial core of the working cla-ss.

.4) Changes in 
-the racial, national, regional and sex composition

of _the working class-and most markedli, of its industrial Lore_in
a direction which makes it more representative of the ;t;i" puople.

Lastly, 
increa-sing complexity in the structure of the working crass,

resulting j" Tllfiqll"ation of its creative abilities, enlargemeni of its
social and political horizons, and increasing concentratiJn of all pro-
ductive acHvities in its hands. Differences In outlook, 

"*p"ri*"" ura
immediate interests form a material basis also for possible conflicts
among the different sections of the working class-ai aim which the
SiTs circles are working overtime to reaHzJ. An outstandi"g 

"*u-pr"?f 
ahjr is the.attempt to maintain a segregated pattern ofi,rb*b*

oevelopment in order to create an institutionalized source of conflict
between Black and white workers and maintain Brack workers in a
superexploited status.

But the words of the commanist Manifesto best summarize the
oveyll development 9f thg working class in the u.s. during the last
period. It is the class in whom the fiistorical movement is inc-reasingly
being concentrated, a class that holds the future in its hands.

(Contirurcil from page B)

itself as never before, on a plane higher than in the period of the
thirties.

In the course of the struggle all of the so-called difficult suestions
are_ going to be answered, just as they were in the thirties irh"r, u,
end was put to the open shop. The workers will reverse the class-
collaboratio_nist policies of_\Iegy and company. The organized sector
of the working class will help to facilitaje ih" *orr""*ent for the
organization of the unorganized in general and in the south in par-
ticular.

- Fu approach- to the solution of these questions wifl be praced
before you tonight in.the papers of Hyman ir*", and Barry dohen.
Thank you very much.

AI.VA BTIXENBAIIM

The Status nf Wnmen Wnrkers

Over 82 million women, or four out of every ten adults, ulre cur-

rently worhng in the U.S. Women make up 88-40 per- cent of the

total work foice. This means t-hat more women are working in 1978

than ever before in our history, even at the height of World War II,
and the trend continues upward.

The u.s. census Bureau reports that between 1960 and 1970 almost

12 million people were added to the work force and th_at 65 per cent

of these *it"-*o-en. While women continue to hold a major and

often predominant place in "traditional' women's occupations, in
light and service industries, there is an increasingly signiffcant move

toward medium and heavy industry.
For example, according to the Censgs Bureau, over a million and

o half new operatives-meaning skilled_and semi*killed production

worlors-were added between 1960 and 1970. Of these, 890,000 or

58 por cent woro womon. In the same period, of 838,000 new laborers

ne*rty 175,000 or 51.5 per cent were women. of 88,000 bus drivers

addei in that period, 53,000 or almost 73 per cent w-ere women and

nearly two miiiion of the more than three million additional sewice

*orklrs are women. There has also been a shift toward white-collar

and professional work as well as toward the service industries.

Tlie most signiftcant development, however, is the increase in the

numbers of w6men entering into heavy, basic industry. Due to the

technological revolution and to the pressures and demands by-women

themselvis, women are reentering and going beyond the iobs they

held during World War II, in basic steel for example. In ste-el fabri-
cating and-aluminum, women make up from 20 per cent of the work
forcJto 60 per cent and even more. And in auto, there are more

women than in steel. In several auto plants some departments are

predominantly stafied by women_and_some _planls have even ap-

pointed women as foreladies. In the electrical and communications

industries women are a majority, *ith large numbers of Black women

among them.
One analysis of women as a percentage of total workers is se'

lected nonfarm occupations taken from Tha changing Labor Ma,rket

and.Women (U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

3l



-Women, therefore,_ are engaged in a great vaiety of jobs, many
of them essential to the operation of the iotal U.S. 

"tooo*y. 
Women

are one-third of the operatives in the factories that produce goods
needed by our society, especially electrical productJ and teitiles,
but also steel, automobiles, chemicals, clothing and others. Three
out of every four clerical workers are women and the work done is
essential to accurate record keeping of all kinds and to the distribu-
tion of goods throughout society. women are well over half of all
service workers in hospitals, public utilities, laundries and so on.
In addition, women are teacheis, social workers, technicians and pro-
fessional workers of all kinds.

December L972) shows that as of April 1g72, women were:
97 per cent of all private household workers;
76 per cent of all clerical workers;
61 per cent of all retail sales workers;
57 per cent of all service workers;
40 per cent of all professional workers;
80 per cent of all operatives (skilled and semi-skilled

workers);
L7 per cent of all managers;
15 per cent of all nonretail sales workers;
I per cent of all craftsmen.

data-processing machines, all bring new fossibilities fJr women.
They also bring changes in the outlook, thinkine and psvcholosv oIThey also bring changes in the thinking and psychology of
all workers and move in the direction of greati *o.ling-"luss con-
sciousness. This process is breaking down the old disti-nctions be-
tween so-called "women's iobs" and "ment jobs.,,

More and more wom_en today- are joining unions. According to the
U.S. Department of Labor, in the two years between 1968 a;d Ig70
the number of women union members rose 942,000 to a total of 4.g
million. About one out of every ftve union members is a woman. rn
26 unions women are at least half the membership. In eight unions
women are six out of ev_ery ten members. unions with the Iargest
numbers of women are the International Ladies' Garment work"ers,
the Amalgamated clothing workers, the Internationar union of

consequently, historic shifts are taking place in the rives of u.s.
women. Economic necessity-the need for more than one wage earner
in most working class families-and rising social conscioulness are
moving women into the direct production processes in tremendous
numbers. The scientiffc and technological revolution, the widespread
employment of o,ffce machinery, the growing use of computeri and
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illectical Workers, the Retail Clerks, the Hotel and Restaurant
Workers, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the
United Automobile Workers, the International Brotherhood of Team-
sters, the United Steelworkers of America and the International Asso-
ciation of Machinists. The Drug and Hospital Workers Union, Local
1199, has a very high proportion of women in its membership. The
-\merican Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees,
one of the fastest growing unions in the country, also has large
numbers of women members. The two national teachers' organizationS,
the AFT,and NEA, have large numbers of women. Furthermore, as

women enter into occupations and industries traditionally closed to
them, they are also becoming members of the unions in those indus-
tries. Consequently there are women in the Carpenters Union, the
Firemen and Oilers Union, the Woodworkers, the Boilermakers, the
Distillery Workers, the Painters, the Seafarers and. the Rural Letter
carriers.

Still, over 29 million working wornen, the overwhelming majorrty"
are unorganized. Women often make up the majority in some of the
largest unorganized plants in this country. This means that they are
without even minimal protection. Those women workers who are not
union members earn $1,540 per year less, on the average, than those
who are members of unions. Among the unorganized women workers
arc 1,7 million retail sales workers, as well as millions of ofice workers
and agricultural and private household workers. And the overwhelm-
ing majority of these last two categories are Black, Chicana and
Puerto Rican.

Bl.ack and Ottwr Oppressed Minority Working Womm

In studying the special problems of women workers, it is particu-
larly important to examine the status of Black women, also of
Chicano, Puerto Rican, Native American and Asian women. The
working-class exploitation which is the source of women's oppres-
sion and the racism which is the main source of division among all
workers have an even greater efiect on Black and other nationally
oppressed women in the labor force. Black women in particular have
been uniquely exploited and oppressed under capitalism from the days
of 'slavery. Historically, Black women and their families have been
kept at the very bottom of the economic ladder. They have been
forced to go to work in far greater proportion than have white
women. They have been forced to accept the most menial, unreward-
ing, low-paid, generally unorganized jobs. In addition, raeial dis-
crimination and racist practices that victimize Black women become
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the rationale for accordlng the same treatment to Puerto Rican,
Chicano, Native American and Asian women in our society. Thus,
job opportunities, education and job training are even scarcer for
these women than for white women. In addition it is their families,
again thanks to racism, that are most often in need of more than
one wage earner in order to make ends meet.

A breakdown by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the jobs held
by white women and women of oppressed minorities shows the efiect
of racial discrimination.

MAIOR OCCUPATION OF WOMEN WORKERS, By RACE, t97t
Occupation

Professional and Technical
Nonfarm Managers & Oficials
Clerical Workers
Sales Workers
Operatives
Private Household Workers
Service Workers other than

Private Household
Other occupations 3.4 8.9
(Source: Facts on Women Workers of Minoritg Races, U.S. Department
of Lalbor, Bureau of Labor Satistics, Employment Standards Administra-
tion, Women's Division, L972, p.4,)

Here we see that about half of all white women workers are pro-
fessional, technical or clerical workers as against less than 83 per
cent of Black women workers. On the other hand, more than 48
per cent of Black women are in private household or service work,
compared to L9 per cent of white women workers.

In basic indusby, while women as a whole are excluded from many
iobs, Black women are increasingly being hired for some of the hot-
test, heaviest, dirtiest and least safe jobs in the steel mills, auto
plants, chemical plants and elsewhere. They are expected to accept
jobs which employers wont even offer to white women on the grounds
that they are too hard for them to do-a firical example of the
blatant racial discrimination practiced by the big monopolies. Of
course, most of these jobs are actually unfft for any human being,
man or women, and a ffght is needed to force the companies to
change these conditions for all workers.

In L972 the unemployment rate for Black women 20 years of age
and over by government estimates (which are highly conservative),
was 8.8 per cent as compared with 4.9 per cent for white women.
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Among Black teenagers of working age the rate is an incredible 85
per cent*or . more than double the rate for white teenagers. Since
many Black men are also underemployed or unemployed (their
median income was only $5,485 in 1970), the working woman's in-
come is often a higher proportion of the total family income than
is the case for white families. This, of course, creates much more
severe problems of poverty for Black families than for the average

white family. When the woman in the Black family is laid off, the
whole family suffers more.

Black women are also more often the sole wage earner in the
family than is tfre case among white women. This is due to a
number of factors, but not to the instability of the Black family, a
false concept promoted by the ruling class as the basis for a whole
number of racist notions about Black families. Among the real reasons

for this are the poor health and medical facilities and many other
ills of poverty, the higher incidence of disability and death among
Black men. Deaths from the Vietnam war and other wars have been
proportionately higher among Blac\ Puerto Rican and Chicano men
due to the fact that they are drafted and sent to the front lines in
numbers out of proportion to their percentages in the population.
Finally, inhuman and degrading welfare policies designed to break
up families, together with unemployment and underemployment of
Black men all help to account for the relatively large number of
Black women who are heads of households.

Where Black women worked full time all year, poverty was four
times greater than among white families. Where the women did not
work at all during the year, more than three out of four Black families
lived in poverty, as compared to 38 per cent of white families.

The picture varies only slightly for Chicano and Puerto Rican
women. The discrimination is the same, the racism is the same, and
the exploitation and oppression are the same. Only the utilization of
national, cultural and historical differences by the bosses as a way of
stifling protest and stimulating divisions varies somewhat.

For the 8-9 million Chicanos living mostly in the Southwest, Mid-
west and some other areas, the median annual income of men is less

than $6,000. For women, the ffgure is only about $8,000. A Chicana
garment worker in Los Angeles starts at $1.65 an hour. A hospital
worker in Arizona begins at $1.55 to $1.65 an hour, while a cafeteria
worker starts out as low as $1.25 an hour. Women who assemble

parts for planes may start at $2.00 or $2'25 an hour and women who
do arc welding, gas welding or assembly work in sheet metal plants
at about $1.75 an hour. Domestic workers eam less than $1.00 an

Nonwhite White
100.0 100.0
10.6 15.1
2.4 5.4

22.4 85.6
2.7 7.8
15.4 18.0
16.5 9.2

27.0 16.0

fl

fit
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hour. Any woman who protests may ffnd herself deported to Mexico,
often resulting in the disruption of families in cases where mothers
are picked up and deported on the spot, without even being allowed
time to get their children, who are left in the care of family and
friends.

For hundreds of thousands of Puerto Rican women in New York
City, their ffrst job is in the sweatshops known as the "garment mar-
ket." They are virtually excluded from the higher paying skilled jobs
and moat of them gross less than $100 per week and often only $65
and $75 per week. Two out of ffve Puerto Rican women work and
their proportion is growing too. Most of them are concentrated in
low-paying jobs as factory workers. Very few work as clerical, pro-
fessional or technical workers, as managers or in other higher paying
job categories.

fn low-income areas of New York City, Puerto Rican families
headed by women had a median income in 1970 of only 98,768 com-
pared with $6,488 for families headed by men. Four out of ffve
families headed by women are foroed to seek some welfare assistance
in order to survive.

The officially estimated unemployment rate among Puerto Rican
women living in low-income areas in New York City is the highest
of any group in the city as a whole. It is 10 per cent for Puerto
Rican women as a whole but well over 30 per cent for Puerto Rican
women under twenty. This is especially signiffcant since the Puerto
Rican population in the United States is much younger on the average
than any other group in the country-the median age only 2lH years,

Black, Chicano and Puerto Rican women in the United States have
proven themselves consistent and steady forces on picket lines, in
actions for quality, unbiased education, or in ffghting for much-needed
additional schools. They have given leadership in the ffghts for child
oare, for adequate welfare, for food stamps, and they have demon-
strated their opposition to the war in Indochina. If we add to this
experience-in struggledre facts that a large percentage of women gG
ing into industry are Black and that there is a growing shift of Chicano
and Puerto Rican women into production, including basic indust4r, we
can understand why they are important as a leading and conscious
compon€nt of the working class. It clariffes, too why corporate mo-
nopoly has singled out racism and male supremacy as its hain ideo
Iogical weapons for creating division among workers.

Characteri*ics and, Proble.ms of Women Workers

The 82 million women in the labor force represent a cross section
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of women in the nation.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics publication, Women

Workers Today, the percentages of women in various age groups
who were workers in 1970 were as follows:

Ag, Per Cerrt in La,bor Force in 7970
16 to 19 years M
%) to ?tL years 58
25 to 84 years #
85 to 44 years 51
45 to 54 years 54
55 to 64 years 49
65 years and over 10

Almost three ftfths of all women workers are married and living
with their husbands; more than one-fffth are single and the other
one-fffth are widowed, divorced or separated.

Whfle the number of women employed in indusby, service and
government continues to grow, the wages of women, instead of in-
creasing relatively to those of men have dropped further behind.
According to the President's Committee of Economic Advisors the
average pay for women is now 60 per cent of that received by men.
Although concentration of women in unorganized shops accounts for
some of this disparity, unequal pay for identical or nearly identical
work is the main cause. Superproffts resulting from unequal pay for
women amount to billions of dollars a yeaL But in addition this huge
gap between the wages of men and women workers is the result of
exclusion of women from higher-paying job categories and the denial

-of 
promotion even when they have the necessary skills or could easily

be taught them.

, An important means of excluding women from jobs is to exclude
them from apprenticeship training programs. In 1971 there were only
1,800 women enrolled in apprenticeship training programs in the
entire country. In New York, New fersey, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands, for example, six out of ten women apprentices were being
trained in only four ffelds: bookbinding, cosmetology, jewelry and
lab technology. There were practically no women in such highly
skilled, higher paying categories as machinists, draftsmen, plumbers,
pressmen, printers, etc. The justiffcation for excluding women from
thes-e trades is so_ught in the false stereotypes about women not being
mechanically inclined, being physically weak and so forth.

But the trend among women is not solely toward jobs. Working
women are also being forced into unemploymen! and in greater
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mrmbers than men. Capitalism depends upon this reservoir of unem-
ployed workers as a bargaining tool against those workers who are
employed, as an important means of holding down wages. Keeping
women as a major component in this reserve army of workers makes
it even easier to pit male workers against female workers.

The Housewifo und.er Capitalism

Most women in the United States, however, are housewives, a status
which remains the most effective way to keep women out of the job
market while providing a rationale for failing to make housework
and child care a social responsibility. Great confusion exists about
the status of the housewife under capitalism; in fact, deffning the
housewife's status has given rise to one of the biggest debates in the
women's movement, uot just in the U.S. but in other countries as well.

The housewife, in addition to being an unemployed worker, also

serves the function of providing necessary domestic labor to maintain
the workers'needs and to bear and care for children. Therefore, she

has an indirect relati,onship to social production. When women enter
into the work force they acquire at that point a direct rather than
an indirect relationship to production. The basic purpose of produc-
tion in capitalist society is, after all, to produce salable commodities
for profit, not to produce household services.

Monopoly goes to great lengths to eonceal the fact that working-
class housewives are in very large part unemployed workers. By
forcing the family to depend primarily upon the husband's wages,

monopoly perpetuates the myth that "women's place is in the home."
In that way it keeps many women out of the job market and avoids
responsibility for the extra burders placed on the workers' families
and on women in particular. Expenditures for child care, public edu-
cation, health care, housing and other necrssary social needs that
should and can be public services, even under capitalism, are opposed

and blocked because they don't produce proffts.
Consequently, when the housewife in capitalist countries seeks

employment she is by no means escaping the drudgery of household
*oik to become a creative contributing member of society. Instead

she works two jobs, eight hours or more on the job outside the home
and again when she gets home. This is certainly not the life that
will free women.

The degree of oppression suffered by an individual woman, t"here-

fore flows directly from her relations to production, and when she

doesnt work she has an indirect relationship as maintainer of the
family. The extent of her oppression therefore is directly related to

i
I
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the question of which class and which section of the class she belongs

to and not primarily to whether or not she is a housewife. Therefore,
her role is the family as a service and maintenance worker is a
secondary feature of her basic relationship to a class. It is this em-

phasis on the oppression of women as rooted in the exploitation of
workers as a class, ratler than the emphasis on oppression as rooted
in the roles fostered by the continuance of the division of labor in
the family that separates Communist analysis from other analyses.

This is not to say that the age-old division of labor in the family
is not the primary means of maintaining male suPremacy and thus
preventing women from being fully and equally integrated into soeial
production. But once class oppression is ended, male supremacy then
becomes an obstacle to a socialist society where no one exploits or
proffts from others and where maximum participation of every indi-
vidual in social life is necessary for the advancement of all.

One new feature of modern capitalism is that the ma.terial basis
for ending male supremacy is present today. We have a level of
technology and scientiffc innovation which makes full and equ,al

employment and a secure economic life possible for all sections of
society, for men and women alike. But control of this vast scientiffc
and technological knowledge in the U.S. remains in the hands of
corporate monopoly and is used to intensify exploitation. At the same

time the contradiction between what rs under capitalism and what
could be (as evidenced by the development of the socialist countries ),
is becoming more and more apparent to larger sections of society
and especially to workers. Therefore, the intensity of the struggle
against monopoly control also increases and with it the struggle
against ideologies like male supremacy, which disunite workers.

Women are a critical part of the working class and without their
conscious participation it will not be possible to unite workers. This
is why it is so important to raise the level of the conscious ffght
against male supremacy and with it to raise the level of the class as

a whole. To the capitalists, low-paid women workers mean lower wage
standards and working conditions generally. They mean union bust-
ing, superproffts and a divided and helpless working class. Male work-
ers can afiord to ignore this danger only at great peril to themselves
and their families. Communists, and Communist men in particular,
must convince them of this.

Strategg of Reaction

Monopoly capital both understands and utilizes for its own ends
the fundamental relationship between the class struggle and the ffght
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for women's equality. This was quite evident in the recent election
campaign of Nixon, whose demogogic use of racism and male su-
premacy were instrumental in confusing people and &verting the
issues away from fundamental questions into avenues of reaction.

Nixon was able to appeal demogogically to the baclcward fears

of whites and he made special appeals to white housewives. This is

shown in the efiective use of the busing issue, his attacks on welfare
recipients, his appeal to women to return to the home and care for
their children. He projected the idea that the problems of drugs,
poor rea&ng scores, etc., were due not to our social system but to
women leaving the home to get jobs. At the same time, Nixon vetoed
the Comprehensive Child Care and Development Bill and sought to
get Congress to pass "worldard' legislation, which forces welfare
mothers with children over six to take any jobs the welfare depart-
ment offers or lose their welfare checks. Such a bill would force these
mothers to compete with other low-paid workers and of course create
another source of friction in the working class.

True, these were not the only factors in Nixon's election, but they
were extremely important means for confusing people on the do-
rnestic issues.

The next four years will mean an acceleration of the attacks upon
the working class in the economic and social spheres, and will be
marked especially by an increase in the use of ideological weaPons.

The use of racism and male suPremacy as weaPons to immobilize
and confuse is being stepped up. Hand in hand with increased ex-

ploitation, monopoly capital strives to intensify ideological division
between men and women by convincing workers that men have no
interest in women's equality and that such concerns are those of
women alone. At the same time it is trying to convince women that
male supremacy is a natural thing and to continue to split women
from other women on the basis of race and class. Thus it hopes to
win large seetions of women to reactionary causes.

This policy means that working-class women, and Black women
in particular, will be major targets of the Nixon offensive. It means

that women industrial workers will experience more intense Pressures
on the iob in the attempt of monopoly to restrict the ability of male

and female workers to organize effectively together for better wages

ancl job conditions.

ldeology of Male Superiority

Since the beginning of private property, the ideology of male su-

premacy .has permeated every institution, every level of society. It
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is not an accident of nature, but a deliberate tool introduced and
fostered to protect private property.

It is an ideology which stunts the growth not only of women but
also of men and of the family as a whole. Concepts of women as

property, as sex objects, as weak and defenseless and often as emo-
tionally delicate are all concepts that are part of capitalist ideology.
Centuries of these ideas and variations on them have prevented men
from seeing their own interest in the struggle for full equality of
women.

It thus becomes easy for capitalism to discriminate against women

-to keep them out of certain industries, out of the more skilled jobs
and the professions, out of positions of leadership in trade unions
and other organizations. It is an ideology that has been part of peo'
plet thinking for centuries and will not die easily. This backward
notion seeps into the minds of all, even the most advanced of us.
In the family under capitalism, it is a stumbling block to women's
economic, political and social equality. It curtails the ability of women
to participate in all struggles for a better life. Many women dont
have time to do so, with the worries of children and household on
their minds. And those women who do participate in social move-
ments do so-especially if they have children-at great expense. Yet
there are thousands of active women, many of whom work; these
are the women who are advancing and developing class consciousness.
Special attention has to be given, especially in the case of working-
class women, making it easier for them to be involved in stuggles.

The working-class struggle for existence and survival, for emanci-
pation from exploitation, requires a new outlook of cooperative,
equal partnership in work, in struggle and in all relationships between
men and women. Relationships of mutual respect and dignity in place
of bourgeois competitiveness and disunity are developing.

The womdn's movement for equality, and especially working-class
women's movements, cannot be completely successful without new
initiatives and sustained, conscious struggle by Communist men. A
good starting point is to win tlie trade unions to organize the unor-
agnized rvith special reference to women, to ffght for elimination of
the male-female wage difierential and for child care. And it is most
important to initiate a ffght to make all jobs safe for both men and
women,

W omen and, W orki.ng-Clnss Unity : Communist Aims

We see our main aim as organizing struggles to give every woman
the right, if she so chooses, to enter fully into the productive forces
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in any job she cares to pursue. That is what is required to achieve

full equality for women.-It can only be accomplished by ffghting for
these conditions that will enable women to make this choice.

The outcome of struggles depends on the degree of unity forged
in the process of their development. The intensity and degree of
success of the ffght against racism has proven to be the determining
factor in forging unity in all of the workers' and people's struggles
that occur in our country.

Increased militancy in the Black community, on the part of Black
workers, has stepped up the struggle against racism precisely be-

cause it aids Black-white unity. The ffght against racism is the ffrst
priority, therefore, in uniting the working class and in securing the
unity of women. Racism takes various divisive forms among workers
in general, and especially in struggles related to Black women. There-
fore, for our Party, the special issues affecting Black women most
acutely are key to advancing the whole struggle for women's equality.

Our program concentrates on issues that women face on the job:
tlre ffght for equal pay and iob opportunities, the right to be trained
for new skills, the right to maternity leave with pay, the right to
higher wages, shorter hours, safety and security.

We ffght for universal child care and for safeguarding the health,
education and weUare of children. In the public schools we ffght for
inclusion of the history of the U.S. working class and for studies of
the Black, Puerto Rican and Chicano peoples. We ffght for a tue
picture of the history of the American Indian and of the peoples of
various national backgrounds who helped build our country. We
struggle against racist attitudes and biased treatment of children.

Since there is large-scale unemployment and since millions of peo-

ple live in poverty, the ability of people to survive bee,omes a critical
question. We ffght for jobs, but we also ffght for a minimum income
so t"hat no family or person will be forced to live in poverty created
by an exploitative economic system. We ffght to compel a system

that prevents substantial numbers of people from earning a living
to take the responsibility to assure that they don't starve.

'We see, too, the need to build, together with other forces, a

women's organization which is led from the beginning by working-
class women, an organization which reflects in its leadership the
struggles of Black, Puerto Rican, Chicano and American Indian
women in the United States.

As we struggle to implement this program we will also continue
to advance the struggle for socialism which, in the long run, provides
the real and lasting basis for full and equal rights for women.

IANVIS IYNER

Youth ard the Working [lass

As the accelerated attack of monopoly and imperialisrn places more

hardships on the working class, other social strata sufier as well,
often in special ways, reflecting their special position in the economic,

social ani politicai life of the country. Without a doubt-the pllg\t
of the highiy proletarianized oppressed minorities, particularly Black

Americans, is worsened. But also young people as a whole, and es-

pecially young workers, face a most severe crisis. Their well-being
irrd pioqperity is intrinsically linked to that of the working 

-class'
Cont6mpirary state monopoly capitalist rule has accentuated this

interrelationship.
It is furthei the case that the unity of the working class with

youth and students is essential to the vitality and forward thrust
bf U.u working class and the trade union movement. Without such

unity the interests and efiorts of the youth and students, as we have

seen recentl/, will be frustrated, fall short of their aims, and eventu-

ally be set back. Recognizing this vital truth, it is our task to clarify
oui thinking and action in our approach to the youth movement-to
counter all obstacles to this unity and to faciliate its development.

objective conditions today have again made such unity more possible

than ever before.
One hundred years ago Karl Marx stated succinctly, "The younger

generation is in step with me." In 1905 Lenin wrot9, *.. 
. 
-. 

all we

f,ave to do is to iecruit young people more widely and boldly,
more boldly and widely and again more widely,and again more

boldly, wi.thout feailng them. , . :, +e -youth-the 
students, and

still more so ttre young workers-will decide the issue of the whole

struggle." (CollactedWorks, Vol. B, p. 146.)

The founders of the science of Marxism-Leninism understood the

importance of youth and consistently strove to win the younger gen-

eratio, to socialism-to the side of the working class.

The Youth Question as a Special Question

Indeed, Marx, Engels and Lenin all recognized the special op-

pression and insecurity brought down- upon 
-the 

adolescents and

"hildr"r, 
by capitalism and therefore the need for a special ffght

to be made by the youth in alliance with the working class as a

whole. Under pre-capitalist modes of producUon one might get mar-
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ried, have children and commence independent economic activity
at age 13 or 14, whereas under advanced capitalism this, as a rule,

does-not take place until the age of 18 or later. And even though
social condi,tions often force early marriages, today the requirements

for leading an economically independent life are far_ greater than

in earlier 
-ti.rrur and are becoming greater yet as the productive

forces advance. In fac! under earliir modes of production, the

youth question did not assume its special 
- 
importance, since the

periort 6f youth was relatively brief. eapitalism has enhanced the

importance of the youth question.
ilence to describe youfh as solely an age question is to obscure

the full content of that period of life. Neither do youth represent

a 'special class" or a .h"w revolutionary class" as some on the

Left assert. We understand classes scien'tiffcally, as economic cate-

gories, deffned by their relationship to the means of production.
Under capitalism the main classes are those who own the means

of produclion and those who must sell their ability to labor in
order to survive. Among the youth there exist all class strata, even

though, as we will show, youth have a certain plight in common

which transcends classes and even ,though one's class position is
often in flux during one's youth. Youth itself is of course a temporary
state whereas a class is a ffxed category having interests and an

outlook separate and apart from other classes.

Youth iJ a social s;tratum, not a class, a social stratum which is

multiclass. Although youth have common interests and needs, its in-
teresB do not stand alone and apart from those of the main classes.

The son or daughter of a General Motors executive may have some

interest in common with an auto worker's son or daughter, but
when push comes to shove, you know Pretty much--where that
exective's son or daughter is going to stand. This is usuolly true even

when such bourgeoii youth put on the "cloak of revolution," usually
the cloak of ultra-Leftism.

The body is composed of cells, some dying and some being
formed. Actually at puberty one undergoes qualitative hormonal
ehange, which makes for many new features in one's life. These

physical changes are reflected socially and culturally in different
ways depending on the social and economic conditions, on the level
of development of the productive forces. But what remains constant
is that one becomes conscious of new drives. One becomes aware
of sexual drives. One begins to form onet outlook towards a mate,
towards a creative future family relationship.

In Western society, one begins to discover romancg which has

YOUTTI IS

more meaning than childhood crushes. Thi. ! also a peak time

in onds physlcd energy. One is prone to ffnd avenues to release

oo"', urr"igy. Thus atiietic and active recreation has a speci'l 
"P-

peal to aod is especially needed by youth.t 
Changes also occur in one's consciousness. For the ffrst time one

begins Io really develop onds social consciousne.ss. One- begins to

disiover the slcial *oild around one, to develop one's political

outlook, ethieal outlook and value system. This is a decisive time

for tho development of a revolutionary consciousness, a working-

class outlook-6r a reactionary, racist and bourgeois outloo\ im-

perialism's point of view.
^ Orr" can 

^say that society is composed of social 
'cells, 

some being

born, some dying. After a number-of decade_s w_e ge! a completely

new generatiorr. 
-Thotu who are being socially 'born" and are iust

comin"g to social consciousness reflect current times in a sharper

way than do older PeoPle.

The Soci,al Con'sciousness of this Generatiom

This generation of yutth has grown up at a time when not for

ten per"cent but for dne hundred pe, 
"errt 

of their lives they have

seeJ and experienced social upsurge. They have had 
_to -live 

with
Vieham and' other U.S. impeiialist aggressions arouncl the world.

One hundred per cent of tf,e time since social consciousness they

have experi"r,""d th" upsurge of the Black liberation movement, the
puerto hi""r, Chicano and-Indian moveme,nts. Because of the sfu-

dent revolts the campuses are viewed as centers for political aotivism

as well as for other things. This would not be true of a person, Iet

us say, in his forties or fffti"r, who has seen periods of lull and de-

vetopetl his consciousness under difierent conditions ( such as those

that existed during the 50s). Indeed, anti-Communism, though a
serious problem, does not have the impact on this generation as it
had on earlier generations.

For one hundred per cent of this generatiods period of social

awakening, they have seen the shift in the world balance of forces

go basically one way-in favor of national liberation and socialism.

they have clearly seen imperialism as the aggressor and not the

"savior." They have seen capitalism losing its grip on the world. If
we are living in revolutionary times, then these times will be most

clearly inscribed in the makeup, the outlook, ttre psychology of this

Aumger generdion.- 
ThEre are of course, weaknesses that emerge in youth as well.

often youth lack the 'revolutionary patience" that Lenin talked
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about. They often dont see things in a process of change and are
prone to accept simple "instant solutions." They often will reject
history and wallow in the present moment. As Engels said, ". . . it
is useful to remind young people of former movements, because they
think that they are indebted for everything only to to themselves."

Also, if these are insecure times, then the younger generation will
reflect that insecurity most sharply. The fact that the Black Panther
Party actually called tor "rcoolutionary sui,cid.e" at one point, or the
desperate anarchistic trends that emerged among petty-bourgeois
white youth, or the fact that the music and art of this generation is
often dismal, extrernely cynical and morbid, show this. One rock
group actually calls itself the'Greatful Dead." There is also the fact
that many former actiyists have chosen various escapes from reality
and struggle. Rennie Davis is now with a guru. Some are on a drug
trip, blindly seeking new life styles, pursuing notions of extended
family, and some have even gone back to Jesus. While all of these
have some humanist content they mainly aim at disorienting the
humanist ethical outlook which is so much a part of the basic psy-
chology of this generation. Assuredly, the ruling class is doing all it
can to promote such trends, since they have taken activists away
from tho movement and pointed in the wrong direction for thousands
of youth seeking a (potentially activist) direction.

We must also mention the right-wing, racist appeal to masses of
white youth aimed at pulling them into the service of monopoly: the

Jewish Defense League," the "Young Americans for Freedom,' and
now the so-ealled "National Caucus of Labor Committees" who are
trying to do what the JDL started out to do some months ago, and
who are racist and vile, as pretentious and fallacious, self-serving and
fanatically anti-Communist and anti-working class as the KKK or
Nazi Party are. All of these groups are part of monopoly's 'youth
movement,' are part of imperialism's "direction" for youth.

Due to tlre predominance of class collaborationist leadership in the
trade union movement, this generation has not experienced a time
when the U.S. organized working class has been visibly in the fore-
front of all soeial struggles. This has made it most difficult to win
many youth to the view that the labor movement is decisive to all
struggle and that the interests of the youth and students are inter-
related with those of the working class.

The overwhelming majority of U.S. youth, though bombarded
with a multitude of ideological diversions, are most prone to move in
a political direction for peace, equality and economic justice and
socialism. A growing number, rebounding from the experience of the

YOUTII I7

'60s, and newly radicalized, are ffnding their way to the science of
Marxism-Leninism, the Communist Party and the Young Workers'
Liberation League. Remember that this is the generation of youth
who revolted in the military, who are key to revitalizing the labor
movement. This is the generation of young women who lead the
ffght for women's equality, against Nixon's cutbacks and against high
food prices. This is the generation that made it possible to form
the Young Workers' Liberation League. This is a leftward moving
generation that sufiers lulls, as do all social movements, that is often
derailed, but which reflects the world around it-a world moving
toward socialism.

We can therefore say that youth is a very complex and important
period in life, charactet'tzed by a transition from dependelcl to in-
dependence. It is a time of rapid-paced development and changes.

These changes make for a particular state of mind, body and eco-

nomic status which makes youth more economically insecure, ideo-

logically open-minded and activist oriented. Youth are therefore a
special ffgt*ing force which must be won to the side of the working
class. Following oppressed minorities, youth are the next most im-
portant ally of the working class.

To be a youth is to begin to establish one's economic security, to
be seeking the moral and educational assets to guarantee a fulfflling
and meaningful future. A decent education is a life and death issue

for youth. But in bourgeois society youth faces a very insecure life.
Under capitalism, youth is one of the most difficult periods in life.
The root of this insecurity lies in the basic contradiction between

the social nature of labor and private appropriation of the product
of labor and private ownership of the means of production. The
root of youth's insecurity lies in the exploitation of the working class.

Just coming into productive social life, youth have a difficult time,
especially working-class youth and- especially Black, Puerto Rican,

Cfiicano and Native American youth.

Youth in the Working Clnss

This generation of young men and women workers, students, rural
youth, miildle class and professional youth face a most severe attack
on their standard of living, on their cultural, social and political life,
on their basic ability to secure a future and survive. This is most true
when it comes to working-class, Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Native
American and Asian youth. But it is true overall under capitalism.
Youth have a life without a future.

As in the general population, the majority of the youth population
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is working class. Young workers, particularly organized young shop
workers, serve as a link between the youth and students as a whole
and the working class. Their role is crucial to the forward motion
of the youth movement and the developing rank-and-ffle movement
in labor. Though many assume the characteristics and basic life style
of adults, being married, with children, etc., they nevertheless still
maintain many youthful traits which are valuable in bridging the
gap between youth and students and the working class. They can
talk to, relate to, speak in the style of and understand the younger
generation.

The proportion of young workers in the work force is today at
record levels. Workers under 25 today account f.or 25 per cent of
tho work force, as opposed to 18.7 per cent in 1960. This can be
explained by the effects of the post-war baby boom. But we shoulil
not disregard the needs resulting from capitalist exploitation of the
scientiffc-technological revolution. One result of this has been an
increase in semi-skilled, highly speeded-up production line jobs,

iobs that are monotonous and alienating. These jobs are given to
youth. Youth are being hired in large numbers because they are
c&reaper, capable of more intense labor, and therefore more profftable
for monopoly. They also lack long temr trade union experience
and monopoly hoped to play on the antiunion inexperience of young
workers. Lordstown, of course, exploded this myth and showed how
the radicalization of youth didnt stop on the campuses.

While there has been an increase in youth employment, this has
not eased the unemployment picture. In fact, it has gotten worse. In
this respect the increase in the youth population (due to the post-war
baby boom) has more than offset the increased youth employrnent in
the semi-skilled, highly automated sections of U.S. industry.

The infux of large numbers of university trained technicians and
scientiffc research workers has further brought youth into the
working class. This is because it has accompanied the accelerated
proletarianization of the middle strata which is very much at the
base of the student revolt of the '60s and today. It has brought the
problems of intellectuals and students closer to those of the working
class. This is of considerable importance since there are presently
eight million persons enrolled in colleges. Many of these work simul-
taneously.

Young workers have grown as a percentage of the worlcing class,
but they lag behind in unionization. For example, persons under
twenty-ffve are 13 per cent of 341,000 unionized construction laborers
and 52 per cent of the 798,000 nonunionized workers in the same

YOINH {g

I9:ttV. e Departnent of Labor study showed 13.6 per oerrt of
17,192,000 orgamzed workers under Zi, and 28.8 per cent ;f 62,0g9,000
unorganized workers under 25. Young workers are concentrated out
of proportion in those industries that are nonunion, where the
working- hours-are longest, the pay lowest, and the working conditions
worst. Often these youth have no job security, are hired ind laid ofi
continually, and lack even such elementary fringe beneffts as hos-
pitalization-insulance, paid sick days and holidalrs, etc. Twenty ffve
qer m^nt_of 

-all 
agricultural workers in the U.S. are children-aged

6 to 16. Further, some 850,0@ children 14 and 15 years old were in
the labor force in 1970. The attack on working-class families has
forced not only women to work, but in many cases the children
as well.

The Neeils of U.S. Youth

When U.S. youth are confronting a 20 per cent unemployment
rate, which rises to close to 40-per cent among Black urban youth,
when 300,000 vets are unemployed, then youth are facing- mass
social destruction. If you cannot ffnd a job, your future is in great
doubt. Masses of youtJr are hanging out on the corners; some wa-nder
aimlessly throughout the country. (Ten thousand teenagers run
away _from hgme_ _every week in the U.S.) Or many youth stay
eternally in school because there is no work or because there is only
the trap of meaningless, monotonous labor. And those who do ffnd
jobs face the worst working conditions: speedup; industrial accidents
which cost the lives of 55 U.S. workers per day, 50 per cent of them
youth; 8,500 severe injuries every day on the job.

The 5.5 per cent Nixon freeze means a special hardship for the
young worker, who is on the very bottom of the wage scale. The
spectre of _hghe1 prioes and taxes in light of frozen low wages is an
ominous plight for millions of young workers. The Nixon Administra-
tio-n, through its mo-nopol-y flunky Peter Brennan, is pressing for a
subminimum wage law for youth under the pretense that-this is
a measure to h"lp provide jobs. This bill places young workers
against their parents in the competition for jobs. Passage of such
a bill would mean that youth would take home $66 a week for the
ffrst 18 weeks of employment (and in practice this would mean that
for many the ffrst 18 weeks would also be the last L3 weeks). Such
a law would be exploited to the hilt by the monopolies in their
drive for superproffts.

For millions of young workers, many with young families, the
permanent features of U.S. state monopoly capitalism of inflation and
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simultaneous unemployment spell poverty, deprivation and malnu-
trition. With such pressure on the young famrly, it's no wonder that
one out of every ihree marriages ends in divorce. Without a iob
and iob security youth have no future.

With the acoeleration of the scientiffc-technological revolution, an

education, including a higher education, is no longer a luxury; it's

a necessity. Presenf conditions of life and work demand that one be

able to do more tJran read, write and add. During the last decade

the number of jobs demanding 16 or more years of education rose by
67 per cent, while the number of iobs requiring only a high school

diploma rose by 40 per cent.
Wt ite the demand for education has increased, the actual avail-

ability of educational facilities and opportunities has not kept pace.

There is a lack of vocational training. The racist system of "channel-
i"g" i" designed to funnel particularly Black and specially oppressed

youth into the army of unemployed. Thirty to 40 children to a class-

room is the norm for public schools, especially in the ghettos and
barrios. The consequence of these conditions is that every year
750,000 drop out of high school to faoe a life of low-paying jobs-
or unemployment. If you're unemployed and have no prospects for a

iob, there is the military, a consignment to an early grave, ffghting
for U.S. imperialism in its profft-hungry drive. Youth constitutes 25

per cent of the work force but are 90 per cent of the military. This is
why militarization of youth has become an important aim of
monopoly. Such are the conditions which have created the hundreds
of thousands of draft resisters and war-related prisoners. The demand
for amnesty for all such people is one of the key struggles for youth.

For those who do ffnd low-paying and difficult work, the monopo-
lies offer dope if the speedup is too much and a pink slip if they
dare to ffght back. The conditions of life, economic, social and cul-
tural, in the ghettos and barrios facing working-class youth necessi-
tates a ffglrt for life itself. Mass struggle against racist repression
aimed at specially oppressed youth is part of that ffght. These are the
reasorxi that 50 per cent of the 600,000 registered drug addicts are
under 25. As one League member put it, 'It's easier to ffnd a
junkie than a job." "It"s easier to get a ffx than a ffxed income."

Inadequate education, unemployment, racism, drugs and militariza-
tion all kill. The youth must ffght for their lives in unity with the
working class; youth must ffght for the right to eam,leam and,li.oe.
This is the central campaign of the YWLL. This campaign offers the
basis of unity between the youth and students and the working class.

It offers the basis to develop a united anti-monopoly youth front, a
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front of the generation ffghting for its basic rights against monopoly
oppression and imperialism's aggression.

What is needed is emergency provision for some of the basic needs
of U.S. youth including:

- Public works jobs at decent wages and with union protection.

- Revamping the educational system to provide freg meaningful
education from day care to graduate school.

- A massive campaign to organize the unorganized, the vast num-
bers of young workers ignored by the trade union movement's
bureaucratic leaders.

- An end to racism and racist practices, police harassment and
repression. Freedom for political prisoners.

- Extension of unemployrnent beneffts to include the entire period
of unemployment including ffrst job seekers.

- Enforcement of safety regulations on the job, an end to speedup
and unsafe working conditions.

-Peace: an end to U.S. aggression and plunder abroad; an end to
the drafg ROTC and all forms of militarization of U.S. youth.

What is needed above all is socialism, where the salvation and well-
being of the young people will be an aim of society rather than
monopoly proffts, where all of these things and more will be guaran-
teed. And it can be realized within the lifetime of this generation.
Socialism is the system where youth can enioy a secure, prosperous,
culturally rich, peaceful life.

The recent period has shown world-wide that youth and students,
particularly young workers, do reflect the revolutionary times we live
in. Events have dramatically demonstrated that youth have a key
role to play in revitalizing the labor movement and broadening tho
social base and scope of the antimonopoly coalition.

Todayt college students will in the main not be independent entre-
preneurs, but will be wage earners in highly centralized, monopolized
industry. It is therefore objectively possible to develop the unity of
workers and youth and students. The conditions are more favorable
than those of even a decade ago. In the present period, the campus
struggles, the struggles in the high schools and communities will have
as a basic brace the rising mass upsurge of tle millions of U.S.
organized and unorganized workers. This upsurge will bring an
antimonopoly coalition into being and will bring socialism closer
to realization.
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The [hanging Status nf

Intellectuals and Professionals

Ifiellecfinls in hilustry
The scientiffc-technological revolution during this century has

brcught about a sharp rise in the numbers of engineers, technicians,

scientists and other professionals.

The number of male professional, technical and kindred workers

in manufacturing grew from 628,400 in 1950 to 1,200,400 in 1960 and

L,78L,700 in 1970. Professional, technical and kindred workers include
accountants, computer specialists, engineers, architects, lawyers and
judges, librarians, mathematics specialists, life and_physical (n_atural)

icientists, operations and systems researchers and analysts, doctors,

nurses and dieticians, religious workers, health technologists, social

scientists (economists, psycholo$sts, sociologists), social and recre-
ation workers, researchers, engineering and science technicians, writ-
ers, artists and entertainen. (U.S. Cen&ts, Occupations Accotding to
lnd,ustry, 7950, 60, 70.)

Salaried professional workers have increased by 61 per cent during
the 1950s and 71 per cent during the 1960s. In the Communist Party's
concentration industries of electrical, auto, steel and transport the
trend is similar. Along with this trend, as Marx, Engels and Lenin
predicted, the number of independent, self-employed professionals
has decreased. Independent professionals made up 86.9 per cent of
all professionals in 1950, 15.3 per cent in 1960 and only 7.4 per cent
in 1970. According to the 1970 Census, there are less than a million
independent professionals today, compared with nearly three million
twenty years ago.

Among the intellectual workers in manufacturing, the largest con-
centrations are of engineers and engineering and science technicians.
In 1960 there were 952,000 engineers and 117,600 technicians in U.S.
manufacturing; in 1970 there were 650,000 engineers and 412,000
technicians. In the nine years ending in 1961 the number of engineers,
technicians and specialists in U.S. industry rose 75.2 per cent and
from 1961-1970 it rose over 100 per cent. Most engineers and scien-
tists in industry do research and designing in new ffelds opened up
by the scientiffe-technological revolution.

There has been a signif,sanl increase in research-and-production

lr
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complexes and new ffelds have been opened up by the scientiffc
and teehnical revolution such as the atomic industries and other
industries, such as chemical, have been expanded and now employ
massive numbers of engineers and scientists.

Along with this the number of salaried professional workers
in manufacturing rose from 5.6 per cent of the work force in 1950
to 9.I per cent in I"960 and 12.8 per cent in 1970. In contrast, the
manual workers in manufacturiog flsclinsd from 75 per cent ia
1950 to 65 per cent in J.970. They have, however, increased in
absolute numbers and sUll greatly outnumber intellectuals.

Under conditions of monopoly capitalism, this growth among eu.
gineers, technicians, scientists and other professionals is accompan-
nied by growing numbers of them being forced into the working
class.

Lenin noted that under capitalism the intelligentsia, 'occupy,, a
special position among the other classes, attaching themselves pattly
to the bourgeoisie by their connections, their outlooks, etc., and
partly to the wage workers as capitalism increasingly deprives the
intellectual of his independent position, converts him into a hired
worker and threatens to lower his living standard." (Collec"ted
Worlcs, Vol. 4, p. n2.)

As is pointed out in The Science of Corntrwnisrn and lts FaMflers:

As science becomes a direct productive force . . . the great de-
mands for general and special knowledge in a number of sectors
of production bring some proportion of technicians and even
engineers to working directly at the bench. Such technicians and
engineers do become part of the working class, representing the
highly qualiffed stratum of this class. (Novosti, Moscow, L972,

P. 8e.)

Wage difierences between some groups of professional workers
and manual workers are decreasing, although the average wage for
professlonal workers is still substantially [igher than for w-orkers
as a whole. At the turn of the cenhry they received wages more
than 100 per cent higher than other workers. In 1969 the average
wage for male workers as a whole was $8,563, while the average
wage for professional and technical workers was $12,2,62. Tech-
nical engineers received $13,il1. But engineering and science tech-
nicians, who make up the largest group next to engineers, av-
eraged $8,692.

Also importantly, most engineers and other professional workers
no longer have privileged administrative and supervisory functions
over workers.
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On the other hand, however, there still remain substantial dis-
tinctions between industrial workers and salaried intellectuals in
industry. Intelleotuals have difierent cultural experiences, more edu-

cation, generally higher and better living standards, and difierent
everyday life styles and outlooks. Many believe that they still have
an "out.' While technicians and professionals in some ffelds earn

nearly the same as the average manual wotkers, engineers and

other categories of intellectuals earn substantially more. As a result
of their backgrounds and conditions intellebtuals are heavily in-
fuenced by bourgeois ideology and are subject to petit bourgeois
illusions and waverings, which they carry with them to the working
class. They remain a distinct stratum.

It is also important to keep in mind that there are still many
intellectuals who are not part of the working class, those who are

hired speciffcally to organize exploitation, such as production or-
ganization engineers, time-study technicians, inspectors, supervisors,

industrial relations experts, etc. Psychologists and other social scien-

tists are hired to ffnd incentives for workers to produce more.

Others are not even wage laborers.

M ooemarrt s Among lntellactuals

Nevertheless, the frustration of &e creative abilities of intel-
lectual and professional workers drawn into production, tleir dull,
routine, stultifying work, increased economic insecurity and un-
employrnent and the reduced social status of intellectual and pro-
fessio,nal workers caused by the scientiffc-technological revolution
under state monopoly capitalism has begun to draw these workers
into working-class struggles.

The increase in intellectuals joining trade unions is one manifesta-
tion of this. During 1972 unions set a record in organizing white
collar workers, winning collective bargaining rights for an un-
precedented 21,780 employees. This is nearly double the 1971 ffgure
and signiffcantly above the 1967 record when unions organized 15,000

white collar employees. The largest single victory was among en-
gineers in Seattle. (White Collar Report, The Bureau of National
Affairs, Inc., based on ffgures of the National Labor Relations Board. )

The increase in unionization has been particularly pronounced
arnong teachers and professors. Teachers have organized some of
the most militant strikes in the recent period. In fact, the ffrst
real possibility of a general strike in many years in the U.S. was
spearheaded in Philadelphia by the teachers, who were able to
unite with community forces and the Central Labor Council. In
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addition, the ffrst state AFL-CIO council to oppose George Meany
in his policy of neutrality in the 1972 elections and which con-

tinues to oppose his policies is headed by a teacher in Colorado.

It is also noteworthy, however, that more than half the pro-
fessionals who voted in the 1972 union elections voted against
the union. Professionalism and elitism still exist as maior obstacles

in union organizing. Large numbers of professionals still reject
unions as organizations for blue collar manual wolkers, while still
others refuse to unite in the same organizations with non-pro-
fessional workers and insist on having their own organizations.

Intellectuals have also been an important force in other anti-
monopoly struggles, particularly in the anti-Vietnam war movement,
in support of tlie farmworkers and in defertse of Angela Davis and

othefpofitical prisoners and around other issues. In fact, intellectuals
and students have ofteu dominated movements such as the women's
liberation movement, large sections of the youth and Peace move-

ments and others. The class backgrounds of the people in the
leadership of these movements has been a major factor in their
lack of consistent ideological direction and their failure to involve
large numbers of Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican and white working-
class people.

There has been recently, however, growing recognition by many
intellectuals and professi,onals that the working class is essential

for any signiffcant Progress.
A major shortcoming of the struggles of the professional and

scientiffc workers has been their wealness in the ffght against the
severe racism and national chauvinism and discrimination against
women in their ffelds. Of the total 11.5 million professional em-

ployed persons in 1970, 93 per cent were white, compared to-about
5 per cent Black and 2 per cent of Spanish origin. The largest
concentrations of Black and Spanish-origin workers are among en-

gineering and science technicians and teaching on lhe lower levels

-the lowest paying professional ffelds. In tlese ffelds earnings are

nearly as low as the average for all workers. They also receive
lower wages than white professionals within each catego{y, vrith
Black and Spanish women being paid the least. White professional
men earned an average of $18,900 in 1969 according to the 1970

Census. White professional women earned $7,800; Black men, $9,8@;
Spanist men, $11,593; Black women, $6,800; and Spanish women,

$6,800.
On the other hand, Black and Spanish-origin workers make up

18 per cent of clerical workers, craftsmen, Iaborers and operatives,
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including 28 per cent of all laborers and 18 per cent of all operatives,
the lowest paying and most unskilled categories.

False Theories

In recent years various bourgeois sociologists and economists,
joined by New Leftists and revisionists, have circulated a number
of theories on the status of intellectuals in today's scientiffc-techno-
logical society and their relationship to the working class and to
social change. Among the more well known of these tlreorists are

Roger Garaudy, recently expelled from the French Communist Parly
for conUnuing the dissemination of his revisionist political and

ideological difierences with the Party in violation of Communist
rules of discipline; New Leftist Alaine Touraine; Daniel Bell, the
prominent U.S. sociologist; the late Ernst Fischer from Austria;
Zbigniew Brzezinski, the out-and-out spokesman for imperialism; and
Herbert Marcuse, the well-known psuedo-Marxist.

The most important themes running through these theories are:
l) that tlrere has been and/or can be a total *merging" between
the intelligentsia and the working class under capitalism, 2) that the
intelligentsia, as part of the working class, has replaced the in-
dustrial workers as the Ieading revolutionary force, 8) that science
and service have replaced industry as the key to the economy and
social development because of the scientiffc and technological revo-
lution. Underlying all of these theories is a failure to place the
scientiffc-technological revolution in the U.S. in the framework of
capitalist production reladons, which are charactefized by private
ownership of the means of production and the ruthless drive for
proftts through exploitation of the masses of people.

Garaudy refers to Marx's writings on the "collective laborer" to
justify his assumption of the merging betwen the intelligentsia
and the working class. Marx's definition of "collective laborer" is
the entire productive personnel of an enterprise which, through
division of labor, jointly produces the commodity or material product.
But Marx says that while capitalism brings together socially sepa-

rated and contrasting types of labor in the "collective laborer" in
the ioint production of surplus value, mental and manual labor
become increasingly separate within this. He refers to engineers,
carpenters, mechanics, etc. as "a superior class of workmen, some of
them scientiffcally educated, others brought up to a trade; it is
distinct from the factory operative class and merely aggregated to
it" (Capital, Vol. I, International Publishers, New York, 1967, p. 420.)
Although the intelligentsia involved in production were part of the
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"collective laborer," the content of their work (mental), their actual
role in the social pattern and social division of labor (often super-
visory and managerial) and their different cultural and educational
levels led Marx to distinguish t"hem from the main body of the
working class. Marx refers to the separation of mental and manual
labor, not to their "merger."

According to Marxism, a "merger" of the intelligentsia with the
working class is not possible under capitalism. When Marx, Engels
or Lenin spoke of the elimination of distinctions between mental aud
manual workers they were not talking about capitalism. This process
develops under socialism but does not reach completion until com-
munism, when all class and social difierences are eliminated. Under
capitalism, although increasing numbers of the intelligentsia are be-
coming members of the working class, there still remain intellectuals
who are not part of the working class and who retain special
functions in management of production and other spheres of social
life. Moreover, the important differences mentioned above remain
between the intellectuals in the working class and manual workers;
they form a distinct stratum within the working class.

The capitalist system of private ownership, placing people in un-
equal relationships to the means of production according to their
various types of labor or economic activity, fosters these difierences
because they mean more proffts.

The scientiffc-technological revolution has increased mental labor
of various kinds, both that relating to machines and automated
equipment and mental labor in cultural production, in the service
sphere, that connected with the scientiftc, designing, organizational,
economic and other aspects of production maintenance or manage-
ment or to other aspects of social or public life. As long as there
is a need for a special stratum to carry out this kind of work
and as long as most people are deprived by the ruling class of
the training or education to do it, the intelligentsia will keep its
speciffc social features and xemain separate from the rest of society.
Moreover, when. these distinctions ffnally arc removed, the result
will not be the incorporation of the intelligentsia into the working
class or oica oersa or a "merger." Under communism, there will be
an organic fusion of mental and manual labor in the productive
activities of people; there will emerge the new communist man and
woman whose full potential is developgd.

Hyman Lumer, in his article "On Post-Industrial Society" (Political
Affairs, January 1973) stated, "Capitalism is not merely a society
defined by a given level of sophistication of the means of pro-
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duction; it is a social system deffned by who owns the means

of production, how they are employed, and how the product is

distributed." A new society, he points out, can emerge only on

the basis of a fundamental alteration of these relations.
It is obvious that in the U.S. today the monopoly capitalists,

the ffnancial oligarchy, remain the owners and controllers of the

means of production, despite the growth of science and service

work. Induitrial.workers are among the most exploited in the nation
and still create the greatest amount of wealth. U.S. workers, con-

trary to M.arcuse's pronouncement that workers have been co-

opted into the establishment and assertions of others that the

cl-ass struggle has declined, are the victims of increasing exploita-

tion, deteiiorating housing, soaring prices and rents, speedup, de-

cline in real wages, inadequate medical care, unemployment and

job insecurity, etc. These conditions have led to growing mass

hovements and an intensification, not a decline, of the class struggle.

The working class, particularly industrial workers, plays the lead-

ing revolutionary role because of its objective, relationship to the
*6urrr of production. The working class is exploited, which places

its interests insolubly in contradiction to those of the monopolists

who own the means of production and appropriate the wealth
created by the workers. The working class, because oi its interest

in consistently ffghting against the monopolies and for so_cialism,

reflects the intereits of all those oppressed by the monopolies, in-
cluding intellectual and scientiftc workers. This, with its organiza-

tion and discipline and with the leadership of its revolutionary
Marxist-Leninist Party, makes the working class the vanguard of all
revolutionary forces; it is not, as Garaudy asserts, merely one of
many "elements" in the new revolutionary "historic bloc." The dif-
ferent levels of consciousness among these forces and in different
sectors of ,the working class does not change this.

An Anti-Monopoly Al.liance

An important implication of the changing status of intellectuals
in relationship to the working class is the possibilrty for a powerful
alliance between the working class and intellectuals and profes-
sionals in the anti-monopoly struggle and for socialism.

It is the growing, ruthless control of the monopolies over scientists,

technicians and other professionals which creates the basis for
this alliance. It is not solely the scientiffc and technological revo-
lution.

The international meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties
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in Moscow in L969 noted, "The convergence of interests of the
working class, farmers, urban middle strata and intellectuals as well
as their growing cooperation reduce the social foundations of mo-
nopoly power, sharpen its internal contradictions and promote the
mobilization of broad masses of people for the struggle against
monopolies and imperialism." (International Meeting of Commaniil
and Workerl Parties, MoscorD, J969, Peace and Socialism Publishers,
Prague, 1969.)

The parties also ageed:

In this age, when science is becoming a direct productive force,
growing numbers of intellectuals are swelling the ranks of wage
and salary workers. Their social interests intertwine with those
of the working class; their creative aspirations clash with the
interests of the monopoly employers who place profft above all
el.se. Despite the great diversity in their posilions, different groups
of intellectuals are coming more and more into conflict with the
monopolies and the imperialist policy of government. The crisis
of bourgeois ideology and the attracUon of iocialism help to bring
intellectuals into the anti-imperialist struggle. The alliance of work-
ers by hand and by brain is becoming an increasingly important
force- in _the struggle for peace, dem6cracy and soiiLl piogr"rs,
for the democratic control of production, of cultural institutions
and informaUon media and for development of public education
in the interest of the people. (lbid, p.'25.) I

The establishment of this alliance can become a major factor for the
development of the class struggle.

If this alliance is to be consolidated as the powerful force it can
be, the ffght against racism must become a central part of the
struggle among the intelligentsia. White professional and scientiffc
workers must ffght consistently for an end to discrimination and
racism in all professional ffelds of work. The demand must be raised
for special hiring programs and educational and training programs
so that the proportion of Black and Spanish-origin professional work-
ers increases in all ffelds, particularly in the higher payrng categories.
The demand must also be raised for equal pay for egual work. Be-
cause of the severe oppression of Black and Spanish-speaking people
in the U.S. and the conseguent Black, Chicano and Puerto Rican
liberation movements, an influx of Black, Chicano and Puerto Rican
workers into the intelligentsia would add greatly to the militancy
and consistency of the struggles of professional and scienUftc workers.

Similarly, professional and scientjffc workers must also struggle for



an end to male supremacist policies of discrimination against women
in the professions in hiring and in pay.

fn building the alliance between the working class and the- intel-
Iigentsia, it must be kept in mind that there are still many intellectual
r.6rkers who have interests that still conflict with the workers and

coincide with the employers because of their production and social

functions.
The working class must be aware of the vacillations and petty-

bourgeois ideologies which characterize sections of the intelligentsia,
inclu"ding those who have been forced into the working class, be'

cu.rse oitheir education and class backgounds. There must be con'

stant ideological battle against individualism, elitism, reformism and

tondencies towards ultra-leftism and anarchism.
The revolutionary Marxist-Leninist intelligentsia who have adopted

a working-class ideology have a special role_ to play in- combatting
petty-bouigeois ideological trends, particularly -whe1e 

the working;
.trrr -ouJ*ent has, fior various teasons, a relatively low level of
class consciousness. It is an important task of Marxist-Leninist intel-
lectuals to bring to the workers Marxist-Leninist ideolog/;a- deepel

understanding oT events around them and a consciousness of the need

for revolutionary transformation to socialism.

POLIIICAL AFEAIBS

(Cortiru.red from page 107)

4. Building of rank-and-file trade uni,on organizations to ffght for
greater rnilitancy in the labor movemen! for ending of racism and

discrimination and for democratization of all unions.

5. Formation of a Puerto Rican workers' association in New York

City to work for the general program presented here.

O. Sotid"rity of all U.S. working people with the movement for the

independence of Puerto Rico; establishment of an organized move-

*urr[ i, support of Puerto Rican independence; action for cessation

and dismantling of all U.S. military sPying operatio-ns and bases in
Puerto Rico, Guantanamo, Panama and other parts of Latin America;

full solidarity with the Chilean people in their struggle against the
military-f ascist dictatorship.

7. Freedom for all Puerto Rican trnlitical prisoners in U.S. iails.
8. The legal establishment of bilingual status for New York Crty in

government, schools, and all ottrer areas of life.

VICTOR PE'RTO

Ecnnomic [nnditions

of Black Workers
The struggle for Black liberation has passed the civil rights stage

and has entered the stage of struggle for economic equality-the
struggle for jobs and adequate wages, the basic, root struggle.

For this is what racism is all about-the drive of eapital to main-
tain and extend its privileges won from the slavocracy, the "right"
to superproffts from the extra exploitation of Black workers. Segrega-

tion provided the environment in which the nrling class could most
easily exercise this *right." Once the separating screen is removed,
the ideolo$cal climate in which super-exploitation flourishes is modi
ffed to the disadvantage of capital. Super-exploitation becomes less

automatic, but not impossible.
The struggle to end it remains the most onerous of all post-slavery

liberation struggles, one that can only be won by the oombined action
of Black and white masses.

Can Ecotwmic EqualitE be WonP

Herg as in other struggles, it is necessary to combat the pessimism
of those who say that nothing can change for the better so long as

capitalism remains. At wors! it would be necessary to struggle, as

Marx stressed, so as not to sink down further, so as to gather the
forces needed for a successful socialist revolution.

But gains can be won. Owing to the struggles of the working
class and the oppressed peoples, owing to the exemplary value of
achievements in socialist countries, many particular things have
e"hanged for the better in capitalist countries. Many concessions

have been won, even as other feafures have worsened, even as

contradicdons have deepened.
I have to thank Comrade James Jackson for the formulation

that capitalism does not need superproffts of racism in order to
exist. Certainly, it seels such superproffts wherever it can get them.
But after all, the main bulk of surplus value derived by U.S.
capitalists is from the labor of the whole U.S. working class. De-
prived of superproffts, capitalism would be weakened economically
and even more politically. The achievement of substantial economie
equality would facflitate the political r:niffcation of the working
class, ttre development within it of a class consciousness and an

6l
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awareness of the need to ffght for socialism.
Not all capitalist countries have substantial numbers of oppressed

nationalities. In Japan, for example, apart from a small number of
Koreans, the working class is nationally and racially almost com-
pletely homogeneous. Yet this has not prevented Japanese capitalism
from growing faster than that of any other capitalist state.

Within the United States, the Asian peoples, previously among
the most subiect to racist superexploitation, have won major ad-
vances in relative position. In Hawaii, where they are a majority
of the population, they have achieved virtual economic equality,
and their per capita income exceeds the national average of the
entire population.

Is it likelE, that economic equality can be completely won under
capitalism? No. And in ad&tion to other reasons, as this struggle
reaches a high stage, it will merge with the general anti-monopoly
struggle, with struggles undermining capitalism itself, But we can-

not set a boundary in advance, limiting the amount that can be
won, nor do we accept as a condition of struggle that capitalism
must be maintained.

We enter this struggle confiilent tLnt maior gains can and' mast
be uon.

Clnss StruAute

The Black people are overwhelmingly of the working class, rnore

so than any other national or racial group in the population. Ninety-
six per cent of all Blaclc employed people are wage and salary
workers, as compared with 89 per cent of white* workers. (U.S,-C,
table 92.** Employees of own corporations are excluded from wage
and salary workers. )

The Black petty bourgeoisie, including the veritable handful that
might be regarded as bourgeoisie proper, total only 238,000 or 3.2

per cent of those employed. These include 170,000 managers and ad-
ministirators, including self-employed, 43,000 farmers and 25,000

upper strata professionals-engineers, physicians and dentists.

There are 586,000 teachers, nurses, clergymen and other profes-

sional and intellectual workers. Under present conditions, for the
most part they belong to the working class, but do constitute an

upper stratum of the working class.

* Unless otherwise indicated, white refers to those of other than Spanish
heritage.

** These designations refer to volumes of the 7970 Census of Popula-
tion, e,g. Un;i,ted, Statee Surlmary, Part C, Genoral Soci,ol anil Economi,a
Characteristias.
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The remainer of the working class, 6,587,000, constitute B8.B per
cent of the employed Black population. The largest subgroup of
these, nearly 3 million, are in the lowest level occupational cate-

gories: laborers and service workers. Some 1.8 million are in the
categories of sales, clerical and craft workers.

Among the white population, 13.5 per cent are in the bourgeoisie
and petty bourgeoisie, 13.0 per cent are intellectual workers and

73.5 per cent are the remainder of the working class. Of this last
group, however, the majority are in the subgroup o{ sales, clerical
and craft workers. (U.S.-C, table 91.)

About 2.8 million Black workers, or about 4i| per cent of all
Black non-intellectual workers, are of the industrial proletariat (min-
ing, construction, transportation, manufacturing, communication and

utilities). (U.S.-C, table 122.) Adjusting for undercounting, and for
trends since 1970, they now comprise close to 15 per cent of the blue
collar industrial workers. Thus, Black workers are now a maior
sector of the working class and especially of the industrial pro-
letariat. The extra exploitation of the rapidly growing Black sec-

tion of the industrial proletariat provides increasing superproffts
for monopoly capital. But this section, because of the extra ex-

ploitation and oppression, can be expected to be and often proves

to be among the most militant elements of the proletaria! tending
to lead in struggles, in initiatives essential for the eu-tire working
class.

What have been tle trends over the past 38 years?

During World War II there were signiffcant gains in the telatine
economic status of Black people, the most rapid ever in a short
period. Part of these gains were lost in the ffve immediate postwar
years. Thereafter, for 14 years, there was stagnation in tlle relative
economic status of Black people. Signiffcant gains were registered
in the middle and late '60s, corresponding to the acceleration
of Black people's skuggles. By 1969 the previous peak relative
position reached in 1M5 was approximately regained.

Of oourse, over this period of several decades there have been
signiffcant gains in the absolute living standards of Black peoplg
as of white people. But the criterion of discrimination and op-
pression is given by the relntive standard, the comparison of
levels reached with those attained by white people, and even more,
with those which could be ob'tained, given the highly productive
labor of the working class, Black and white.

How to measure the gain during the last decade? While census

flgures on per capita income by race were not available from
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the 1960 census, we can approximate same by analysis of other

data. This indicates that in 1959 the per capita income of Blacks

was equal to 47 per cent of that of white people. Thus between

1959 and 1969 there was a substantial 7-point gain-from 47 per

cent to 54 per cent.
But a *ir" 

"o-plex 
picture is revealed when we examine the

regional ffgures. These are provided by the annual census studies

of- consumir income. Unfortunately, these statistics compare only
family income, and not per capita income. Between 1959 and 1971

the median family income of Blacks increased from 51 per cent

of that of whites to 60 per cent of that of white familim.
But in two major regions there was a decline-in the Northeast

from 69 per cent to 67 per cent, and in the North Central states

from 74 per cent to 69 per cerr-t. The gains were in the West from
67 per cent to 71 per cent, and especially in the South, from 46

per cent to 56 per cent. (Current Population Reports, Series P23,

No. 42, 1972, table 19, p. 32. )
The concentration of gains in the South resulted from the fact

that the liberation struggles of Black people were most advanced

there, involved broader masses, and were more clearly oriented to
basic issues. Also involved was a general reduction of regional dif-
ferences, associated with the more rapid industrialization of the
South, and migration trends.

Why the big gain in the national average, despite the decline
in the relative position of Black families in the North? Because

so many Black people migrated from the South to the North and

West, where difierentials were less severe in the ffrst place.

While the gains in the South are noteworthy, the remaining dis-
crimination is still the most severe in the country. And a sobering
fact is the irwreased, difierential against Blacks in the North.

The losses since 1959 were concentrated in the Nixon years. Be-

tween I-968, the year before Nixon, and 1971, the last year for
which we have statistics, Black families lost in income relative to
whites by 3 percentage points in the Northeast, 5 percentage points

in the North Cental states, and B percentage points in the West.
True, economic factors-tle recession which hit Blacks much

harder than whites-played a part in that. But that is far from
sufficient to account for the extent of the losses. The Nixon Ad-
ministratiorfs onslaught against the Black people, carried out at
the behest of and for the benefft of monopoly capital, certainly
played an important Part.

Even before thaf the evidence is clear of ttre staguation of the
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relative position of Black people in tle urban ghettoes. In 1945
the median income of Black families and single individuals com-
bined, living in urban areas, was 59.9 per cent of that of white
families and single individuals. In 1969 the coresponding ratio was
59.4 per cent.

A ffnal note on the measure of economic discrimination relates
to the prevalance of poverty. The official ffgures on poverty include
only the most wretched of the poor. Serious deprivation extends
much higher up the income ladder. But according to the official
ffgures, in 1969 some 9.9 per cent of the white population Iived
in poverty, as compared with 35.0 per cent of the Black population.
A somewhat more realistic but still inadequate picture is given
by the numbers living below 125 per cent of ttre official poverty
level. These courstitute 14.0 per cent of the white population,
and 42.9 per cent of the Black population. (U.S.-C, table 95.)

Disctimination, in I obs

The main components of economic discrimination are discrimina-
tion in the kinds of jobs available, discrimination in pay for like
wor\ and discrimination in access to any kind of iob-that is, tn
unemployment.

During the decade of the 1960s, Black men made more than pro-
portional gains in professional jobs and in production line and
skilled industrial iobs. At the same time, other Black men rapidly
lost out in laborers' jobs and Black farmers were decimated. The
number of nonwhite farmers declined by more than 70 per cent
in a single decade. (U.S., 1960, D 205. U.S.-C 9L.) Taking into
accot nt tlrc gains and, losses ooer the decadz, cornbinad, ufih popu-
htlon, grouth, tlrc access to iobs and, hprwe the unemployment
plctwe of Blnck mal,e usorkers usorsened, ooer the decade, though
there was some improvement in the tEpes of jobs available to Blacks.

Among Black women, the story was somewhat better. There
were ve{y pronounced gains in the professional and clerical ffelds.
At the same time, the number of Black private household workers
was cut 40 per cent. In large part this represented a voluntary
moving up to better opportunities. But also signiffcant was the
opting of wealthy families to subsUtute European and other house-
hold workers, in the face of the increasing militancy of Black women.

By 1970 nearly 1.2 million Black women, or more than one-
third of all employed Black women, had white-collar jobs, con-
siderably exceeding the number of Black men in white-collar iobs.
At ttre same time there was a rapid, but not nearly as rapid, in-
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crease in the number of white women with white-collar iobs' By
1970 almost two-thirds of employed white women had white-collar

iobs. In practical tetms, at salaries employers aimed t9 
- 
gay, this

llready l"rg"ty exhausted the pool of potentially available white

*o*"o white-collar workers. This, as we shall see, more than any

devotion to fair employment practices was decisive in the multipli-

cation of white-collar employment among Black women. At the same

Ume, there was a rapid increase in the number of Black women

factory workers. The number of nonwhite female operatives in-

"r""r"d 
from 337,000 to 597,000, and penetrated in signiffcant num-

bers even into suc[r previously lily-white industries as textiles.

As in the past, the percentage of Black women in the labor market

considerably'exceeds-that of white women. In many areas Black

women actually hold more jobs than Black men. This is true, for
example, in the vast suburban areas of New York city-westchester,
Nassau and Suffolk Counties. It is also true that more of the women

have relatively good jobs, or relatively regular iobs, that more

of the men are unemployed and cannot ffnd any jobs'

Discri,mindion in Wages and, Conditiotts

Black people on the same or comparable iobs on tlle average

get lowei wages than whites. Such discrimination doesnt exist on

[rp", *y moie, but persists markedly in real life' For example, in

ih" O"troit metropolitan area the incomes of Black males as a

percentage of whites in 1969 were: salaried" managers and adminis-

tators, 60; plumbers, 63; painters, 67; linesmen and servicemen,

72; mamtf.acfrrring foremen, 77; truck drivers and deliverymen, 84;

,rroto, vehicle opeiatives, 87; assemblers, 92; mail handlers and clerks,

100; freight, stock and material handlers, 130. (Mich.-D, table I75. )

Iriote fie-mysterious 30 per cent extra average earnings of Black

freight, stock and material handlers as compared with white work-

ers.-Tiris seeming advantage is illusory and conceals a real dis'

crimination againit Black workers. White full-time workers on tlis
iob average irore than Black full-time workers. But a very large

part of ti'e whites on the iob are casual, part-time workers, and

i0 p"r cent are teenagers-often working part time after school or

duriig summer vacations. Their low annual eamings pull down the

"r"r"[" 
for white workers. Black youth, on the other hand, do not

have the connections to get these part-time and vacation iobs, which

contributes to the sky-high unemployment rate among Black youth.

The combined efiect of discrimination in types of jobs, and in pay

for the same job, is shown in the comparison of earnings within
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particular industries. In 1969, among male workers in the Detroit
metropolitan area, Blacks earned 61 per cent as much in communica-
tions, 66 per cent as much in construction, 70 per cent as much in
non-electrical machinery, 72 per cent as much in motor vehicles,
and 98 per cent as much in postal service as whites. ( Mich.-D-178. )In every case the industrial ratio was lower than the ratio for par-
ticular characteristic occupations within the industry.

Earnings differentials between white and Black women are less
marked than between white and Black men. But then, discrimina-
tion against white women as women is sufficiently severe to place
Iimits, in practical terms, on the possible extent of additiona[ air-
crimination against Black women.

Unemplogment

Discrimination in access to employment-any kind of employment

-is one of the most severe hardships aflicting Black people. T[e old
rule of last hired, ffrst ffred continues in eflect, by and large. Where
it has -been overcome within a particular factory, it continues to
operate on a corporation-wide basis. Plants are moved from northern
urban ceuters where Black factory workers are concentrated to rural
areas, selected southern areas, and overseas. This generally leads to
a relatively greater loss of jobs for Black workers, and, within the
United States, to their replacement by predominantly white work
crews.

Official statistics continue to show Black unemployment at about
double the rate of white unemployrnent. But in fact the situation
has worsened. More and more Black workers are simply counted out
of the labor force-though actually employed.

In 1940 the percentage of Black males in the labor force was
slightly higher than that of white males, B0 per cent as against 7g
per cent. By 1970 there was a moderate decline in white male labor
force participation, by 5 points to 74 per cent. This could be ex-
plained by lengthened periods of education and an increased propor-
tion of retirees. But during the same 30-year period the percen[age
of Black males in the labor force declined 15 points-to 6E per cent.
The factors making for a decline were not more operative for Blacla
than for whites. The ffgures showing the gap in participation rates
in 1970 are not realistie. Undoubtedly a large part, if not all, of the
extra percentage of Black males shown as not in the Iabor force are
really unemployed. The evidence is more striking in that the reported
decline of Black participation is shown tor eaclt, age group, including
the prime working ages.
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According to the official ffgures, unemployment among both whites

and Blacks was huge in 1940-15 per cent among white males and

L8 per cent among black males. Unemployment affected both Blacls
and whites with sufficient intensity to provide the political basis for
a united struggle for iobs, unemployment relief, etc. By 1970 the

reported percentages were 3.7 per cent for white and 6.5 per cent

foi glack males. While unemployment was much milder than in
1940, the relative gap between white and Black unemployment was

wider. But how much of the improvement, especially in the case of
Blacks, resulted from simply counting unemployed workers out of
the labor force?

I have made certain minimum adiustments, to put back into the

category of unemployed workers those who are counted out of the

Iabor force but are in fact in the labor force. This gives, among

males in 1970, an unemployment percentage of 6.7 per cent for whites

and 13.5 per cent for Blacks. Thereby the unemployment percentage

for Black males is brought up to within striking distance of where

it stood in 1940 when the mass unemployment of the great crisis had

not yet been liquidated. And these adjusted ffgures are still mjnimal.
Additional light on the extent of Black unemployment is shed by

a Labor Department study of New York City poverty areas-Bedford
Sfuyvesant, Central Harlem, East Harlem and South Bronx. Some

218,000 persons were counted in the labor force, of whom 14,800 or
6.8 per cent were counted as unemployed, with nearly equal per-

centages for men and women. But in addition t.here were Lfu1,700

"contingent labor force entrants." The study shows that the great

majority of these people want iobs and.could work, if society co-

operated. In some cases, this would simply require access to deeent

child 
"rru 

centers; in other cases, really equal employment oppor-

tunities; in still others, permission to take ten-minute rest periods

for a heart condition. Including all of the contingent labor force

raises unemployment in these areas to l2/L,700, or 37.9 per cent of
an expanded labor force of 328,600.

Such facts show the validity of frequent statements that unem-

ployment remains at deep depression levels among the Black poPu-

lation. True, during the great depression unemployment among Blacks

was understated in a difierent way-by exclusion of the massive

hidden unemployment among millions of Blacls surviving in the

sout-hern countryside under conditions of dire poverty and oppres-

sion. The transition from rural misery and repression to urban ghetto

misery and repression may be a step upward in the social ladder, if
only in that there is more access to food and medical care. But the
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main gain, perhaps, 
_is the ending of rural isolation, the entry of so

many millions into the working class, the creating of more favorable
conditions for struggle, and for the achieve**t-rull difficult-of
Black-white unity within the working class.

Discri,mirwtion. as a RuJing-Class Wea.pon

A- vita]ly important ideological question is to pin down the respon-
sibility for economic disuimination against Blicks. It is organized
and perpetuated, cons-ciously- and 

"raftily, 
by monopoty capitat, ty

the very highest echelons of the ffnanciar origarchy- tnrt ** tni,
"9r1t 

y: This reality provides the fundamental-linkage of the strug-
gle for Black liberation with the basic crass struggle ietween 

""pitlland labor and with the contradiction betwe"o-ru working people
and the monopolies.

The fact of a much lower economic status for the Black population
cannot be denied. But spokesmen for the capitalists, coirsiious or
unconscious of their role, emphasize every othlr cause but the real
one. Th,ere are variations among the outright racist theoreticians, the
liberals, and the,petty bourgeois radicars-but they all end up absolv-
ing those mainly responsible, the dominant centers of ionopoly
capital. And many of them end up implicitry or explicitly blaming
the Black people themselves.

-one of the most powerful evidences of the decisive responsibility
of mo-nopoly capital for u.s. racism is provided by Mr. fuatergate
himself. Nixon, more than any other piesident in recent times, is
the united choice of the top circles of u.s. ffnance capital. He carries
out the synthesis of their policies. Is there arry qrr"rtion that racism
is _the _most conspicuous theme of his domestic poricies? |ust con-
sider the persistence with which he ffghts to force withdrawal of
every concession wrung out of racist employers by Black workers.
Note his attempt to virtually outlaw minimum quota plans for em-
ployment of Black workers; the use of the government apparafus
to ffght in the courts for increased school segregation; the inieisiffca-
tion of racist federal housing policies; the brazen moekery of fair
employrnent contract requiremcnts by Nixon's pentagon in purchas-
ing munitions; his attacks on the subsistence needs oI Bhck mothers
and children; his racist "law and order" policies; the mobilization of
police gangsterism against tre ghettos by the leading practitioner of
international military gangsterism and domestic political gangsterism.

But perhaps some would claim that Nixon is a special case.
Very well, let's turn to that epitome of corporate monopoly, the

largest private employer in the coirnhy, the American Telephone aud
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Telegraph company. It is controlled by a coalition of the most

po*J*"t Wa[ Street and allied ffnancial grouPs, the.Rockefellers,

ihe Morgans, the First National City Bank, together with Boston and

Chicago-ffnancial interests. An outstanding student of the U.S.-ffnan-

cial sf,ucture, Stanislav Menshikov, observes, 'AT&T has truly be-

come the collective possession of a number of the main U.S. ffnan-

cial groups. The company needs annually about $1,000 million in
loani an operation irnpossible without the coordinate action of the

main New 
^York 

banla and insurance companies." (Millionaires and,

Managers, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1969, p' 252')

ThJ report & tt " Equal Employment Commission published last

year (A Unique Competerwe: A Study of Equal Emplogment Oy
nortunAu ln ihe Bell SEstem') is a devastating indictment of the

hehberaie, profit-motivated racism of those coordinating representa-

tives of tfre main U.S. ffnancial groups'

"From the earliest time," the report says, "Black workers were

almost completely excluded from employment in the telecommunica-

Uons indusiy. tn tggO, when Blacks constituted 9.7 per cent of the

total populaiion in the United States, they represented only !.7 per

cent 
^of ^the 

workers in the telecommunications industry and were

exclusively concentrated in the few service worker and laborer iobs."

Beginning with World War II, the report explains, Bla-ck- employ-

*"rriby ..Nia BelI'began to increase, but only slowly untflthe 1960s,

when atute shortages 
-of lo*-*uge labor in the cities forced the com-

pany to employ Blacks, if it wanted to keep wages low' But,it em-

irfoy"a them only in the worst iobs and under the worst conditions.
' Th" report states: *Somehow, Black employm-ent_ was being con-

centratedin the lowest paying, least desirable, dead-end iobs in the

Bell System. Blacks stif had-not obtained a signiffcant number of

t igt -p'"yi"g craft iobs in any arga.- T[1 fact emphasizes the futility
of"tfri 

"*pioy*"rri 
advances made by Blacks in the Bell System since

1930."
They are kept out of the better jobs either !Y or".t racist exclusion,

as in ihe Soutfr, or by discriminatory tests and criteria *which tend to

screen out Blacks urrd s"r""r, in whites." In particular, for the tele-

phone craft jobs, all tr-aining is done. on the 19!. No previous skills

Le relevant. Most of tlie hiring has been of Black women, particu-

larly of Black women oPerators.- 
-fie report describes the horrible conditions of the,operators' jobs

and the ,^"f,rsal of white women to take them in the large cities be-

cause of low wages and abominable conditions. These factors, it say-s,

are convertiog ih" traffic department, where the operators work,

I

I

I
i

i

l

I

I

;

l
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'from simply a nunnery into a ghetto nunnery.,' And it explains the
motivation, 

_as 
exposed in a speech by AT&T vice president walter

straley to the top brass of the Bell system. He sayi: 'what a tele-
phole company needs to know aboui its labor market [is] who is
available fo1 w-ork paying as little as 94,000 to 5,000 a year.. Ac-
cording 

.to _s_tralel two out of three persons available at ihat wage
are Black. He adds:

It is therefore just a plain fact that y tofal,t world, telephone
company wages are more in line with Black expectationi_and
the Ughter the labor market the more this is true. .^. .

There are not enough white, middle-class, success-oriented men
and women in the labbr force . . . to supply our requirements for
craft and occupational people. And from-nb* on, the number of
such people who are available will grow smaller even as our need
becomes greater. It is therefore perfectly plain that we need non_
white- employees. Not because *e are goid citizens, Or because
it is the law as well as a national goal tio give them employment.
We need them because we have so-many ySbs to ffll and^th6y will
take them.

The blatant racism of this high company official needs no com-
ment. Nor does the obvious linkage of racism, in his consciousness, to
the drive- for superproffts. Nor does his conftdence that the goyern-
ment will 

-do 
nothing- to seriotuly interefere with his racist prictices.

Are trade unions also guilty? Certainly. But they are not 
-so 

guilty
as employers, and their guilt derives from that of the employeri and
the government. They are not so guilty because some unions national-
ly, _and some locally, do carry on struggles against discrimination,
rvith varying degrees of intensity and consisfency; because some
unions do process the grievances of Black workers discriminated
against by employers, insulted or injured by racist foremen, etc.

!n1e, th9 present class-collaborationist trade union leadership, typi-
ffed by the Meany clique, is itself guilty of crass racial discririination
as well as of failure to combat the discrimination of &e emproyers.

But the main difference is this: monopoly capital is racist at its
very core. It can no more become internationalist in theory and
practice than it can stop extracting profits from the labor 

-of 
its

workers. On the other hand, the self-interest of the entire working
class lies in true internationalism, in the ffght against racism. And
trade unions were originally formed as ffghting instrumenb of the
working class, and continue, within certain limits, to fulftll that func-
tion. The struggle must be waged, and, it can be u)on, to convert the
U.S. trade unions into the decisive organized center in the sEuggle
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to eliminate racist discrimination.

Stake of White Workers in the Fight Against Racism

One of the most difficuit and yet essential tasks is to convince

white workers that they are the losers from racist eco:nomic practices,

and not the gainers from discrimination "in their favor'o

As we have seen, the degree of economic discrimination against

Black workers remains moch more severe in the South than in the

remainder of the country. Facts prove that this operates_ to d:a_g

down, and not to raise the earnings of southern white workers. Cal'

culations show that these workerr, thit year, are losing $20 billion

because of this factor. That is the amount by which their earnings

fall below those of northern white workers. It is the price of racism

and should be added to the $35 billion which employers extract

directly from superexploitation of Black ar,d other oppressed peoplgs,

For mlch the sime i"rrorr, southern employers have been successful

in holding down union organization and maintaining the region's

leading in-dustry, textiles, as a low-wage, open shoP-t'""-TY:
But"there arl still broader considerations. The New York Times

(May 8, 1973) had an article by Edward J. Carlough, president of

&e Sheet Meial workers International Association, AFL-CIO, elo-

quently attacking the big-busiuess-government inflationary drive

igainsi the living standards of the workers. He writes:

we so-called great and powerful American trade unionists have

become a tray o"f "r"r* f"fit. 
Were being go-ug* Py the pricr

ffxers and clo'bbered by tLe tax collectors, while all the time our

unemplovment rate continues at over 5 per cent nationally, and

"r"iiO ier cent for construction workers'-We're..so pufied.ug a,1d

oon" ,nith o* middle-class status-we great "silent majority"-
that the jackals are eating us alive.

It's tinle to remember-where we came from' It's time to re'
member again what militant trade unionism is all about. It's time

i; J;J m?rchi"g to the sound of a difierent drummer-that old

&**", who icreamed and scratched and got us where we

are....
But what really has happened to the militancy of con-struction

workers? Where ii the stainl It's exactly in the policy of Mr. Car-

Iough, who runs what is notoriously one of the very most racist of

all irade unions in the United States. Can he seriously expect that

workers will militantly fight the monopolies when their attention is

focused by their lead,ers-on preserving a TolloPo-ly of .jobs at the

expense of tlr"t large and growing sector of the blue-collar working
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class who are B1ack, Puerto Rican, Chicano, Indian, Asian? When
men Iike himself exclude-from leadership that sector o{ the working
class which, by _virtue of its subjection to superexploitation and iti
traditions, is today bound to be prominent in thJ leadership of a
more militant advanced period of struggle of the u.s. working class?

An exhaustive study and solution of this problem is yet tJbe ac-
complished. For the moment, let us bear in mind one central point:
Any real gains totmril equaktty for.Black uorkers ui.ll not be fo tlw
etcpense of uhite usorkers, but uill necessarilE bring in their uake
gairn for ushite rporkers.

Program Toward. Bl"ork Eqwlity
Experience of the past. ten years of fair employment regislation

makes it clear that mere "cease and desist" types of laws, rriles and
regulations mean Iittle or nothing in the f,ght against racist dis-
crimination in jobs and employment. certainly, prohibiuon of overt
forms of exclusion and segregation is necessary and must be much
better enforced than heretofore. But to make major, sustained gains
it is necessary to move decisively beyond this. It is necessary to or-
ganize the struggle for positivg measurable action to bring about
economic equality for Black workers. Recently there has 6een an
increase in the number of court orders and government orders calling
for the ending of this or that discriminatory practice by this or thai
gomppy, and including some compensation for past discriminaUon.
But tJrese have been small, local achievements, ;hich fail to break
the overall pattern of discrimination in a decisive way.

There are certain principles that must be adhered to if real, sus-
tained gains are to be made.

First, it is not enough to call for the end of discrimination. Deeisive
is insistence on positive actions that lead to equality. And these must
be concretely speciffed actions, with readily measurable criteria for
compliance.

Second, the approach must not only involve reliance on legislatures,
government agencies and courts. It must depend ultimately on mass
mobilization for enforcement, and the decisive question here is the
winning of major sections of the organized working-class movemen!
white and Black, to participate actively in the struggle for equality.

Third, demands for Black equality must be posed in a context
which offers a perspective 9j g*irrr for all working people, for prog-
ress towards power and well-being for the white and Black working-
class majority, toward ending the combination of the husts and the
military.
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Concretely, t"here is much controversy over so-called quotas.

Schemes foi ending the lily-white character of construction craft
unions have includid provisions that specified numbers of Blaek

workers must be hired.ln these and otler cases, it is speciffed that

the number must be in proportion to the Black share in th9 Pinula-
tion. It is these provisions *t ict are resisted most strenuously by the

ruling class and-the racist politicians. President Nixon, in fact, in his

custo"mary authoritarian faJhion, has ruled out all agreements which

set speciffc levels of Black employment which must be reached. This

action held up for a year an agreernent at Republic Aviation on

Long Island, intil a compromise was reached which watered down

the ipeciffcation by use of the term "goal."

Thire are two arguments used by the racists. They -say 
that a

concrete requiremeni is a quota system, and liken it to the negative

quota systeir which restricted Jews- in Tsarist Russia and which in
f'act still operates to restrict or exclude Blacks, ]ews, and others in
universities-, corporation administrative offices, etc. in the united
States. But this is completely fraudulent. Call it a quota if you will.

But it is the exact opposite of a restrictive quota. It is a 
-quota 

to

end exclusion. Experience has shown repeatedly that lack of a- speci-

ffc quota leaves the door open for the employer to say: "I did my

bestl but this was all that *as possible." If instead he is toldr 'You

must hire so and so many by such and such a time," there is no

wriggling out.
Th"" oIh"r argument is lack of qualiffed Black workers-or a variant

thereof-they d-o not appear for work. Both of these are eompletely

phony. Tho fact is thit, outside of certain professional ffelds, most

ikiUr'rr" learned on the job. For the most part, the employers'qual!
ffcations are drawn up with a view to excluding Blacks, and to
excluding those among whites who are most likely to be militant.

Finalli, there is drJquestion of how to overcome the fear of white

workers'that more jobs and better jobs for Black workers are at their

expense. First, because of ordinary labor turnover in u.s. manufac-

t*irrg industry, Black workers can be brought into iobs at a rapid
p""""-ithout the forced displacement of a single white worker.
^second, the crucial political requirement is to combine the demand

for Black economic iquality with demands for other programs that
will increase total employment at all levels by more tlmn the added

Black employment, and that will raise the economie conditions of
workers ai all levels, especially the lower levels. This is encompassed

in such Communist Party programmatic demands as spending $120
(Cor*hwed on page 20)

Superexploitation

ROSCOE PNOCTOR

0f

Black Workers
The subject of this paper is the superexploitation of Black workers

based on racism. We start with certain facts which we believe have
not yet been focused on from a Marxist point of view and from
which the necessary conclusions have yet to be drawn.

A recent study by tlle Center for Health Statistics of the Michigan
Department of }Iealth, reported in the Neu York Times (February
10, 1973), shows that the average life expectancy of Black rnen in
Michigan dropped from 64 years to 61.4 years in the decade 1960-70.
In this sarne period the life expectancy of white men, white women
and Black women rose. In 1970 the life expectancy of white males
was 68.2 years, an increase of 6 months. For white females it was
75.4 years, an increase of 1.3 years. And for Black females it was 70.1
years, an increase ,of 2 years.

According to a U.S. government study there were in lg6g only
587,000 Black males aged 65 years and over, or only 7 per cent of the
total number of males in this age group, whereas Black men as a
whole are about 11 per cent of the total male population. This further
conffrms the shorter life span of Black males. The same study sh,ows
that the death rate of Black males is consistently higher than that of
white males in the prime working-age years.

Slaae Labor and Wage Labor

To understand the working con&tions of Black male production
workers in basic industry today, we must go back to the conditions
of Blacks during the days of chattel slavery in this country. U.S.
slavery was a hybrid of the ancient slave system and the modern
capitalist system and it combined the worst features of both. It was
a slave system within a commodity-producing society.

In ancient slave society slaves produced not commodities for sale
on the market but a surplus appropriated by the slaveowners for
their own use. But since the possibility of such consumption is lim-
ited, the demand for labor from the slaves was also limited. In the
U.S. slave €conomy, however, where the slaves were producing com-
modities-cotton, tobacco, etc.-for the world market, demand was
not limited to the personal consumption of the slaveowners and the
demand on the slaves to produce was accordingly unlimited.

It was this peculiarity of U.S. slavery that led Marx to speak of it
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as the meanest and most shameless form of mant enslavement in the
annals of history. In this system it became more profftable for the
slave-owner to work a slave intensively, often using up his life in a
decade of labor or less, and then to buy another slave, than to require
an average expenditure of labor which would permit the slave to live
a normal life span. (See Capital, International Publishers, New York,
1967, Vol. I, p. 236.)

Today the Black worker is no longer enslaved or working on tle
land but resides mainly in urban areas and works in industry as an
operative, a laborer or in some other blue-collar category. But he still
ffnds himself in a situation in which he is worked to death in less

years than his white counterpart. Obviously the economic conditions
of Black workers today is not as extreme as during the days of slavery.
The fact remains, however, that the life expectancy of Black male
workers is declining, that the trend toward longer life is being re-
versed.

The main cause of this is the kind of work they are forced to do
and the intensity of labor imposed on them. The Michigan study
attributes their shorter life span to alcohol, drugs, poverty and hard
jobs. But we will show that the ffrst three of these are in the main
iob-related and that the character of the job is the central factor.

Are Black P eoplo * 
M id.d.lp-Clnsi' ?

A number of writers maintain that the majority of Black people are
now in the middle class. N. G. Wattenberg and. R. M. Scammon,
writing in Commentary, (April 1973) maintain that the majority can
now be called middle class in terms of having good iobs and adequate
education and incomes. Richard Rogan (Neut York Ti,mas Magazirw,

lwe 24, 1973) puts forth a similar view. A special issue of Ebong
(August 1973) on "The Black Middle Class" presents deffnitions of
"middle class" by a number of educators, sociologists, educators,
psychiatrists and economists. All deffne it primarily in terms of income
level and not in scientiffc terms.

But higher-paying jobs in industry do not put Black workers in the
middle class. They remain wage workers, subiected to the kflling pace,
forced overtime and other working conditions which shorten their
lives. Relatively higher wages do not change their class status. Income
is not in itself a determinant of class.

Growth of employment of Black workers has been most outstanding
in manufacturing, health and hospital seryices and government and
public administration. On the other hand, in construction it has de-
clined. In certain occupations the rise in percentages of Black workers
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is especially striking. Here we want to focus on four catagories in
steel and auto: eraftsmen, operatives, transportation equipment oper-
ators and laborers. Over 90 per cent of the Black workers in each of
these two industries are in these categories. These workers, centered
in production, are the ones who produce surplus value and, as we
shall show, are the most superexploited workers in the country.

In these industries Black workers are in the main relegated to the
hard, hot, heavy, dirty, bottleneck jobs. In auto they are concentrated
in the foundry, on the assembly line, the body shop, paint, welding
and working in the pit. In steel they are to be found in the dusg,
gaseous, nauseous and dangerous jobs where they are most exposed to
gases and chemicals. In addition, most of the Black youths-and young
workers generally-are forced to work night shifts.

These workers, mostly Black and Brown and mainly city dwellers
working in plants located in suburban areas, also face a problem of
tranqportation to and from the job. In many cases no public trans-
portation is available. Workers employed in such plants and having
no automobiles of their own are dependent on other workers with
cars to get them to and from work. If this arrangement breaks down,
the workers lose time and may eventually have to quit. Where public
transportation does exist, it may take up to two hours each way. All
this is very exhausting and forces many workers to quit after a short
time-that is, if they think they can ffnd other jobs. It is much worse
for night shift workers because transportati,on is much slower in ofi
hours. Those who stick it out and commute in this way are often tired
already on arrival at the job and are more prone to accidents, illness,
etc. And by the time they get home they are usually completely
exhausted. Another aspect of the transportation problem is the cost,
which can range from 94.00 to $25.00 a week and which is not com-
pensated by the employer.

A concrete example of these problems is Wayne County, which
includes the city of Detroit and in which 42 per cent of the population
is now Black. In the last ten years manufacturing jobs in Wayne
County have grown by only 4 per cent, while in the predominantly
white suburban areas in Oakland and Macon Counties such iobs have
grown by 62 per cent and 53 per cent respectively. There is no way
for Detroit Black workers to get to these jobs except by car; bus
seryice is slow and unreliable. At the same time the iobs opening up
in Detroit are mainly seryice and low-level white-collar jobs. And
they employ more women than men, thus creating special problems
for fie families. Other signiffcant groups of workers in Detroit, such
as the Spanish speaking group and the Appalachian whites, are simi-
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larly afiected by the difficulties of getting to the iob.

The ProduAioity Drioe

Monopoly capital and its Washington agents are constantly clamor-
ing for increased productivity 'on the grounds that this is necessary

to save the dollar, to make the U.S. strong and better able to compete,
and to make life better. But the productivity of U.S. workers is already
the highest in the world and so are the proffts of U.S. corporations.

Between 1947 and 1968, output per man-h'our in manufacturing
rose twice as fast as real take-home pay. And in recent years proffts
have soared. Between 1970 and 1972, corporate proftts after taxes
jumped from $39.3 billion to $55.4 billion, or by about 41 per cent,
while in the same period wages and salaries rose by less than 14 per
cent. In addition, in the ffrst quarter of 1973 after-tax proffts rose to
an annual rate of $66.9 billion, 28 per cent higher than the rate a
year earlier.

Production and proffts have risen especially in the auto industry
during this period. And since the auto industry is among the biggest
users of steel, this has led also to record production in the steel indus-
try. Both industries have been operating at close to full capacity.

An article by ]ack H. Morris in the Wall Strest lownnl (July 9,

1973) states that to meet the extraordinary demand for steel, espe-

cially from the auto industry, the mills shipped 56.9 million tons of
steel in the ffrst half of this year-an all-time record. The article also
states that after six months of operations straining capacity the U.S.
steel makers are beginning to question how much longer their men
and machinery can hold up. And undoubtedly the auto industry faces
similar problems. 'You just cant work men and machinery overtime
for as long as Detroit has," says one steel company analyst. But even
if there is some easing of demand, the outlook is one of continued
strain on production facilities and workers.

Present capacity in steel is not enough to meet demand. William
H. Wylie, writing in the Pittsburgh Press (luly 12, 1973), states *rat
by 1980 U.S. mills will have to boost capacity greatly to meet global
demands for steel. One result of the growing strain on existing capac-
ity is the growing use of obsolescent plant and equipment, both in
steel and in auto. And this, as we shall see, aflects the working con-
ditions of Black and Brown vi,orkers in these two industries.

This is not an across-the-board problem in these industries. Each
of them has some of the most modern equiprnent in existence. But
at the same time considerable sections are lagging in technology.

However, there appears to be a reluctance to make the necessary
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investments in new plant and equipment and a rnotivation to continue
to function with obsolete equipment. Thus, Chrysler in Detroit has old
plants overrun with rats, with practically no air conditioning, with
old-style machinery, with oily, slippery floors and the most unsanitary
conditions imaginable. The reason is that it is more profftable to use
cheap Black labor than to automate, because more surplus value is
extracted from such labor where productivity remains up, with rela-
tively less capital investment. At the same time there are indications
that U.S. corporations are beginning to see a need of increasing
capital investments to overcome technological lags.

Meanwhile, rising productivity is accompanied by a continual de-
sline in the number of production workers in both steel and auto.
A recent Lab'or Department report based on 1970 Census ffgures
states that between 1965 and 1970 the number of production workers
in auto fell from 659,000 to 613,000, and in steel from 538,000 to
501,000. The Michigan Employment Security Commission reports that
in Detroit auto shops 20,000 less workers were producing 1972 cars

than were involved in 1971 car production, while output was greater.
According to the United Steelworkers, in 1960 461,000 workers pro-
duced some 99 million tons of steel, while in 1969 428,000 workers
turned out 141 million tons.

If technological development has lagged in recent years and the
number of production workers has continued to decline, it is clear
that the record-breaking productivity in auto and steel must be due
mainly to speedup, and only to a lesser degree to increased mecha-

nization or automation. Some new, highly automated plants have

been built in recent years, a leading example being the GM assembly
plant at Lordstown, Ohio. But the corporati'ons are mainly modern-
izing old plants. And in all cases the new mechanized and automated
equipment is introduced in such a fashion as to intensify the labor
of those workers not displaced by the new machinery.

Chrysler increased production by ffve units an hour in its Dodge
Main plant without any noticeable increase in rnanpower. Black
workers, who predominate in production there, found that they were
doing the jobs of two white workers, whose iobs they got when those
workers retired on pension. Ford inereased its ,output drastically with
only a small increase in the nurnber of hourly-rated workers. GM, in
18 of its U.S. plants, slashed off 18,0@ wokers while demanding the
same total output from those remaining and imposing thousands of
disciplinary penalties. At Lordstown, GM recently laid ,off 700 workers
after installing new equipment and demanded that the remaining
workers produce as much as the bigger crew did before. This resulted
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in the workers going on strike.
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At the Buick plant in Flint, the work force was reduced and those

who remained were pushed to produce ffve more cars an hour. Here,
too, the workers tlreatened to strike. At the GM plant in St. Louis,
where the work force has been reduced by 1,300 workers since 1971,

the company is driving those left to turn out the same production
as before and accusing them of sabotage if they do not.

The steel industry is introducing technological changes which will
modify some processes and eliminate others. Among these changes
is continuous casting, which is desigued to eliminate the blooming
mills, the mold preparation departments, the soaking pits and much
of the transportation. The basic oxygen furnace, which produces as

much steel in an h'our as the open hearth furnace does in eighq is

in the process of taking over completely. These developments also
lead to increased speedup. Thus, in one Pittsburgh mill, the new
process has increased the number of heats from 9-10 per shift to 43.

Workers on this operation are asked to eat their lunch while they are
working, since a cycle takes only 20 minutes. One controls operator
and ffve-man crew turn out as much steel as a 32-man crew did before.

To increase the rate of surplus value by intensiffcation of labor
means accelerated expenditure of labor power, accelerated wear and
tear on the workers. Greater intensity of labor requires more nour-
ishmen! medical care, etc. When these requirements are not fully
satisffed, the condition of the working class worsens, despite wage
increases. This is what is happening to production workers generally.
But it is happening especially to Black workers, who form a growing
percentage of all production workers and who are concentrated in
the worst jobs.

The lengthening of the workday, an'other method by which the
capitalist can increase his surplus value, is also increasingly used.

There is a wide and growing use of overtime which, together with
intensiffcation of labor, is drastically increasing the incidence of
accidents and occupational diseases, especially nervous tension, and
leading to premature aging and death. At the same time, real wages
have lagged behind the inerease in the value of labor power due to
the intensiffcati,on of labor on the iob. But even if they keep up with
i! this would still not compensate for the increased wear and tear
on workers and the increased rates of sic}rress and death.

One ffnal point to be made with regard to increased exploitation
on the iob is the use of incentive payments to speed workers up.
Many iobs in the steel industry, for example, are incentive iobs where
the hourly earnings depend on the number of pieces a worker turns
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out. The standard practice is, as soon as workers have stepped up their
rate of production in order to increase their eamings, to change the
piecework rates so that they end up by producing more for the same
pay. Some workers, who are called 'iate busters,. fall for this, but
more experienced workers, who are aware of the consequences, learn
to time themselves accordingly.

Supererploitation and, W orkerl Health
Added to all this are the growing health hazards to which workers

in these industries are subjecled. These have been extensively studied
by the Medical committee for Human Rights, which rep,orts the
following facts:

l. In certain departments in both steel and auto, workers are sub.
jected to large quantities of dust. over a long period of time this
results in- emphysema, bronchitis, lung scarririg ind in some cases
cancer. Jhese lung ailments, which put a strain on the heart, are
often followed by various forms of heart disease.

2. workers are subjected to high levels of noise. The federal gov-
ernrnent states that 90 decibels is the maximum noise level that can
be tolerated by workers. But in an ordinary punch press department
in automobile assembly plants, the noise level is gE-105 decibels. After
many years of working at such jobs, one of every six workers registers
enough hearing loss to be declared legally deaf. After such exposure
neryes are permanently damaged and ability to hear cannot be im-
proved even with a hearing aid. Noise can also lead to damage to the
circulatory system.

8. workers may also be exposed to high degrees of heat, leading
to dehydration-to water and salt loss. Acute d'ehydration can cause
nausea and, in extreme cases, liver damage or shock leading to death.

According to the Michigan Department of Health study, workers
in auto foundries live ten years less than workers on the average. In
the steel industry, allegedly to meet foreign competition, companies
are requiring workers to do work not in their job descriptions and
are pushing inadequrately trained individuals into dangerous situ-
ations. Added to this is the use of worn-ou! unsafe equipment. As a
result, the steel industry has one of the highest injury iates in the
country.

Especially injurious is work in the coking plants. U.S. Steel,s
clarenton works handles about 31,000 tons of coafa day. It is respon-
sible for about one-third of the sulfur dioxide air pollution in the
Pittsb_urgh- area. It emits over 2,00 tons each day o] air pollutants
including ftne dust, ammonia, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxidesichlo-riflqs
spd cyanideg,
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Cokeovens,arethemainkillersinthesteelindustry.Thereisa
riri"! ""*fer of oases of heart trouble, lung cancer, emphysema'

Uir"[ f""g, tuberculosis and other respiratory diseases among steel

work"r, af'a rerrrlt of exposure to gases and furnes. The rate is espe-

cially high among workirs in coking plants, particularly those who

work at"the top 
-of the ovens. And the workers in these plants are

so-go p", cent 
^Black 

and chicano. Black workers in these plants get

i;;;"", at much higher rate than white workers because a much

higf,er percentage of them work at the top of the gvens'
"united 

steelworkers Local 1557 President Don Hannan notes that

the incidence of lung cancer among workers at the top of the ovens

is te, times that in tte gerrerul population and also charges that emis-

,ioo, tro* quenching towers cause severe nausea, stomach distress

and repeated t ip, tJtne hospital. When workers complain about the

qo"o"frirrg pro"Js polluting [ire air,-he says, the company gives them

ilo "r"ril. 
When ihey cotptain about improperly maintained coke

oven doors the company gives them respirators' The top management

of u.s. steel says itr nrrt-ottigation is to its stockholders' Meanwhile

it goes on poisoning its workers, and especially its Black workers'

frorkers'-health is directly related to improvement of the air in and

around the plants. The maior problgm is to reduce pollution by de-

;;;; ;"pture pollutants "*itt"d 
during the coking process. And it

goes withoirt saying that the workers, health would certainly be im-

firou"d if the paee"of work were not so fast. The whole union must

i"k" , stani[ against this policy of putting productivity and proffts

ahead of human life.
The steel companies have habitually refused to allow workers to

tr"*-tt " 
job wh-en an accident occurs. The occupational safety and

rr"ultr, Aci of 1970 has caused a number of them to be less stringent

about this. But in every auto plant in the country workers constantly

",*pr"r"aboutthe"o*p"',y'unwillingnesstoletsickor.iniured*ori"r, Ieave the assernbly line and go home. trn every case the eom-

,,* ,"o the cost of shutting down the line ahead of the lives of

its workers.
As Lee walker points out in his article 'Racism and speedup in

* A"t" plant, (poiltlcal Affairs, ]une 1973), the_company has ffgured

orrt 
"*r"tty 

whai it costs to shut the line down for even a minute. so

ir u *o,t."' has a heart attack, he is simply pushed aside while other

workers go on working over and around him until the ambulance

"o*", 
to"take him away. countless examples of this inhuman callous-

ness can be cited.- w" have already noted that the Michigan study on the life span

of work"rs gave the use of drugs and alcohol as two of the reasons
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for the decline in the life span of Black male workers. This is con-
nected witfr the prevalence of what are called "bottreneck jobs." These
are jobs_which require excessively fast work because of tire difieulty
of completing the job within the time allotted and beoause of speedui
and excessive overtime. The pace demanded has a shattering 

^impa&

on the nervous condition of the workers and. drives them to sJek some
file of stimulant to enable them to stay with the iob. The resort to
drugs and alcohol is an added crutch to enable them to ffnish the day.

Extra Pressures on Black Workers

The question arises: why do Black workers put up with all tho
negative conditions we have described? The answer ii that because
of discrimination they simply do not have the mobility that white
workers have. with the high rate of unemployment among Black
workers it is not easy to ffnd other wor\ anJ if a worker fe"ets ttrat
he cannot hold on to the job there is ,o*ror" erse at the gate in need
of it and ready to take it. Faced with these conditions, Biack workers
tend to put their best foot forward and to try to stick it out in spite
of the deplorable conditions.

It is said that Ford hires about 600 Black workers a week who are
laid off just before the completion of their g0-day trial period, hired
at another plant and laid ofi again, and so on. This gives the company
a revolving po'ol of desperate workers whose workload can be tou-
bled or tripled.

According to Andrew F. Brimmer, a member of the Federal Reserye
Board, the 1969-1970 recession had a disproportionately adverse efiect
on Black people. They not only bore a major share of the increase in
unemployment but also shared to a lesser extent in the gains made
{*i"g the- recovery period. Even according to the officf,al ffgures,
the rate of unemployment among Black wo-rkers is currently 

-about

10 per cen! and among Black youth it runs S0 per cent and. more.
Black people are thus faced with a condition oi chronic economic
depression, and this lies behind the lack of mobility of Black workers
and their inability to quit jobs at will.

The companies complain about absenteeism. There is a substantial
amount of it, primarily among young workers with no families and
fewer responsibilities than older workers have. But it is not conffned
to them. From a health point of view it is necessary to take a few
days off to rest once in a while. workers put in a lot of overtime-
nine to ten hours a day, six or seven days a week-and in many jobs
in steel they have to work a full overtime shifg which means 16
straight hours. In addition they have personal business to take care
of, for which they dont have time with a six- or seven-day work
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week. The companies would like to have the publig believe that these

workers are iust simply lazy, and many Blacla who have never seen

the inside oi ", "rr[o'r"r"*bly 
plant tend to fall for this type of

propaganda.^ e"in"r source of pressure on workers is the employment of hard-

core unemployed workers, so-called, for whom the companies receive

go'o"rrlnuri funds. These workers, particularly parolees 'and welfare

Iecipients, are then told to do the iob or have their paroles or welfare

cuttff. In the case of women formerly on welfare, the government

pays two-thirds of lhe cost of employing them during their ffrst year.

irr'the second year the companies can write ofi 82 per cent of the

wages paid to them for tax purposes. 
- - -

frn"" these women begin making g200-250 a week through large

amounts of overtime, they want to hold onto these iobs. They are

under extreme pressure toproduce in order to get through the-9o-day

Jiat p"riod ani *ake rurri*ity. During that period lhey- can be laid

ofi by the company with praciically 1o cause, and they know that if
they'lose the j^obs-they *iu r" unable-to get yelfTe beneffts. They

therefore do their utmost to maintain the back-breaking speedup and

to avoid absenteeism. The same goes for parolees. Thus the companies

make added proffts from hiring these workers in a number of ways

-through goiernment subsidies, through pressure on $em for in-

"r"rr"drpJ"dup 
and exemplary'attendance, and through using them

as a source of pressure on the other workers'

The companies have also found that they can get more work out

of Black ,,iorkers when they have Black supervisors over them, so

th"y h^v" begun to promote a growing nurnber of Black workers into

supervisory positionq including th_e prornotion of Black wornen work-

"rr' 
irto foremen's jobs. It should be noted that the same thing is

happening in South Africa-placing Black workers as drivers over

"tr{* 
gh""L workers and taking advantage of a spirit among these

workers of wanting to cooperate to help the so-called Black foremen

succeed in their "upgraded" jobs. The u.s. corporations play up these

promotions as democratic, generous acts. But they are no such thing.

th"i, ,"rl purpose is to get more production, not to upgrade Black

workers.
In the preceding pages we have tried tg spell out the killing pres-

,*", 
"rrd 

working conditions to which Black workers are subiected,

and how these contribute to the decline in longevity of Black males

reported in the Michigan study. To this, one ffnal point must be

adldect: the high rate of poverty among Black people. According to

the latest govemment ffgures, 7.7 million Blacks or one-third of the

Black population subsisted below the poverty line in 1972. Aud these
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are people suffering extreme privation, rnalnutrition and disease, cut-
ting many years from their life span.

Here we have the four causes assigned by the Michigan study for
the decrease in life expectance: drugs, alcohol, poverry and hard'iobs.
we have tried to show that the central factor is the hard jobs, that
unemployrnent, which breeds poverty, compels Black workers to hold
on to such iobs, and that drugs and alcohol are used as stimulants
to make it possihle !o keep up with the kilring pace of production,
also as a means of relaxation and escape after working hours.

The Strueele Against Sup erexpbitation

We come now to the question of the struggle against these inhuman
conditions imposed on Black workers. In thiJ connection it is in order
t9 pose the following questions: what are the unions doing about
these conditions? what is the union leadership doing? wtrai is the
ran! a1d ffle doing? what are the Black *o.kers thernselves doing?
And what additional programs and actions are called for?

More speciffcally, what are the policies of the leaders of the steel
and auto unions, particularly of their presidents, I. W. Abel and
Leonard woodcockP Both s_ee the presewation of the capitalist system
as having top priority, and both speak of the commoi interest be-
tween labor and management and hence of the need for cooperation
between tlle two. Both give their stamp of approval to the iiclusion
of productivity and speedup clauses in union contracts. Both, who
were members of the Pay Board in the initial stages of the wage
treeze, now serve on the committee for Industrial leace. Both fail
to conduct any real struggle against racism and against the discrimi-
nation imposed on Black and other nationaly oppressed workers in
their industries. And both avoid like the plague-[he involvement oftle rank-and-ffle workers in m,aking policy *a i" struggle against
the corporations.

IT t" .experimental negotiating agreement accepted by Abel and
in the UAW settlement with chrysler we can seJ the 

"orr"q.rurr"",of this class-collaborationist line. The "experimental negotiatinf ,gr""-
ment" guarantees the right of rnanagement to be the rJt" a"t""r-iniog
voice with regard to rest rules and other working conditions, elimi-
nates the right to strike and commits the union io submit ,il o*"-
.rt"d b.arSlqyg issues_ to c_ompulsory arbitration. Abel, in a speech
before the Fifth Annyal collective Bargaining Forum, heH # uay
1973, makes it clear that this was not a suddJn decision on the part
of the steel union leadership but that he had been moving in this
direction since he became president in 1965.

That the racism and class collaborationism of the steel union lead-
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ership are closely linked is demonstrated by union documents, as

for e^xample in thl union's reaction to recent court orders to eliminate

discriminatory seniority programs. In a conffdential, internally eircu-

lated document reactingf to these court orders, the union complains

that when it supported"the passage of the Civil Rights,Act, it did so

'"based ,rpo, o,ri-rrnderstanding that Title VII was to have no effect

,rpo., ,*iority systems existing at the time of its passage!"- It further

a&mits that, 
-"In 

most steel plants, minority group employees are

concentrated in certain departments and virtually non-existent in
others . . . our seniority system contains the elements which the courts

have found to 'lock in' the victims of the companyt discrimination."

But far from expressing concern at this gross violation of the rights

of the Black steelworkers whom the union supp'osedly represents, the

union stresses that the issue should be "disposed of in advance of the

1974 negotiations" or else "the resulting tensions could seriously

threaten the ENA."
Abel iustiffes his call for increased productivity on the gro-unds of

meeting foreign competition, But ]ames West, in his article "The

Comin[ Storm in Steef' (Political Affairs, September 1973), efiec-

tively exposes this. West shows that steel imports do not threaten

iobs, thai in reality steel in this country is in short supqly and that
at midyear the steel mills, working at full capacity, could not meet

demand. Were it not for steel imports, many workers in steel fabri-
cating and in auto would be,out of work. And were it not for imports

of raw materials large numbers of steelworkers would be without jobs.

Abel's acceptance of compulsory arbitration is a complete sellout.

It gives 
"r"rythi.rg 

to management. It also helps suppress 
-workers'

initlative and miliiancy. Without the right to strike the steelworkers

are at the mercy of the companies. Steel management will make few

concessions, preferring to submit the issues to arbitration in the expec-

tation that the rulings will be mainly to their advantage.

woodcock and the UAW leadership speak the same language as

Abel. At the UAW Economic Conference in Detroit in March 1973,

Woodcock, in the collective bargaining program he presented, stated:
."The UAW therefore proposes that the rnanagement and the union

acknowledge in writing that their relationship be one of mutual re-

spect and iesponsibility; that the growth and success of the company

aie in the dir6ct interests of the workers and their union, and that the

gfowth and success of the union are of direct interest to the company.

Each party therefore pledges respect, understanding and c operation

with ihe other and covenants that it will not in any way impede the

growth or success of the other."

Neither the auto nor the steel unions ale waging a real struggle
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against company prerogatives, i.e. company control of hours, working
conditions, safety, etc. But these company prerogatives are employed
to accomplish the superexploitation of Black workers.

In the previous negotiations the Woodcock leadership agreed to a
productivity clause without consulting the membership. In the Chrys-
ler agreement just concluded this brand of trade union leadership is
continued. Like the steel union, the UAW agreed to a B per cent wage
increase each year. But in the Chrysler agreement, the UAW leadei-
ship, in the name of limiting compulsory overtimg agreed to a g-hour
day and 6-day week with one Saturday in three ofi. This will hurt
all the workers, but it will hurt the Black workers especially. The trial
period has been extended from g0 days to six months, and the rate
of pay for new employees has been cut to 45 cents below the base
pay in the industry. with the higher rate of turnover which will result
the company is in a position to make substantial added proffts through
the reduced pay of new empl,oyees.

New workers will now have to suryive 180 days of being pace
setters for the *normal" back-breaking speedup to make seniority,
setting an impossible pace for themselves and all the workers. Hardest
hit will be the Black women who have been forced ofi welfare. with
regard to the foundry it was agreed to set up a company-union com-
mittee, which will not even be called into being until the third year
of the contract, to study tre question of whether or not working in
the foundry has a negative eflect on the health of the workers.

In the face of the stampede of most of the trade union readership
to compulsory arbitration and other betrayals of the workers' inter-
ests, the need for rank-and-ffle organization and struggre becomes
more urgent than ever. In both steel and auto the rank and ffle must
move to build movemenb national in scope and based on the pro-
duction workers, movements which will lead the necessary strug-gles
against the conditions with which we have dealt in this paper, move-
men_ts _which will ffght to develop the kind of class-struggle unionism
needed to advance the interests of the working class.

In this article we have described the process of superexploitation
of Black workers, which forms the backdrop for the spJciar role
which Black workers play in both the liberation movemint and in
the working-class movement. At the present time the struggles of
Black workers are taking diverse forms: Black caucur"r, p"rti"ip"-
ti'on in rank-and-ffle movements, movements of elected union officials
and others. The further development of such forms requires t"he
closest attention of all progressives, with the aim of enhancing the
unity and consciousness of the working class and forming 

" 
ilor"

alliance of the working class and Black people.
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Short History nf [hicann Workers
I recently had the opportunity to discuss the Communist Party's

oamohlet iowarit Ctl"oio Liberation before an economics class in

i"" if the local colleges in California. A young Chicana iritatedly
said: '"\Mhat is this wJrker, worker, workei? Cant you people speak

about anything else but workers?" This young woman's. irritation
comes as a result of misunderstanding the uarxist definition of a

worker.
This deffnition is based on &e Marxist concePt that the moil.e of

proiluctionof material needs conditiorc the YM, political ond intel'

lectual life processos in gercral.In thg words of Marx, "It is not the

consciousness of *en tha-t detemrines their existence, but, on the con-

ixy, their social existence determtnes their corucio*mess." (Preface,

Crfiq"u of poktical Econarny, International Publishers, New York,

1971. Emphasis added.)
What does this mean in plain worker's language? And what does it

mean in present-day U.S. iociety? When we 
-Place 

our emphasis on

workers, ioes this mean that *" .ru anti-intellectual or anti-student?

Not at all. In fact, we are for workers receiving as much education

as possible. why? Because today's industry, today's technology re-

q,riie an educated working class and will require it to an increasing

e"xtent in the future. Moiern industry, with its high technological

level, needs managers, technicians, engineers and scientists of all

kinds. These are people who work for wa-ges and who.meet all the

reouirements of 6ein! workers. Our revolutionary goal is to reach

,o"'h irt"ll"ctuals, aloig with other workers, who see themselves as

workers and not as cafitalists, and who will work to build a society

for the benefft of all people and not iust for a few'

It is also important ihrf *" as working people understand the false

"ootupt 
of '#dile-class" which the bourgeoisie has. introduced. The

fact is'that the great majority of thoservhbm_they place.in the "mid-

Jle 
"larr' 

uru irr" reality *otk"rt-p"ople working eight hours a day'

five days a week and drawing wages like all other workers'

A History of OPPtession

Chicanos are to be found in all categories of 'fforkers, but in their

great majority they are to be found in the hardest, dirtiest and hottest

i"U, i" ,iroduro industry, most- often in unorganiz* tqp'' tr'or Chi-

trrro *ork"rs job promotion has meant a long, hard-fought battle

extending over all of their history.
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C*J power chauvinism, racism, discrimination, terror and depor-
tation have been tle main weapons used by capitalism to block-the
advance of the chioano workers. Historically, bhicarros have been
among the last hired and ffrst ffred. All of these undemocratic and
terorist tactics are designed to keep the chicano workers in the status
of a source of cheap labor-of surplus labor in times of recession and.
readily available cheap labor in times of economic upsurge.

Man1, 
-of 

the racist tactics developed against Blacli srav-es and the
genocidal tactics developed to eliminate the Indian population have
been used also against Mexican and chicano workei. ihe National
Guard, vigilante groups, hangings, kidnappings, the police, the Immi-
gration service, court injunctions, peace bonds and all sorts of other
devices-Jegal and illegal-have 6een used to keep the chicano
worker in his place, that is, at tJre Iowest economi6 rever. He has
been conffned to segregated towns where the company is the master
-the law, 

-the- 
prosecutor and_the jury. Oppressiorl, segregation and

slperelptgitalon have been the norm foi att Chi"rro' piople. yet
through all of this they have struggled and survived. ^

. These policies of oppression were laid down by the president of
the Republic of Texas, sam Houston, following lt " tsao-ra4g war
of conquest as- a result of which the united statls expropriated from
Mexico the richest half of that country's territory. goulstoir said: ..The

Anglosaxon must pervade the whole southern extremity of this vast
continent. The Mexicans are no better than the Indians and r see no
reason why we should not take their land..

It was in accordan""-*jth fiis policy that u.s. capitalism proceeded

fg viotale the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which^ sought io protect
tr".1r"9' language and customs of the p"eople who chise to iemain
*"i+i, the expropriated teritoy. p"t imferiilism was as disrespectful
of treaties then as it is now. so the ricfi proceeded to steal riost of
the-land,,water rights and mines of the C-hicano people.

, 
Not only did they squander the region's natural*reslurces but they

alsoattempted to wi_pe out the centuiies of history and culture of iis
inhabitants, thus reducing th9* to mere appendages of the develop-
ing u.s. nation. Todan therefore, we ffnd very htie recognition th-at
the ancestors of the'chicanos were travefling and exploririg this area

lf_g 
b:fr.". any Anglo-Saxon ever set foot o"n th"r" ,iro."rllt is only

through extensive research and the study of unburned fragments of
documents that we are able to establish that this people h"as a rich
history and has made important contributions to"thJ deveiop*ent
of this country.

For example, in 1800 coloner Jos6 carrasco discovered the most
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famous copper mine in the West, the Santa Rita copper mine in west-
ern New Mexico, now part of the Chino Mines Division of Kennecott
Copper Corporation. This mine is best known to the Chicano com-
munity through the workers' fflm "Salt of the Earth." By 1804 it
employed more than 600 Mexican and Indian miners. The copper
ore was shipped by ox cart and mule train to the city of Chihuahua,
Mexico for smelting. This is an indication that this people had long
experience in the mining and smelting of copper and other ores.

Mexico had its gold rush at T.acatecas in 1548, 800 years before the
California gold nrsh. And in 1849 wb ffnd thousands of Mexicans,
Chileans, Peruvians ,and even Blacks mining in California. It is re-
ported that there may have been 1,000 Black miners in the area.

The Bisbee Mine in southern Arizona, which is now owned by
Phelps Dodge, was discovered in 1875. The 1980 Census lists 16,668

Mexicans engaged in mining in the area, 8,880 in coal and 12,788
in copper.

Contributions were made also in weaving, sheep and cattle raising,
citrus farming and irrigation. Later came the discoveries of rich oil
deposits in Texas, New Mexico and California.

Exploitation and. Struggla

By the time Arizona and New Mexico were admitted into the Union
in 1912 we ffnd restrictions being imposed on the employment of
Chicano labor. At Arizona's Constitutional Convention in 19Il a meas-

ure was introduced which would hold the employment of Chicano
labor in mining and other industries to 20 per cent of the payroll.

The mining companies had good reason to fear the Chicano work-
ers, for despite the open promotion of antagonisms and the use of
sherifis and police to divide the workers, they fought back. In 1915

and again in 1917 the miners in Clifton, Morenci and Metcalf struck
under the leadership of the IWW. The National Guard was brought
in to break the strikes. There took place the infamous Bisbee depor-
tation in which 4,000 miners were forced into railroad cars provided
by the El Paso-Pacific Railroad and were left in ,the middle of the
New Mexico desert in the hope that they would die of thirst and heat.

Agriculture and cannery workers uP and down the states of Cali-
fornia and Texas have a history of militant strikes organized and led
by Chicanos. The most recent have been those of the United Farm
Workers, led by Cesar Chavez, which is at this moment ffghting for
its life against a joint attack by the growers and the Teamsters Union.

Especially signiffcant historically was the strike of agricultural work-
ers in 1987. Some 55,000 struck in the Imperial Valley in California.
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Seven Communist strike leaders were jailed. And then as now ttro
Teamsters Union was brought in by the growers and given 'tweet-
heart" contracts. As a result of this the strikes were broken, sometling
which could not be accomplished by extensive use of vigilantes, sher-
ifis and scabs.

The important role of Chicano labor in producing the country's food
supply is shown in the fact that by 1929 the Southwest was producing
500,000 carloads of vegetables and fruits, or 50 per cent of the na-
tional supply. Chicano workers were B0 per cent of the farm labor
used to produce these crops. Out of this has grown the idea that Chi-
canos are in the main farm workers or peasants.

But this is not so. Thus, as of 1950 Mexican or Chicano workers were
90 per cent of the work force in 18 western railroad companies. Their
prevalence among railroad workers is indicated also by the fact that
Chicano banios are located near most railroad centers of the Midwest.
This is why there are today some 30Q000 Chicanos'living in and
around Chicago.

As is indicated by the proposition of Arizonat Constitutional Con-
vention it was never the intent of the developing U.S. corporations to
hire great numbers of Mexican workers, who were characterized by
the racist epithets ot "lazt'' and 'irresponsible." In the development
of Texas after the Louisiana Purchase it was Black slave laboi that
was to be used. But in California, on the other hand, the racist Chi-
nese Exclusion Act of 1BB2 and the "gentlemen's agreement" with
]apan in 1907 left a void which had to be fflled by large-scale impor-
tation of Mexican labor.

,Therefore a policy was adopted by the big growers of importation
of Mexican labor in times of harvest and mass deportation after the
crops were picked. This policy persists to this very day. It is an ex-
tremely oppressive policy that violates the most basic human rights
of workers. It includes denial of due process of law, denial of decent
housing, breaking up of families and outright stealing of workers'
wages. It embodies the most inhuman treatment o{ workers whose
sole crime is to seek work and who, more often than no! come to
the United States at the invitation of the employers. This policy,
which forms the basis of the Rodino Bill now pending in Congress, is
the most reactionary and inhuman immigration policy ever imposed.

We could go on citing the methods used by the capitalists to op-
press Chicano workers. But we could not get to the root of the prob-
lem without discussing and understanding how these same capiialists
have succeeded in using the uhite roorkers to ihe iletriment of the
Chicano workers and, of the white u:orkerc themsel,oes.It is the use
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and conscious perpetuation of white chauvinism on the job that $ves
rise to the terrible discrimination, hate and division within the work-
ing class. Chicano workers know deep witlin their hearts that white
workers know better, thnt it is opportunism ornong them that lws
ryened the il,oor for enployers to ca.rry on their polby of oppression
They also know that only when the white workers resolve to do some-
thing about this problem will the workers acting together be able to
defeat capitalism. Tlw uhite uorkers mw d.ecid,e for tlvmseloes
uhich sid.e theg are on. The Meanys, Fitzsimmonses, Abels and Wood-
cocks are not going to do it for them. They, the white workers at the
shop level, must make that resolve if tlwy wish to soae themseloes,
thetu iobs and, their families.

Despite their inhuman treatnent by the nrling class and deqpite
insufficient support from white workers, the Chicano workers have
made some very important gains. Despite their most careful plans
the capitalists can never solve all their contradictions, and it is these
basic contradictions, not the benevolence of capitalism or the initiative
of white workers, that have opened the door for the stabilization of
the position of the Chicano population. There are also the heroic
struggles of the Chicano workers,

Chicanos today form an integral part of the U.S. nation. They strug-
gle for complete equality with all other sections of the population,
inclu&ng the development of their own historical culture and lan-
guage. Ninety-ffve per cent of the ten to twelve million Chicanos
and other Latin peoples are within the working class. Eighty per
cent of them reside in urban centers. Therefore, we are speaking here
of urban workers who are ready, willing and able to join in working-
class struggles seeking the solutions to problems affecting all workers

-problems such as excessive prices, rents and taxes, poor housing,
deterioration of education, declining medical care. Above all they are
ready to join in the ffght for world peace, for they understand per-
fectly well that only the rich profft from war while the poor grow
poorer.

We are also speaking here of a body of workers who are ready to
ioin all other workers, to enter the ranks of engineers, planners, sci-
entists, etc. They are ready to accept full responsibility for producing
to the best of each person's ability, so long as they produce for the
benefft of all the people, but they are not ready to do so under second-
class citizenship.

The Story of Mi,ne-Mill

Perhaps one of the most interesting pieces of militant labor history
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is the story of the role of Chicano, Black and white rank and-ffle
workers in the Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers Union. This union,
which was the successor of the Western Federation of Miners, did
a magniffcent job of 

-organizing 
in the non-ferrous mining industry

in the late thirties and early forties under the banner of ttr-e CtO.
But its success in organizing extended only to the unskilled and

semi-skilled production workers. The skilled workers, Anglos for the
most part, chose to remain in the craft unions. This resulted in the
creation of a dozen small, powerless unions, and the burden for con-
dy{iog any really efiective negotiations thus fell upon the shoulders
of the production workers. In the southwest these ivere in the main
Chicano rniners and in the South they were mainly Black workers.
HI i" the Eas! Midwest and Norfhwest were &ere largely Anglo
workers in the Union.

After World War II came an upsurge of the anti-Communist drive.
In 1947 the Taft-Hartley Act was passed with its Section gH prohib-
iting Communists from holding union office. In 1g4g Mine-Mill was
thrown out of the CIO along with eleven other LeftJed unions. An
alliance was then formed to destroy Mine-Mill. The mining corpo-
rations, the United Steelworkers and the federal ]ustice Department
joined in a well-ffnanced, well-organized drive, based on anti-Com-
munism, to destroy the union.

In order to hold its own, MineMill had to consolidate its strength
to meet the onslaught of raiding by the United Steelworkers, legal
actions by the Justice Department and attacks by the corporations.
In these struggles two organizational forms were adopted by the
workers: 1) the formation of company-wide bargaining councils, and
2) the organization of a Black and Brown caucus to deal with area
wage differentials and discrimination. (Neither form is now per-
mitted within the United Steelworkers, with which Mine-Mill even-
tually merged.)

It was through these company-wide councils that the workers were
able to render ineffective the 80-day "cooling-off periods imposed
under the Taft-Hartley Act to restrain unions from striking. The com-
panies found that they could not tolerate the chill of noi-producing
workers. An interesting feature of these councils is that for the most
part they were under Chicano leadership.

The Unorganized

It is well known that only about 20 per cent of U.S. labor is orga-
nized. To the queries oI a Business Week reporter on this poin!
George Meany replied that he did not $ve a damn that not more
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workers are otganized. '\Me dont need them," he said. This attitude
is expressed especially when it comes to small sweatshops employing
mostly minority group workers. This is why we ffnd thousands upon
thousands of unorganized workers in the major urban centers of the
United States. In the Southwest these unorganized workers are mostly
Chicano workers and mostly women.

It has long been the attitude of most unions that these sweat-shop

workers are unorganizable and are a liability even when they can

be successfully organized. The complaint is that these workers have
more grievances and problems than the organizers can handle and
that the income from union dues of these low-paid workers is not
even enough to pay the organizer's wages. Thus, when small shops

are organized the result is often that dues are collected but no service
is rendered to the workers. They have a union in name only.

This was the attitude held for many yearc toward organization of
migrant farm workers. But when the United Farm Workers found a
solution that answers the needs of these workers, we ffnd the Team-
sters' union suddenly expressing a great interest in organizing farm
workers. However, this is a phony interest. The only real concern of
the Teamsters'union is to assist the growers in destroying an effective
union-a union that has brought dignity and hope to the farm workers.

There exists today a great need for an all-out drive to organize the
sweatshops of the major urban centers. This is where the Teamsters
or any other union could well spend its money. There are many
thousands of unorganized workers in the garment, electrical and
other industries. These are industries which hire a great number of
women and especially Chicano and other minority group women.

Contrary to the popular belief that Chicanas do not work, nearly
87 per cent of them are in the labor force today. In the Southwest
the proportion may well be higher. Among Chicanas with children
under six years of ,age, 29.8 per cent are in the labor force, compared
to 2,8.4 per cent among white women. In the light of these facts the
mathisno concept that Chicano men dont permit their wives to
work falls apart. On the other hand, the need of two wage earners

to make ends meet in today's U.S. econ'omic system is as prevalent
among Chicanos as among other sectors of the population.

Over-all earnings of Chicanas are lower than those of white women,
though in general the difierences are not as great as in the case of
men. But in both cases the wages of women are much lower than
those of men, an indication of the fact that both white and minority
group women are used by industry as a source of cheap labor. About
f+ per cent of Chicano women are heads of households, slightly more
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than in the case of white women as a whole.r

U.S. Plnnts in Mexico

A very important problem confronting the U.S. labor movement is
that created by the growing number of U.S. manufacturing plants in
Mexico, iust south of the U.S.-Mexican border. It is a problem on
which little study has been done and on which, consequently, labor
is dragging its feet.

Estimates of the number of these factories range from 150 by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics to as high as 350-400 by other sources.
But it is certain that their number has escalated rapidly since they
were initiated a number of years ago.

Products turned out in these plants cannot be sold in Mexico but
must be exported directly to the United States. Trucks from the United
States go into 'the plants loaded with raw materials or component
parts. They drive out loaded with nearly ftnished products.ready for
ffnal assembly and for marketing as U.S. products under U.S. brand
names. At times this involves nothing more than fftting the product
into a plastic case and labelling it. This is done in small U.S. plants
or at warehouses, where the trade union label is added to complete
the process before placing the goods for sale on the U.S. market.

The Mexican workers are paid as little as 15-20 cents an hour, with
practically no fringe beneffts, while the U.S. corporations receive
tremendous tax breaks in addition to tremendous savings on wages.
But U.S, workers-union or non-union-gain nothing. In fact, they
stand in danger of losing their own iobs because of the threat of
runaway shops. Even more, workers on both sides of the border are
exploited through the low wage scales. The irony, the insult to work-
ers on both sides, is that U.S. trade unions (IBEW, Teamsters and
others) fully cooperate with this setup.

U.S. diplomacy uses the guise of benevolence in order to obtain
the support of the Mexican bourgeoisie and its chamo (subservient)
unions for this poli"y. This is being done, it is said, to help Mexicot
poor people, and as a contribution to the good neighbor policy be-
tween the U.S. and Mexico.

But it is really a policy of which Mario Gill, in his book Nuestros
Buenos Yecirns (Ow Gooil Neighbors) correctly says that it is "de-

signed to annex the whole of Mexico into the U.S. economy. It is a
policy of U.S. imperialism." That it is and Meany, who supports all

* The figures presented here are taken from Paul M. Ryseavage and Earl
F. Mellor, "The Economic Situation of Spanish Americans," Monthlg Labor
Beoi.sw, April 1973.
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U.S. imperialist policies, also supports this one. He has supported it
for years through his CIA and monopoly contacts.

But what U.S. workers and trade unionists must bear in mind is
that this policy is directed not only toward Mexico but also toward
countries like Taiwan, South Korea, South Vietnam and toward devel-
oping countries throughout the world. Secondly, it is a policy which
in no way serves the interests of U.S. or foreign workers. The road
to replacing it with a policy in favor of the workers lies in the building
of direct contacts between workers of different countries and in a
progmm of strengthening trade union ties and common action through
the world trade union movement.

Some Poirrts of E;rnphasis

From the foregoing we can reach certain conclusions which I hope
will serve as guidelines for work, principally for trade union rank-
and-ffle movements, Communists and other dernocratic forces who
are concerned with developing a strong, class-conscious working-class
movement in the United States.

Firs! I hope that this particular article will be found useful by the
Chicano liberation forces. There are today, according to some trade
union observers, about 800-400 Chicano labor leaders in the state of
California alone. This force is numerically strong enough so that if
it were properly oriented and took a rank-and-ftle approach to prob-
lems, it could do much to infuence the direction of AFL-CIO and
Teamster labor policy. Such is not the case now but it can happen
and is necessary for the democratic interests of the Chicano workers.
An example can be drawn from Cesar Chavez's union leadership.
The work of the Chicanos in leadership during the IWW days and
the height of the Mine-Mill period, as opposed to what is happening
now in the United Steelworkers, should also be carefully studied. If
this article only convinces Chicano workers of the importance of
attending union meetings to conduct a shuggle, it will be a signiffcant
contribution.

Second, I wish to emphasize the thought expressed in the opening
pages of this paper, namely, that it is the working and living con-
ditions faced by workers in this country that in the nutin slwpe their
lioes.

An example of this is given by the 1970 statistics on language
spoken by Chicanos. These show that in California, which experi-
enced the largest immigation from Mexico, Spanish is spoken less
than in New Mexico, which experienced the least immigration. Many
theories could be advanced to explain such a phenomenon, but if we
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are to stick to our Marxist principles we must conclude that it is the
rapid and extensive development of industry, especially during the
Second World War, which was the cause of this seemingly peculiar
development. Many other things could be cited to substantiate this
point-attitudes, changes in dress style, dance, living habits. In the
main it is the mode of production-t"he rneans of making a livelihood
required by modern industry-which is responsible for the changes
that have taken place among the Chicano people.

It is important to take note of this role of the economic base be-
cause certain "Leff' forces have been attempting to promote going
back to Indian culture as a way out for the Chicano people. This is
a ridiculous proposition. It is not Marxism, it is not workers'language.
It is petty-bourgeois radicalism seeking to draw the movement toward
the support of an isolationist point of view which leads nowhere.
Such ideological garbage is useful only to the monopolies, and it does
not matter whether these "Leftists" are conscious of, it or not.

If we listen to and study carefully the demands of the liberation
movement, we have to conclude that these are demands of a particular
people, the Chicano people, whose struggles constitute an important
segment of the national class struggle. The relationship of forces
demands that we address ourselves toward devel,oping a powerful
antimonopoly, anti-imperialist progiam. For us the arena of struggle
is within the U.S.A. The demands are those of a true liberation move-
ment and are directed against U.S. monopolies and against the govern-
ment bodies (local, state and national) who are responsible for up-
holding the power of the monopolies. Our aim is to unite the labor
movement into a responsible working-class movement which will look
after the interests of all the U.S. workers in a resolute and militant
manner. An earnest effort is being made to develop statistical data
on these questions in the hope that it will provide better deffnition
of issues and better answers on which to base the liberation struggle.
Doing this will identify who is and who will continue to be the
Chicano people's best allies.

Third, experience shows that the formation of militant Chieano
caucuses and company-wide workets' councils have been the most
successful methods of work for Chicanos in the trade union move-
ment. Where it has been possible to integrate these bodies with
white, Black and in some cases Asian workers, the stmggles have
been tremendously enhanced. Consequently, today's labor leaders
frown upon and actively ftght such formations. But if we are to
change the trade union rnovement in the interests of the member-
ship, we need to return to that fonn of work.
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Fourth, such a sytem must be based on a strong plant-by-plant
steward system guided by rank-and-ffle interests. Stewards should be
given time off with pay to attend training schools.

Fifth, reactionary anti-working class government policies aflect Chi-
canos as well as other national groupings. In fact, their ffrst impact
is on the Chicano and Black populations as well as on other sectors
of the poor. But when progressive legislation is adopted the opposite
holds true. Therefore the solution of 'the problems of the Chicano
people are inseparable from the solution of the problems of the work-
ing class as a whole. At the same time it is in the self-interest of all
sectors of the working class to assist in every possible way in solving
the problems of the Chicano people. This must be done in a mean-
ingful way, through joint action, with the working class, which is in
its majority white, leading the struggle.

If such struggles were taking place today we would not be faced
with such problems as the Teamster-grower coalition against the
United Farm \Morkers. Obviously, such an action stems from an
extremely racist trade union policy.

Sixth, even though 87 per cent of the population of Mexican origin
still resides in the ftve western states, migration into other states is
taking place. For example, at the Raza Unida Conference in El Pasq
Texas in September 1974 18 states were represented. Therefore we
should not regard the Chicano problem as a regional one; rather, we
must see'it as a national problem requiring national solutions.

Seventh, Chicanos are a city people. Urbanization among them is
practically as great as among the population as a whole. In addition,
a very large part of the rural workers are machine operators-workers,
not peasants.

In their largest numbers, Chicano workers are employed in manu-
facturing, construction and mining. They are mainly operatives, crafts-
men and laborers. Aecording to a Business Week report, in the west-
ern states they hold from 82 to 50 per cent of the jobs in basic
industry.

Chicano workers are concentrated especially in undergound min-
ing. Some of these mines in Arizona and New Mexico operate with
85 per cent to nearly 100 per cent Chicano labor. In fact there
are some places in which the only whites who go underground are
supewisors or engineers.

The percentage of Chicano workers in basic industry is much higher
than their percentage in the population as a whole. According to
the Census ffgures, in Texas 14.5 per cent of the population is Chicano,
in Colorado 10.2 per cent, in New Mexico M.6 per cent, in Arizona 16
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per_cent, and in California 18.5 per cent. To be sure the Census ffgures
undercount the Chicano population, but not nearly enough to negate
the basic pattern.

This indicates the basis for the stability of the chicano popuration,
since these jobs today are maintained through the operation of
seniorif clauses. ft ako explodes the jingoist picture of the .1azy

Mexican."
Furthermore it poses the demand for efiective Chicano represen-

tation in the higher levels of leadership of the trade unions.* There
are at present no chicano or Black executive board members in the
United Steelworkers or in the California AFL-CIO setup. I knovr
of only 5ne Chicano (J. ]. Rodriquez) who holds a statewlide execu-
tive officg. Thgugh I have 1o precise knowledge with regard to other
unions, the indications are that the situation iJ pretty mrich the same.

We must emphasize again that the high proportiori of Chicano
workers in basic industry means their predominance in ,the hottest,
hardest, dirtiest and most unsafe jobs, iust as is true of Black workers.
Only_ economic need forces these workers to stick to the drudgery,
speedup and unsafe conditions.of 

lre_se 
jobs. But the fact that h6y

do so demonstrates something else. It lays bare the jingoist and racist
character of the attacks on minority_ workers and welfare recipients
by the Nixons and the Rea_gans, of their charges that minority'S"o"p
people do not want to work.

our Party's decision to single out racism as the issue that cuts
through all problems expresses a true Marxist-Leninist approach.
Racism is a cancer in u.s. society that must be eliminated. ii is the
most divisive weapon of the ruling class. our task is to unite all
democratic forces-white, Black, Yellow, Red and Brown-against the
oppression of the monopolies. The situation dictates it.

(Continued from page 7)
an abstract "understandingi-' o^f them. A concluding presentation by
Gus Hall on "The slnlggle for working class uniy summarizei
some of the results of the conference and drew some necessary con-
clusions from it. In it, he stated, *The purpose of this conferenco is
not to write a book, althougt I understand that may happen. We do
not_acquire lnowledge for the pleasure of lorowing.-ouiiudies have
a- clear purpose, and that is to better equip ourselves to lead our
class in ^st,iggle." It is only such use of tt ese materials *t i"t *iu
fulffll the aims of the conference.
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Puerto Hican Workers
This paper will deal with the role of Puerto Rican workers in

working-class struggles in the United States. Within that context we
must deal with the fact that Puerto Rican workers have migrated to
this country mainly as a result of U.S. colonialism in Puerto Rico and
that they are a nationally oppressed minority in the United States.
Therefore we must ffrst discuss the national question in relation to
the U.S. working class.

The national question comes into play when one considers all as-

pects of Puerto Rican workers' conditions in the United States. Dis-
crimination befalls them in all areas-social, economic and political.
Along with other oppressed minorities they fall into the category of
'1ast hired, ffrst ffred." The Puerto Rican workers suffer a high rate
of unemplolanent, and when they are employed it is most often in
the lowest-payang, dead-end jobs. Only a small percentage are orga-
nized and often these ffnd themselves in undemocratic or weak unions.

Discrimination against youth and women greatly affect this minor-
,ty. Th" median age of Puerto Ricans in this country is less than 20
years. And in a high percentage of Puerto Rican families, both lead-
ing members of the household must work in order to make ends meet.

A vicious cycle, arising from lack of education and educational
opportunities, adversely affects this community. Due to the economic
conditions of the Puerto Rican family, a Iow level of education is
perpetuated by the fact that the young must often divert their at-
tention from their education to seeking iobs for a livelihood. Economic
deprivation, the slum co,nditions of ghetto life, the language barriers,
the discrimination and the fact that both parents must often devote
all their time to working and are unable to help their young suffi-
ciently with their schooling, all serve to perpetuate this vicious cycle.

The disadvantages sufiered by Puerto Rican youth are similar to
those suffered by youth of other oppressed minorities. This educa-
tiond gap places Puerto Rican youth at a great disadvantage in the
competition for the few opportunities available in the modern tech-
nological job market. And this, along with persistent racism and
discrimination, explains the mounting unemployment among Puerto
Rican youth. Unemployment in turn often leads to despair and turns
the youth to drugs and other escapist paths, which worsens social
conditions for all Puerto Ricans.

Puerto Rican Workers: Status and, Distribution

With this background in mind we tum to the situation of Puerto
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Rican workers. There ar€ over 1.5 million Puerto Ricans in the united
States today. More than two-thirds of ithem reside in New york
and close to a million in New York city. Nearly 825,000 are workers.
If we allow an average of three mem-bers pei family, well over g0
per cent of the Puerto Rican community is working-class. There is
practically no bo-urgeoisie and there is only a small petty bourgeoisie.
There is a small but increasing numbei of professionals*liwyers,
doctors, artists, teachers, engineers, etc.

The bulk of the Puerto Rican workers are in New york City. They
are in the garment industrn in the service industries (hotel, restau-
ran! hospital, building maintenance), in civil service (ffremen, police-
men, sanitation workers, clerical workers). Some ,are teachers and
some are in service and anti-poverty programs. They are also em-
ployed in the electrical, auto, transport, longshore, maritime, furni-
tur3 and jewelry indusbies as well as in the distributive and produce
industries.

In fact, Puerto Rican workers are widely dispersed in hrost basic
industries throughout the country. They are to be found in steel, auto,
rubber, etc., in Cleveland, Lorain and other Ohio cities, and in Chi-
cago_and other parts of Illinois. Detroif Milwaukeg pittsbugh,
Bufialo and other midwestern cities have sizeable Puerto Rican com-
munities, as do Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, D.C.

1nd-_parts_of 
New_ Jersey and Connecticut. In ron" 

"r"as,-especiallyin New Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania and upstate New york,
we ffnd sizeable numbers of Puerto Ricans in migiant farm workers'
clmps. Therg are also migrant farm workers in Florida and other parts
of the South. Puerto Ricans are to be found all along the fuest
Coast and in Hawaii and Alaska.

The chief reason for such a wide dispersion of puerto Rican
workers throughout the united states, despite the massive concen-
tration in New York City, is speciffcally tfre search for jobs. Keep in
mind that colonial conditions in Puerto Rico give rise io ,ne-floy-
ment three times as high as in the United States, along with a highlr
cost of living and lower wages. This has led to a considerable amount
of emigration.

Puerto-Ricans migrated to Hawaii at the turn of the century to
work in the caneffelds. At about the same time they went to soutlern
Califomia and to the Northwe-st, including Alaska, to work in agri-
culture, maritime, longshore, ffshing and gold prospecting. They went
to the East Coast where the iobs traditionally-available were in
migant farm labor, contracted through Puerto Rican Commonwealth
government agents at slave wages and rotten working conditions.
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When their contracts were up, most of these farm workers did not
return to the economic ptight they faced in Puerto Rico. Many went
to New York City to work in light manufacturing and in the garment
and service industries. More recently the trend has been to migrate
to the Midwest in search of the '"better" jobs in basic industry.

Economb Conditions

In ffgures prepared by tlie Bconomic Commission of the CPUSA
from the l-970 Census statistics the economic plight of the Puerto
Rican community is clearly demonstrated.

Acoording to the Census ffgures, 29 per cent of Puerto Rican
families had incomes below the officially designated poverty level
($8,74{1 ayeat for a family of four) in 1969, compared to 8.6 per cent
of all white families. The Commission, using a ffgure oL L25 per cent
of the povety level, ffnds that of 873,000 Puerto Ricans in New York
State, 43.4 per cent (close to 400,000) had ineomes below this level as

against 11 per cent of all whites. The Commission chose the 125

per cent level because it felt that the official level was ridiculously
low. But even this level ($4,679 a year for a family of four) is

ridiculously low. People with much higher incomes are actually living
in poverty. We are familiar with the difficulties that a family of two
or three has in living on incomes substantially higher than $4,679
a year. Certainly a family of four faces quite an ordeal trying to
remain afloat on such an income, especially now, when prices are
considerably higher than in 1969.

The picture is even more bleak when we cornpare income ftgures.
In 1969 the median per capita income of whites in New York State
was $8,956 a year. tt ut oI Puerto Ricans was only 8L,764 or 44.6

per cent of the level for whites. There is a similar gap in family
incomes. In 1971, according to the article cited above, median yexly
income of white families was $10,672, while the median for Puerto
Rican families was only $6,185 or 58 per cent of that of white
families.

We can add to this still another factor which heightens the
economic difficulties of the Puerto Rican people in New York State.
In 1969 the number of Puerto Rican woinen working was only 47
per cent of the corresponding number of Puerto Rican men. This
is the lowest percentage for any group. In the Black community the
ffgure was 86 per cent, and even in the white community, whose
male workers are better ofi ftnancially than either Black or Puerto
Rican workers, the level was 61 per cent. The faet is that the majority
of Puerto Rican women do not work and therefore a great number
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of Puerto Rican famflies are dependent on only one income. Of
course, much of this can be explained by customs, culture and male
supremacy. But also important is the lack of educational opportunities
and the persistent discrimination against women ( and not only against
Puerto Rican women ) in education. The lack of adequate child care
centers also hampers the ability of Puerto Rican women to work.

When women do work they earn much lower wages than men,
The situation is further complicated by the fact that 27 per cent
of Puerto Rican families are headed by women. In additio;, unem-
ployment rates for Puerto Rican women are especially high. In lg70
only about one-fourth of women heading Puerio Rican families had
any work.

The above oonditions explain why great numbers of Puerto Rican
families receive full welfare benefits or welfare income supplements.
If we couple the low wage in the Puerto Rican community-with the
high rate of unemployment, we can easily understand the crisis char-
acter of the economic status of Puerto Rican people. The unemploy-
ment rate, even according to the official ffgures, is almost twice the
national average, and in Puerto Rican neighborhoods unernployrnent
among youth can reach well above 30 per cent.

This explains why Puerto Ricans have been migrating back to
Puerto Rico. But this reverse migration doesnt mean that conditions
in Puerto Rico are any better. Puerto Rico itself sufiers fantastically
high unemployment. Even the official ffgures place it at 11 per cent,
but unofficial estimates place it as high as 30 per cent. And as we
have already noted, this is combined with higher living oosts and
a higher rate of inflation than in the United States, while wages
are one-third of U.S. wages. The fact is that the migration from Puerto
Rico is still greater than the migration to it.

The oppressive imperialist conditions imposed by the United States
on Puerto Rico and the experiences of Puerto Ricans in the United
States have led to a rising class consciousness and often revolutionary
consciousness among the Puerto Rican people, especially among work-
ers and youth. This increased consciousness has helped to build a
strong independence movement in Puerto Rico. And there are many
new forces calling for a socialist alternative there. A very signiffcant
development has been the increased growth of the independent Puer-
to Rican labor movment, in numbers, strength, influence and mili-
tancy. Similarly, in the United States this increased consciousness has
had important repercussions in the areas of labor, political action,
community control of schools and other institutions and developments
in culture and the arts.
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Disuimfuidion in the Trad.e Unions

I turn now to some of the key problems of Puerto Ricans in the
labor movement.

In the International Ladies Garment Workers Union we see the
dificulties faced by the Puerto Rican workers. Often their only alter-
natives are unemployment or underemployrnent in unorganized, sweat-
shops or "organized" sweatshops. The ILGWU is a union whose
membership in the New York metropolitan area today is predomi-
nantly Black and Puerto Rican, and mostly women. Yet within the
garment industry the white workers predominate in the more skilled
crafts and higher-paying jobs-cutters, truck drivers, etc. Thus there
is systematic discrimination against Puerto Ricans and Blacks in the
industry. Poor jobs, poor working conditions and poor pay are their
common situation.

The union is a class-collaborationis! racist organization. The leader-
ship is overwhelmingly white, male and aged. The only Puerto Ricans
on the stafi are handpicked by this racist leadership to help push
sellout contracts among the workers. They often serve also as an aid
to the union leadership and the bosses in suppressing workers' griev-
ances. These token union employees are used in ad&tion to under-
mine democracy within the union structure, whether at meetings or
during elections. Through crafty use of racism and bribery the lily-
white leadership counts on solid support from confused and misled
white workers at the same time that it uses tactics designed to divide
and conquer the rnass of Black and Puerto Rican membership.

Lack of Puerto Rican representation in leadership is a common
problem in all unions. Bear in mind that there are no unions in
which Puerto Ricans predominate as, for example, do the Chicanos
in the Farm Workers Union. Yet some unions have beneffted from
the contributions and increased membership of Puerto Rican workers,
for example Drug and Hospital Workers Local 1199 and District 65
of the Distributive Workers. Unlike the ILGWU, 1199 is a dynamic
and progressive union in many ways-organizing the unorganized, im-
proving working conditions and pay, and ffghting for the settlement
of workers' grievances. Recently 1199 succeeded in winning union
recognition at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in Manhattan, after
having lost previous elections over a period of years. The union or-'
ganizers clearly indicated that it was the militancy of the Black and
Puerto Rican workers that ffnally brought victory. Yet even in 1199
there are no elected Puerto Rican officials, although there are some
Puerto Rican business agents hired by the union.
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Nationally we ffnd an exclusionary and discriminatory pattem
against Puerto Rico workers. The Economic Commission points to
the exceptionally low representation of Puerto Ricans in the profes-
sional group (teachers, etc.) and their exceptionally high representa-
tion among factory workers. Thus, 87.7 percent of all Puerto Rican
workers are employed in manufacturing as against fu4.8 per cent of
all white workers.

An indication of the status of Puerto Ricans in teaching is given by
a recent study of the composition of the teaching staff at City College
of New York. Of the 15,111 teachers employed in 1971, only W or
less than 2 per cent were Puerto Rican. Of these, 211 were instructors
or guest lecturers. There were only 5 associate professors, 4 profes-
sors, 2 deparhnent chaimren and 2 deans.

Spanish Americans lag far behind others in educational attainments.
The Census shows that median years of schooling completed by per-
sons 25 years of age and over averaged 9.6 for Spanish Americans com-
pared with 12.1 for the total population. This comparatively low
level of education has hampered many from qualifying for higher-
paying iobs and has had a signiffcant impact on family inoomes.
For Puerto Ricans the level is still lower, ranging from 8.0 years
in Pennsylvania to 8.6 years in New York. On the other hand, Cubans
in Florida averaged 11 years.

This differenee is due to the fact that the Cubans came here al-
ready highly educated, having been part of the upper crust before
the revolution. On the other hand the Puerto Ricans coming here
tend to be poor, unskilled workers with little education, forced to
migrate because of deplorable conditions at home. In addition, Cuban
exiles have received special tuea:bnent in the United States all along
and have been largely free of the discrimination and oppression suf-
fered by other Spanish-speaking peoples, especially the Chicano and
Puerto Rican peoples.

A Grouing Base of Struggl.e

The Puerto Rican worker has faced tremendous dificulty in being
able to ffght in his behalf in the past. The majority have been em-
ployed in unorganized industries (agricultural, service). But more
and more the situation is changing.

There has been substantial organization. The hospital, distributive
and electrical workers have gained strength through increased mem-
bership and militancy in the new political clirnate of the sixties and
seventies. The most important gain has been the growing numbers
of Puerto Ricans in basic industry. The importance of this increase
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should not be minimized. Working in basic industry provides greater
economic means and stability for the Puerto Rican worker and his
family and community. It also provides an opportunity for a greater
voice because of the greater strength of the unions in these indus-
tries, as a result of which these workers tend to have more spare
time in which to engage in struggle.

What do I mean by this? For example, the head of a Puerto Rican
household working in the garment in?ustry by day will often work
at a second job in the evenings or on weekends to supplement the
low wages on the primary job. This makes for a tired worker, with
very little time for anything but rest. It is hard to involve such a
worker and most often members of his or her family in political,
community or shop struggles. This explains the charge of apathy
often levelled by some Puerto Rican Left organizations.

But this situation is fast changing, thanks to the growing core of
Puerto Rican workers in basic industry and the greater strength of
the hospital, electrical and distributive industry unions. In addition
the Puerto Rican workers have been uniting with other groups of
workers, in particular with Black and rank-and-ffle caucuses to change
conditions in all unions but especially in the more undemocratic, class
collaborationist-led unions such as fie notorious ILGWU. This has
increased the strength of the Puerto Rican workers and has beneftted
the entire communif.

This heightened strength, in unity with Black and other labor and
progressive forces, has produced some small but meaningful changes
for the Puerto Rican people in the United States. In New York City,
for example, we see an increase in Puerto Rican enrollment at the
university level, and those who enroll are working-class youth. We
see greater participation and leadership in the schools and in student
struggles. We note a signiffcant increase in Puerto Rican representa-
tion in government at all levels, even though there is still a long way
to go. We can even consider that it was the increased strength of
the Puerto Rican people, aroused by the desire for improved condi-
tions and representation, that allowed Puerto Rican-born Herman
Badillo to make a serious bid for the mayoralty of New York. Despite
his bourgeois background and other faults, Badillo, thanks to the pres-
sures of the Puerto Rican people and the political climate in New
York, was able to run strongly in the initial primaries.

These pressures force him to speak out on issues pertinent to the
Puerto Rican, Black and labor communities. Whether one agrees with
Badillo as a candidate, the fact that he seeks to take advantage of the
opportunity is due to the strong desire of Puerto Ricans for represen-
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tation and political power. The Puerto Rican voter is also conscious
of the need to defeat the ultra-Right and to combat racism. We have
witnessed such advanced voting patterns in Newark and Cleveland
where the victorious Black mayoralty candidates Gibson and Stokes,
respectively, were solidly supported by the Puerto Ricans. Similarly,
in 1969 John Lindsay was supported for the mayoralty of New York
against the reactionaries Marchi and Procaccino, and this despite the
fact that Lindsay has not distinguished himself by acts beneffting
Puerto Ricans in any great measure during his tenure in office.

Ow Program

A united working class in alliance with the Black, Chicano, Puerto
Rican and other oppressed minorities is a powerful force for pro-
gressive changes in this country and a bulwark against the forces
of reaction. It is to the achievement of such unity that the Com-
rnunist Party of the United States is dedicated.

Founded in 1919, the CPUSA has a proud history of leading the
struggle for the organization and unity of Black and white, and for
the advancement of the interests of the entire working class in this
country. It has always been a party of the entire working class. Iu
the Party's peak period in the thirties and forties it had large num-
bers of Puerto Rican members. With tfre advent of Browderism and
later of McCarthyism it suffered serious losses in membership, €sp€-
cially among workers and oppressed minorities, where the ruling class
aimed its sharpest attacks. Today the Party is again recruiting Puerto
Ricans. Fuerto Rican cadres play a role in leadership organs on
national and district levels. The same is true of the Young Workers
Liberation League.

The Communist Party's program for the advancement of Puerto
Rican liberation and of the interests of the entire working class is
one which, we are certain, will result in the Partyt further growth
in the Puerto Rican community. The main points of that program are
as follows:

1. Greater education and propaganda on the national question,
especially as it applies to Puerto Ricans: their struggle for national
independence in Puerto Rico and their struggle as an oppressed
minority in the United States for full equality and liberation.

2. Teaching of Puerto Rican history and culture to all U.S. people;
inclusion in public school curriculums.

3. Organization of the unorganized-of special importance today
in migrant farm areas on the East Coast.

(Contirueil on page 60)
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Features of the Working-[lass
Mnvement

The most striking feature of the working-class movement in our
*Io-try today, is the dramatic intensiffcation of the class sbuggle
wlrich is unfolding in every section of basic industry-in the i6al
mines, auto plants and steel mills, the electrical, rubber, textire and
otler industries. There is also the growing identiffcation of white-
collar and professional workers with tradJunion organization. The
hard-fought teache_rs' strikes in chicago, philadelphial st. Louis and
other cities are also an important indication oi widespread class
warfare.

Risi,ng Militancg

this moment is marked by a new high level of militancy among
w91kers, particularly among young woikers, among Black, Brown,
white, among male and fernale. It is vividly dem-onstrated in the
tens of thousands of rank-and-ffle job actions in the form of strikes,
slow-downs, mass sick calls or what have you. They are taking
pla_ce in the face of Nixon's 'New Eeonomic policy," of federJ
and state anti-strike laws, of no-strike clauses in cbntract agree-
ments, and of a top trade union Ieadership whose major pre-
occupation is to force the members to "cool it.'

Militancy is often- expressed by refusal to recognize long-standing
company rules and regulations. Young workeri especiilly wonl
jump when they see the boss coming and dont hesiiate a minute
in telling him where to get ofi. They-see nothing positive in grind-
ing day-to-d3y toil at the expense of their *&gy and h-ealth.
Many have lefore them 'h_e graphic example of thJ-deadly efiects
of work in the mines, mills and factories on the health and life-
spal of their fathers, mothers and often their grandparents.

The 'hbsenteeism" that bosses complain about so bitt"rly i, a.,
expression of outrage at working conditions on a sped-up assembly
line, a gaseous coke plant, a dust-ridden mine, a texUIJ mil witl
its screaming machinery, hea! dust, and killing work loads. young
workers have no feeling of gratitude to the corporations that forcE
such conditions upon them. Th_ey 

_see nothing positive in a daily
life of grinding tofl. I recently talked with a yo"ng miner, a vietnam
veteran, who had been suspended for 'laying ofi." An older miner
was talking to him about the need to hold his job. ',Look at me,,,
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he said. "I've been in the mines twenty yeaxs and never Iost a
day." The answer was: 'And what has it got you? Black lung
and a beat-up house." Or take the young assembly line auto workei
who was called before the company for missing work. To the
question, '\Mhy do you always work a four-day weekP his answer
was: "Because I can't live on three.' Such incidents can be multi-
plied by tle tens of thousands. True, these are anarchistic actions.
But they are another expression of the militan! angry mood of a
great many young workers today.

With this militancy, there is a deffnable pxocess of radicalization
taking place, a, growing challenge to things as they are, a llues-
tionilg, a search for new solutions. fhe old defense of capitalism
as the 'best of all systems" is seldom if ever heard on thi plant
floor or in the union hall, except from some top union bureaucrats
or from huclsters like Hubert Humphrey who frequently infest
trade union conventions.

Socialism is now a Iegitimate question for &scussion. The prob-
lem is the widespread confusion as to what it is, how it works.
This is magniffed by the plethora of ultra-Left literature that is
ffnding its way into the plants, very often with the aid of the
company and of the same police who try to block disnibution
of the Daily World.

Y9II"1 are asking many questions about socialism. "Will it really
workP' 'Isnt 

- 
it just an idealistic illusionP" 'You cant change

human nature." "How about workers in Communist countries? Dont
we have it better than theyP" At the same time, there is an almost
gruqgrng, djstorted :ecognition of the geat gains being made by
workers under socialism: absence of unemployment, adequate medi-
cal care, educational opportunities, low rents and low taxes. Religion
is-no longer able to present Communism,as a bugaboo. fn iact,
religious participation among workers is at a new low Ievel even
thgugh religious concepts and habits of thought retain a strong
influence. There is not yet a mass turn to scientiffc socialism-to
Marxism-Leninism. But the objective conditions for this historic de-
velopment are rapidly ripening.

The intensiffcation of the class struggle is directly related to the
disastrous decline in the living standards and the quarity of life
of working people. Previous 

-reports- 
at this conference have crearly

demonstrated not only a relative but an absolute decline in th;
purchasing power of workers due to frozen wages and the huge
increase in the cost of the basic necessities of lifo-the thi"E,
workers just cant do without" The fg-qUlt q i11 efiect a wage cut.
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It is not like the old days; the ruling class is too clever for
that. When the unions were weak or non-existen! a notice on
the mine door or the factory bulletin board announced a reduction
in pay. The trick now is to raise prices and freeze wages in order
to achieve the same results-higher proffts.

Equally_important as a source of this new militancy is the brutal
lpg+"p drive that has been intensiffed under such slogans asoMake America Competitive." This campaign is nationwide t char-
acter, more comprehensive than anything that ever preceeded it.
It is engineered by the so-called '?roductivity Committee' which
Richard Nixon established under the Economic Stabilization Act
handed to him by Congressional liberals on a silver platter. Like
the _vicious wage freeze it, too, has one objective-fatter proftts
for the colporations.

The Rank-and,-File Mooements

The most dramatic, the most powerful expression of the intensi-
ffcation of the class stmggle has been the explosion of rank-and-
ffle movements of workers over every possible issue and on every
possible level. A very important part of this development is the
Black Caucus movement emanating from the special- problems of
Black and other minority workers due to company racism at the
point of production and to the failure of trade union Ieaders to
deal with it adequately, or to their actual partnership in crime
with the companies, as in the building trades.

Most of these movements are sparked by younger workers, but
not always. Keep in mind that the historic revolt of rank-and-ffle
miners was beg-un by older miners, most of whom had already
been sickened by Black Lung. Young miners ioined in with a

nill, an{ ma-nl_ are noq coming into positions of union leadership.
The rank-and-ffle struggles in the mines have been the most suc-
cessful to date, ousting a union Ieadership that epitomized cor-
ruption and class collaboration. They have inspired conffdence in
rank-and-ffle workers of all industries. Steel workers Iook to the
miner's experience in their determined efforts to reverse the sell-
out of their right to strike by steel union president I. W. Abel.

Attempting to destroy or curtail these militant rank-and-ffle move-
ments has been the major preoccupation of tJle corporations, the
government and, with very rare exceptions, top union leaders who
resent the fact that their_ comfortable p-olicies of sell-out wheeling
and dealing are being challenged in- the ranks. It was inabilit|
to stem this grass-roots upsurge by other means that forced Nixon
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to impose the wage freye and to use the antiJabor racist, Connolly,
to enforce it with the traitorous aid of the dominant section of
top trade-union leadership. This is the only country in the world
where union leaders dared commit such a crime against their
members.

The building of rank-and-ffle movements is absolutely essential
to tuming the trade unions back into class-struggle instruments
of the working people of this country. There is no other path. This
means strengthening the rank-and-ffle movements in the mines, not
eliminating it now that Boyle and his gang are being ousted. It
means all-out support to the rank-and-ffle movement in steel, that
is mounting a growing challenge to Abel's sell-out policies. In auto,
maritime, rubber, textile, renewed efforts are needed to build rank-
and-file grcups based mainly on the production workers and geared
to a conscious struggle against racism and for Black-white unity.
Such rank-and-ffle coordinating bodies as the Chicago-based Trade
Unionists for Action and Democracy (T.U.A.D.) merit maximum
support. T.U.A.D, has already proven its worth in spite of the in-
evitable attacks and problems such an organization faces. The p,ro-

gressive movement has a responsibility in helping to extend this
organization to every industrial area in this country.

P olit ic al I n d ep enden c e

Another important aspect of the class struggle is the resistance
to the naked intervention of the federal government on the side
of the monopolies in company-union relations, as expressed in the
wage freeze, the productivity drive, the abrogation of contracts, and
open interference in contract negotiations. The use of injunctions
surpasses even the union-busting 1920 s, which brought the Norris-
LaGuardia act of 1931, forbidding the use of the courts to break
strikes, but now gutted by arbitrary decisions of the Nixonized
Supreme Court. Deffance of these strike-breaking iniunctions by
teachers, postal workers and unionists in other industries is another
indication of the growing militancy noted earlier.

Related to this is the new level of political independence now
clearly deffnable in the ranks of labor and even among seotions
of the trade union leadership. The 'lMatergate horrors" have helped
many workers see through the corruption of the two-party system
of big business. The search for a viable alternative has been
speeded up. More and more workers are rejecting candidates put
forward by both the Democratic and Republican parties and are
demanding something better to vote for.
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The serious split that surfaced in the AFL-CIO over Meany's
active efrorts on behalf of Nixon's re-election has been further
aggravated by the Watergate revelations and the escalated de-
terioration of working-class living standards under Administration
plicies. Communists and other progressives have both ,the oppor-

P"ity and responsibility to utilize the present situation to fielp
further the emergence of a mass peoplet party based on at leaJt
sections of the trade union movement. This is the only remaining
capitalist country where labor is forced to rely on mass political
parties controlled by the monopolies-where labor does not have
a political party it can call its own. The need for such a party
is obvious. It will be not a "party of socialism," but a "party of
reform." It will not solve the problems workers face under capi,talism,
but it should be seen as as a necessary part of the historical
process, facilitating the transition to socialism. The ffght for inde-
pendent Iabor candidates, for rank-and-ffle organizations working
for labort independence, is very much on the agenda.

M onopo$ s lde olo gioal Drioe

The ruling class has launched an intensive ideological campaign
for the purpose of putting over the wage freeze and the speta"p
drive. Incorporated in it is the threat that if workers don',t go
easy on wage demands and if they don't put out more work, plants
are going to shut down due to what is vaguely described as "foreign
imports." In spite of the willing assistance of Iabor fakers like
I. W. Able in steel, the speedup drive has gone over, as the
saying goes, '1ike a Iead balloon." Workers have quickly seen
through &e trickery used in the efiort to put it over.

With the question of wages, it is another story. The massive propa-
ganda campaign by the monopolies to convince workers that wages
are responsible for infation has created widespread confusion. The
fact that top trade union leadership capitulated instead of ffghting
has only added to the problem. Many workers have fallen for the
idea that wage increases are really responsible for high prices.
Of course, it's the other fellorv's wages that are blame, since very
few working-class families make enough to live on now and ffnd
they are unable to maintain even the standards they do have. (In
such industries as auto, coal mining, steel and trucking they depend
considerably on overtime to make ends meet. )

Coryorate spokesmen and their kept press constantly blame even
the most outrageous price increases on wage rises.

Inwitably, a pripe increase will follow even the slimmest of wage
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increases. A worker wfll often stan 'I Isrow I'm not getting enough
to live on now, but every time I get a wage increaie, piices and
taxes take a jump. I can buy less now than when I got my last
raise."

Class-collaborationist union officials quicHy come to the rescue
with proposals for *non-inflationary" wage increases and so-ealled
non-taxable fiinge beneffts. This sell-out policy, coupled with open
threats from the Nixon Administration and the arrogance of the
monopolies, is resulting in totally inadequate contract agreements
in negotiations involving millions of workers in 1978. And the
monopolies are openly gloating over it.

But in spite of the confusion and repression, it is a fact that
higher wages are needed to meet higher prices. Otherwisg living
standards sharply decline, as they are now doing. Workers are in
no mood to accept this without a struggle. Inevitably, the demand
for higher wages, contract or no contract, will be picked up by
the rank and ffle and forced into the collective bargaining arena.
Meany, Abel, Fitzsimmons and other top union bureaucrats, who
are helping make the wage freeze worh know this. Even in their
presently insulated positions they are beginning to feel the hot
breath of the rank and ffle on their necks and fear what it can
mean to their fat jobs and salaries. At the same time, Marxist-
Leninists must do a much better job of combatting tho ideological
falsiffcations of the ryling class on this question.

The Fight Against Racisnt,

Racism; along with anti-Communism, continues to be the most
dangerous antiworking class ideological weapon in the hands of
the monopolies. It remains a serious problem in the ranks of white
workers. At the same timg it would be a serious mistake to
overlook the positive impact the militant rank-and-ffle movements,
and especially the Black Caucuses, have had.

Rank-and-ffle movements of sbuggle inevitably generate a pressure
for working-class unity. The problem is that when they are of a

spontaneous, short-lived nature this unity is not very deep or lasting.
Nevertheless the overall impact of the intensiffed class struggle
creates new possibilities for building unity and if these are not
u,tilized the struggle suffers.

The Black Caucus movement has hail a very positive efiect on the
struggle against racism. There are a number of examples of Black
Caucuses turning into militant Black-white caucuses under Black
leadership. There has been a measurable insrease in the number
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of Black workers elected to union office in cases where the mem-

bers are white.
But in spite of these gains the basic problem remains' White

workers haie not yet taken up the struggle against -racism 
in a

mass way in their own class- interests.-Until-this happens the

unity of 
-the 

working class is in constant peril.
Discrimination on the job and in the unions contrnues at shame-

fully high levels. The number of Black and other minority .union
leaders iemains far below what it should be. The teamsters, build-

ing trades, electrical, steel and other important unions have no

Black members in policy-making positions.

The strong tendeicy of *t itJ workers to blame Black and other

minority w6rkers foi growing social problems is a particularly

viruleni manifestation of racism, fueled by the Nixon Administra-

tion. Taxes are high because the money goes to welfare. Poor

schools and the deJlining quality of public educati'on are caused by

integration. Housing pribti*s and deterioration of urban life are

the 
"result of Blacki iroving in. So it is said. White workers who

unite with their Black brJthers and sisters in militant rank-and-

0le job actions then turn and blame "you pe-ople" for such social

probl"*t as the above. This, of course, only weakens working-

class unity.
Unfortunately the struggle against male supremacy and discrimina-

tion against women is 1t a very 
- 
unsatisfactory- stage. The proof

of the- pudding is in the very low wagg! of women workers,

especia$ Bhcf, Chicano and Puerto Rican women. There are

u."y t"* women at the top levels of union leadershiSnone on

tUe ef.l-CIO Executive Council. At lower levels there have been

some breakthroughs, but these have been very few. 'The Com-

munications Workers is one positive example. fn one industry after

another, women workers are referred to as girls, regardless of

ase. and that goes for white-collar as well as factory workers'
"M"ch of the- confusion over the question of the 'hristocracy

of labor" iniected by Marcuse and other petty-bourgeois r-adicals

has been p.;tty weli cleared up by life itself. It is rather difficult

these dayJ to put auto and steel workers in that category. _Workers
who can be deffned as pa,1 of 'the 'aristocracy of labor"-and I
would define them as those who ean write their own ticket-
have always been small in number and-_are- growing- even smaller

(unless we want to put the trade,union officialdom in that category).

However, a serious problem does exist, and that is the problem

of nanow craft r:nionism which occurs among skflled workers, care-
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fully instilled in them during Iengthy apprentice training periods.
It is particularly damaging because of its influence within the
AFL-CIO, which is controlled by the craft union leaders, and it
provides Meany with his reactionary base. It is a selffsh, racist
trend within the trade union movement-a go-it-alone unionism
epitomized by Meanyt failure to lead any coordinated drive to
organize the unorganized.

On the other hand, we should take positive note of the growing
tendency toward joint sbuggle in the trade union movement. A
prominent example is that of the 14 unions involved in joint nego-
tiations with General Electric and Westinghouse. Other examples
are the boycotts of lettuce and of Farah and Shell products. There
is also the amalgamation of unions in similar ffelds, such as the
formation of the United Transportation Union in railroad. Of course,
I do not include in this the efiorts of the Teamsters, the steel
union and others to gobble up workers regardless of category.
I also believe the policy of the United Electrical Workers of in-
dependence and cooperation is a sound one for this period, even
though they could very easily go into the IUE or the UAW.

We should also note as a positive development the widespread
opposition to the Indochina war in the ranks of the working class-
the highest percentage opposed to a war in our history. There is
a growing realization among workers that war does not mean
prosperity.

C onuption anil Barikraptcy

Without fear of contradiction we can say that the corruption
and banlruptcy of the dominant section of the top trade union
officialdom has gone beyond all past bounds. With a few honorable
,exceptions, class-collaborationism, racism, corruption, gangsterism
and anti-Cornmunism are rampant in the top levels of the AFL-
CIO and of such independent unions as the Teamsters. And re-
formist trade union leaders who do not so openly display these
features have proven equally banlaupt in meeting the new prob-
lems workers face.

This is the only capitalist country in which the top union leader-
ship went along with a wage freeze without ffghting it. This is
the only country in which organized labor works within bourgeois
political parties. Not only the AFL-CIO Intemational Department
but the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, the UAW and numerous
other unions have worked with the CIA in past years. Meany
and his gang are in Watergate up to their necks, We can start
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with Meany's Labor Day feast with Nixon in 1970. Ihen there

was the meeting wi,th Nixon at AFL-CIO headquarters where the
'hard-hat" attaJk on Peace advocates in New York was, planned

under the leadership of Pete Brennan, now Nixods Labor Sec-

retary. There were Meany's secret meetings with some of the top

Watergate criminals and the big contributions of the Teamsters

and Siafarers unions to the Committee to Re-elect the President.

To all this we can add Abelt sellout in steel and Woodcoclis
pl"y*g down the need for a wage increase and, coming- up with

irrop"tlt for a 'harmony clausJ which would say tha't what
f,elps the 'auto magnates help the UAW and oice oerca. Witto'

feli exceptions (UE, ILWU, fhe Distrib,rtive Workers, Local 1199

and sevJral others) trade union oficials are living ofi the fat
of the land with enorrnous salaries and almost unlimited exPense

accounts, with big pensions and what have you, paid from the

union dues of tf,eii members. This comrption is not conffned

to the top but penetrates to lower levels, partiorlarly 
- -in 

the

craft uniois. In frew York City the Painters union has 21 busi.

ness agents for 4,000 members'- Each of them receive wages and

expenses of more than $360 a week.
boes this make unions par,t of the establishment, part, of the

ruling-class apparatus? I think any such idea must be emphatically
re;ecied. fn ipite of the decay of the top leadership, the trade

unions remain instruments of the working class in its struggle

against exploitation and for a better life.

The Rank-and-File Upsurge

It is true that the virtual destruotion of the Left in the trade

union movement during the cold war created the conditions for

class-collaborationist leadership and bureaucratic control. There is
a great need for the rank and ffle to smash through -and 

regain

coitrol of their unions, to turn them into militant, class-struggle

instruments of the working class. I believe that this Process is now

taking place before orrr ,reqy eyes and th1! we hav-e the responsibility

of hJtiing it along. Not that we wil] then have revolutionary

unionsf that will only happen in a revolutionary situation. But we

will have ffghting unions.
We must see 

-what is happening in the ranla of the working

class as a result of the intensiffcation of the class struggle if we

would properly proiect an estimate of the future' Rank-and-ffle

movemJnts that sprang up spontaneously over the issues of speedup,

dangerous and deadly working conditions, sellout contract settle-
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ments, racism are beginning to consolidate and to have a growing
impact in the trade unions. Look a,t the rank-and-ffle movement
among the coal miners-a movement that started with two or three
miners protesting the existing condi'tions in scattered areas in the
coal ffelds. An organized rank-and-ffle movement in steel is already
responsible for one big local after another repudiating Abelt sell-
out, often by unanimous votes. fn auto rank-and-ffle pressure broke
through the tigh,t controls the UAW.leadership tried to impose on
eontract negotiations-to keep them, as Woodcock said, within
"reasonable bounds." There is also the wave of anti-speedup strikes
in General Motors sparked by rank-and-ffle production workers.

The rank and ffle in the U.S. trade unions is on the move, iust
as it is on the move in Britain, France, Italy, the Scandinavian
countries, South America and even in Spain, where Franco is forced
to jail its leaders. To repeat, in themselves the rank-and-ffle move-
ments in this country are not revolutionary. But their challenge to
status quo unionism is an important reflection of the deep crisis of
U.S. imperialism. It is the forerunner, the weathervane pointing
toward Lhe eventual developm'ent of a revolutionary situation in our
country leading to the emergence of socialism.

Needless to say, none of this is going to happen without the
leadership of the Communist Party. Even the best of rauk-and-ffle
movements that spring up spontaneously have Iimited staying power.
If they are to bring about the transformation of which they are
capable, the particlpation of class-conscious Marxist-Leninists is
necessary. The building of the Communist Party and the building
of the rank-and-ffle movements go hand in hand. One complements
the other.

(Continued from" page 129)
interests on the other. There is no conflict of interests because tfre
enemy is the same and we Communists are as interested as you are
in winning concessions.

In fact it is to your best self interest and to the best interests of
the struggle for immediate concessions that we have a strong Com-
n-runist Party. You will never ffnd a more loyal group of class ffghters
than the Communists. We bring into the struggle staunch ffghters,
but we also bring with us a science, a revolutionary science, Marxism-
Leninism. It is a guide to victorious struggles. It is for these reasons
that the monopoly corporations and their spokesmen continue to
red-bait, continue to use Hitler's big lies against C,ommunists. They
do so to disunite the working class; a strong Communist Party is
essential to the ffght for its unity.
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The Struqgle for Working-ilass Unity
Other reporters have presented vely ffne reports on the working

class and so my assignment is to talk about problems and weaknesses.

Our attitude as Marxists and Communists, our approach to the
problems of society and to the working class is not that of Plekhanov's
doctor. He was an indignant doctor. Plelhanov said this doctor
studied carefully and scientiffcally all the diseases and the ills of the
patient. He kept exact charts and records of all the illnesses and
problems. And then he would make indignant statements about the
sicknesses. He would rant and rave about these awful ills. But he
never did anything about them. He was morally indignant, but
never did anything about curing them.

The Sickness of Capitalism

That is not our relationship to social problems or to the class
struggle. We want scientiffc diagnoses. We want to ffnd out what
the ills are. But our purpose-our only purpose-is to be able to do
something about them.

For instance, the purpose of this conference is not to write a book,
although I understand that may happen. We do not acquire Inowl-
edge for the pleasure of knowing. Our studies have a clear purpose,
and that is to better equip ourselves to lead our class in struggle.
And of course, the story of Plekhanov's doctor does not apply to us
and does not apply to the working class, because it is not the work-
ing class that is sick. It is capitalism that is sick. And speaking about
Watergate, the smell of Watergate is the smell of a terminal case.
It is the odor of a system in decay.

But we have a humanitarian approach to capitalism. It sufiers
from a terminal condition, so "why prolong itP' It's going to die
anyway, so why prolong its sufiering.

I'm not going to speak too much about it but there are some very
important lessons in the Watergate affair. We will have to study
it very carefully and deeply. What appears in the headlines is not
the story of Watergate.

The Watergate explosion is exposing the class roots of the capitalist
state. Masses can see state-monopoly capitalism, the relations be-
tween state and monopoly, much clearer. There has developed a
police state strucfure, an invisible force beyond Congress, beyond
the Cabinet. There are great pressures for such a stage of develop-
ment of monopoly capitalism. It's not accidental. The pressures for
a police.statg fascist development come from the very proeesses of
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capitalist development. And this exposes monopoly capital as the
root evil of all political developments, as a decaying, inhuman,
corrupt,,degenerate, reactionary, racist class. In the coming period,
we will have to go into that much deeper.

Capitalism has lost its dominant position in world afiairs. The
capitalists as a class have lost their top-dog position. Capitalism has
lEst its dominant position militarily and it has lost it economically.
And \Mith that a very important development is taking place-pos-
sibly the most important of this era. In the minds of masses, capital-
ism has lost its image as representing that which is best for all of
socief. A class can maintain its dominant position if it can hold on
to the image that it alone represents the good in society, that it rep
resents the best interests of all of society. Capitalism has been able
to do that for over 100 years. So, itt important that it has not just
lost its dominant world position as a class, economically and mili-
tarily, but that it has lost that status in the minds of millions of
people. Most likely history will record this shift in mass pattems
of thought as the most important development of tJlis whole period.

In the past, the achievements of society were always idenUffed
with c-apitalism. What was positive was seen as the result of capital-
ism, of private enterprise. But the mass r,rind does not now identify
capitalism with the achievements of society.

This is a historic ideological transition. It reflects tle eoonomic
and military transition, but it goes further: this is a great ideological
transition in mass thought. Capitalism is not now identiffed with
the positive achievements of society. In fact, it is now identifted
with the negative features, the roadblocks, the obstacles, the decay.
It is identiffed with the rotten part of society.

The Liberating Clnss

The other side of this shift in the mass thought is the identiffcation
of the positive achievements of society with a new class-with the
working class. As capitalism loses its former image, the working
class emerges as t}re class that is ttre conveyor of everything positivi
in society. And more and more-that's the ideological trend-that is
taking place. There is an increasing identiffcation of the achievements
of^society with socialism. That is a most signiffcant shift-most sig-
niffcant because it opens up the mass mind to new ideas, new con-
cepts. What kind of ideas? Working-class, socialist ideas. This shift
gives the process of radicalization a solid ideologieal base.

You dont have to ponder too deeply to realiz-e that this must be
reflected in our work as Marxists, as Communists. It must mold our
approach to struggle. It must give us a greater boldness in tle
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proiection of new ideas and thoughts. We have to take firlI advantage

of this bemendous mass shift.
If you have not rcad The Monist Yieut of History by George Plek-

hanov, you must. I had forgotten what a great, exciting writer Plek-
hanov was. One can understand why Lenin said, "If you want to
be a real Communist, you have to read Plekhanov." Plelfianov quotes
Marx on the historic role of classes. This quotation makes such an
impression now because Marx is talking about today and about the
transition in the mass mind. He said:

No class in civil society can play this part lthe dominant role]
unless it calls fo,rth a pliase of erithusia&n in its own ranls and
those of the masses: 

" 
^phrtu when it fraternizes and intermingles

with society in general, 
-is identiffed with society, is felt and_ recog-

nized to il, tht unioersal represerrtafitz of society, and when its
own demands and rights aie really the demands and rights of
sociew itself. and it is'in truth the s6cial head and the social heart.
Only in the name of society and its rights in general can a Par-
ticular class vindieate its general domination. The position of
liberator cannot be taken by storm, simply through revolutionary
enersv and intellechral self-conffdence. If the emancipation of a
partit'ular class is to be identiffed with the revolution 6f a people,
-if 

one social class is treated as the whole social order, then, on
the other hand, all the deffciencies of society must be concentrated
in another class; a deffnite class must be the universal stumbling
block, the embodiment of universal fetters. . . . If one class is to
be the liberating class par excellence, then another class must
contrariwise be -the obiious subjugator. (Contri.bution to the
Hegelian Philosophy of Lato, Intioiiuction, Deutch-Franzdsi,sche

Iadrbiicher,1844. Quoted in Tha Monist Vieu of History,Interna-
tional Publishers, New York, 1972, p. 175. )

This is a beautiful thought that applies to today's reality. It is a

shift that is taking place in class relations on a world scale, and it
is taking place here in the United States.

This mass shift is a process which takes place step by step. It's
not something that comes out of the blue; it is a step-by*tep Process.
First there is the process of masses beginning to have questions
about capitalism, questions about its ability to rule and continue as

of old. Then there is disillusionment, dropping the illusions that
capitalism is everything positive. And ffnally there is the conviction
that capitalism cannot continue and that it is a negative force. That
process is now going on. And in that process there is the beginning
of seeing the working class as the replacement, as the class that will
lead society to the next higher stages.

Theret no question that the Watergate explosion has given this
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pro_ceT a great push. It has shown tle negative side of capitalism
and the positive nature o! $e working class. And, as Marx says, in
the minds of masses the deffciencies, the usual stumbling blocks, the
universal fetters, are related to monopoly capitalism. rfiis is an im-
portant factor in the shift in the balance of world forces.

fhis overall shifq ideologically, is increasingly an obstacre to anti-
Communism. Anti-Communism is still a difficult problem, but in-
creasingly this mass shift is an obstacle to it, and to anti-sovietism
as an ideological current. This shift is a factor in the reactions to
the coming visit of comrade Leonid Brezhnev on fune rg. There are
two reactions to Brezhnev's visit that relate to this question, ex-
pressed in editorials in the New York Times and the wall street
Jurnal. They are difierent but they are both troubled with the same
problem. Itt an unusual thing for leading sp,okesmen of capitalism
to be troubled about this kind of a problem.

Wlrat they are concerned about is that the working class, the
socialist spokesman, will be able to deal from a positiont strength.
The Times comes to the conclusion: ?lease postpone or cancer the
visit." The Wall StreA lournal says: 'Very well, let it take place,
but beware. Watch this man. He's going to take an arm ,"a ^u 

teg.
Het dealing fnom a position of strength."

U_ntil a few years ago it was the spokesmen for capitalism who
spoke from a position of shength. AJ for the editors of the wail
street lournal and the New york Times (I'm sure they're not fully
aw€re of it) this ideological shift is afiecting their thinking.

That's the ffrst thought I want to leave *lth yo,r, the- changing
Inage of the two elasses, the two systems, that is taking place in
the mass mind the world over, including in the United SLtes.

The Strugglc for Unitg

I turn now to the struggle for the unity of the working class.
This is not an academic matter. It is not an abstrac! ideal coindiuon
we strive for. It is not a matter of a slogan '1et's unite,,, or an appeal,
"please 

_unite." During a turbulent period in the history of the UAW
a turbulent convention took place. Nobody was paying attention to
anybody else. There were caucuses and factionalism and the con-
vention was totally out of control. Then the president stepped up to
the microphone. He said, "please, please, I'm your presideit. Listen
to me. Let's have ,nity." But of course nobody paid any attenti,on to
him. It was as if he wasnt there at all. so, the question of unity
cannot rest on abshact pleas.

The reason is that everybody is for unity. As a matter of fact, unity
is the smokescreen for class collaboration. Meany preaded for trnity
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behind his support for Nixon in the 1972 election campaign. It was
an appeal: "Don't split the trade union movement." Such a plea for
unity is a sm,okescreen for concealment of opportunism. I could relate
to you for days and days examples of how the plea for unity is used
as a cloak for opportunism. For instance some trade union leaders
asked the Left members of rank-and-ffle groups in the last elections
not to push for condemnation of Nixon because it would 'tplit the
ranks." This is a very common practice. It is all too common among
Left forces, who refuse to take up the struggle against racism because
'it would split the ranks." It's obvious that this is used to conceal
racism and opportunism, which always go hand in hand.

Most crimes of opportunism are committed in the name of great
ideals and great causes, in the name of *uni$" and in the name of
the '1ong range goals of the working class." Most opportunism is
covered over by such lofty expressions. Hence the ffrst step in the
skuggle for working-class unity is to attack its misuse by opportunists
and reactionary elements, to do so openly and not be afraid to be
called a "splitter" when the cause is right. That's a necessary element
in struggle. Because to support reaction and opportunism is not a
way to struggle for unity; it is submission. We must destroy such
concepts of 'unity." We must conduct a campaign within the working-
class movement against such false coneepts.

The struggle for unity is not a matter of peaceful coexistence with
such ideas. Unity is a matter of struggle. Struggle for unity is an
important factor in the class struggle, and whether it is always
achieved ,or not is not the most important question. The struggle for
it is an important tactical question, for in that process, political devel-
opment takes place, ideological development takes place. It must be
a constant feature of our work.

The struggle for unity is the weapon of the class struggle. It is a
central weapon. That is how it must used. On that basis one must
ask what are the present obstacles to working-class unity in the
United States. "Iruth is concrete" is a good Leninist precept. And
so in a Leninist sense, in a concrete sense, what are the obstacles to
working class unity in the United StatesP

Class Consciousrwss: Basi,s of Uni,tg

In ffrst place I would put the lack of class consciousness. For class
consciousness is the glue, the adhesive, the only solid basis for work-
ing class unity. There can be unity based on other concepts but it
will have no solid foundation. OnIy class consciousness is the solid
rock foundation for a united working class. Without it all other con-
cepts rest on quicksand. Other concepts may take hold, but they will
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not be on solid ground. Class consciousness is what gives the struggle
for unity direction and purpose.

It is also the rock-bottom foundation for militancy. Militancy in
the working-class movement must be based on class consciousness.
Then it will be on solid ground. Class consciousness is the only s,olid
basis for working-class political action. It is the only solid basis for
the development of socialist consciousness.

Thus the key question is class consciousness.
It is the necessary foundation for the struggle against all enemy

class ideologies. It is the necessary foundation for the struggle against
class-collaborationist ideas. It is impossible to fight effectively against
such ideas, against the betrayal of the Meanys and Lovestones,
without the development of class conseiousness in the ranks of the
workers.

It is the only solid basis for the struggle against racism. It is the
only solid foundation in the working-class movement on which one
can build the struggle against the influences of racism and chauvinism.
It is a most key element in this wh,ole area of struggle. We must do
much more to drive home this point.

A unique feature of the working class of the U.S.-and here again
truth is concrete-is that it is white, it is Black, it is Puerto Rican, it
is Chicano, it is Asian, it is Indian. That's a unique feature of our
working class.

The elass consciousness of our workers must include awareness of
this unique feature. The class consci,ousness of white workers must
include awareness of the racist oppression of Black, Chicanq Puerto
Rican, Indian and Asian peoples in the United States and the racist
discrimination against their class brothers that flows from this over-all
racist oppression. In this sense class consciousness is also concrete. It
grows by refl.ection 'on concrete reality.

Thus, opportunism in the struggle against the influences of racism
is n-ot only an accommodation to racism; it becomes an obstacle to
the growth of class consciousness.

There are two other features that are unique. One is the large
number of women who are part of the working class. The otlier is
the great number of young people who now work in industry.

Our working class cannot be fully class conscious unless it under-
stands these unique features. It cannot develop its class consciousness
in depth with,out grasping them. But above all else it cannot develop
class consciousness unless it understands that racism is the driving
wedge that splits class unity, that it is the wedge the ruling class
uses to split the ranks of the trade unions. And therefore we cannot
have solid, lasting working-class unity unless we get the working
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class to understand these unique feafures.
This is not a simple matter. Very often, inadvertently, what wen

Communists have in mind when speaking of the working class is
u;hite utorkers.

In other words, class consciousness means to be consci,ous of the
concrete self of the workers as a class. That is the critical ideological
element that we have to injeet into the class struggle. And that is
the only basis for the development of socialist consciousness. It can-
not be built without class consciousness as a foundation.

Let me say that this is of special signiffcance for us Communists.
It is a law of political development that we cannot recruit new mem-
bers into the Communist Party and even more that we cannot hold
these new members if their convictions are not rooted in class con-
sciousness. Recruiting on the basis of emotionalism will not do it

I say this because people join the Party for other reasons. And these
are good r€asons. But they are secondary to class reasons. Therefore
some drop out, especially at the sight of the ffrst storm clouds. Emo-
tions come and go, secondary influences fuctuate; class conseiousness
is the stable influence.

Our Role in Building Class Conscioumess

I have dealt with the subject of class oonsciousness at length be-
cause it raises a most serious question. If the development of class
consciousness is so decisive, how is it that we do so little about it?
I think that's a serious question, not only for Communists but for
anybody who is serious about the class struggle, about the working-
class m,ovement. I think you'll agree that we do not carry on a con-
tinuous struggle to raise the class consciousness of the working class.
What is the reason for this weakness?

Is it because we believe that class consciousness is something that
grows spontaneously? Is that why we do so little about it? There is,
it is true, an element of spontaneous growth in class consciousness.
But it is a limited, trial and error process.

However, I don't think that regarding it as a spontaneous process
is the main reason we do not in a planned way do more about devel-
oping class consciousness. There is a deeper root of this wealoess,
and that is the lack of a deeper understanding of the class essenc.e
of capitalism, of the centrality of the class skuggle and the historic
role of the working class. Thatt where the roots of the weakness are.
If there were a deeper understanding of this basic phenomenon, wo
would do more about developing class consciousness.

It is not only that we dont do enough about it. There is actually
a downgrading of the vorking class and the class shuggle. The class
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question is ignored. It is surprising where that appears, including in
ttre work of Communists. Comrades will speak and write about every-
thing under the sun and say nothing about the working class, for-
getting that there is such a class. There is snobbishness towards the
working class. This is a basic wealrress because if one does not under-
stand the class question, neither does one understand the need to
develop class consciousness.

I dont think there is a big problem in getting 'agreement" here
that the working class and the class struggle are key questions. The
real question is how this will be translated into everyday actMty.
Once there is theoretical agreement, will it become a part of your
Iife? Thatt the real test and that's where I think we have some
weakness.

What is our role in developing class consciousness? It is consciously
to use the everyday experiences of workers to help them see these as
olass experiences. It is to help make every woiker aware ttrat his
problems are problems of his class, not just his individual problems.
That is where the development of class consciousness starts. It's an
everyday thing. And if it doesn't happen 9very day, that's where the
weakness also starts.

This, for instance, is our task in the Watergate explosion. It is to use
that explosion to develop class consciousness, to use it over and over
again, to keep digging and digging for the class roots. That is our task,
to use tle events of the day, the daily experiences of struggle to
develop a class-conscious working class.

L,et me add that it is necessary to strive to develop class eonscious-
ness among all workers in all sectors of the working class, without
exception. I want to emphasize that. Militancy is not necessarily class
consciousness. There's a lot of militancy that doesn't necessarily arise
from class consciousness. To say that a militant action is proof of
class consciousness can lead to confusion because it isnt necessarily
so. Even rebelliousness is not necessarily class consciousness. clais
consciousness is a higher level of ideological develqlment, one ttrat
it is absolutely necessary to strive for. class-conscious workers are
militant, but not all militant workers are class-conscious. Only when
we understand this dialectical truth will we become fully conscious
of the need to work in a manner that will help working people
become conscious of themselves as a class. Only then will *e be
fully effective as ffghters for class unity.

That is one area of concrete truths about our problems and weak-
nesses.

We Communists have a dialectical appnoach to all problems. We
view questions in a rounded out manner. I have placed great emphasis
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on the need to help workers become class-conscious and stressed that
this is a solid base for working-class unity. But this does not mean

we will appeal to and unite wi& only class-conscious workers. This
would lead to sectarianism and to isolation from the millions of work-
ers who are not conscious of being members of a class. Such workers
are active, militant members 'of trade unions. The struggles around

immediate daily issues involve workers who are not class-conscious.

Therefore, when we emphasize the need to help workers become
class-conscious, it d'oes not and cannot mean our isolation from or
disregard of these masses of workers. It is in the struggle for class

unity among such workers that they will become class-conscious.

This is also a concrete truth,

Policies of Baragal

Another concrete truth in the struggle for working-class unity is

that there can be no unity around the Meany-Lovestone policies. Nor
can steelworkers unite around Abel's sellout policies' There can be

no working-class unity around such p'olicies. It would be like uniting
with one's hangman to unite with Abel and Meany and Lovestone.

This applies to both domestic and foreign policies. The Meany-Abel
policies are policies of subordination, of submission, of betrayal of
the working class. They have long been standing on the iceberg of
the cold war. Now that the iceberg is thawing they are delirious;
they are acting like one who is drowning and is about to go down for
the third time. Listen to this bughouse logic, in a statement of the
AFL-CIO Executive Council ,on May 9, 1"973: '"The West should not
grant the Soviet Union any economic concessions without receiving
in return political concessions, llke halting support of Hcm,ots aggres-
sion in Indochina and Arab uar preparations and guerrilln. aciioitg
against Israel-and granting the German people the right of self'
determination." (Emphasis added.) How can one describe such
grovelling insanity? Trade union unity can be built only by reiecting
this lunacy.

It is impossible to unite labor around the policies of the AFL-CIO.
The struggle against such policies is a key element in the struggle
for unity. There is a new element in this picture to which we must
give new attention, namely that the domestic and foreign self-interests
of the working class have come closer together. There has always been
a connection, but it has not been clear enough. The domestic and
international policies of imperialism are two sides of one policy. In
this period, U.S. monopoly capitalism has been forced to give up a
5O-year-old policy of blockading world socialism. But it has not given
up everywhere. It continues its policy of blockade and aggression
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against Cuba. But because they have given it up as an over-all policp
Meany has been left holding the discarded cold-war bag. They've
given up but Meany is holding on. He continues to speak out for the
cold war policy. Lovestone whispers in his ear and old George repeats
what Lovestone whispers in his speeches.

He is trying to hold on to the Nixon Watergate bag, too. But he
was forced to drop it in one speech. The inside story is that at the
last meeting of the AFL-CIQ the top leadership at ffrst refused to
drop it. There were such pressures, however, that he had to call a
press conference and make some statements against Watergate-and
against Nixon. He said, "Let the truth come out." And he added, '\Me
could live with it." Why not-he has lived with it. There is nothing
too reactionary or corrupt for groveling George.

What has come into focus is that the cold-war bag is in sharp con-
tradiction to the self-interest of the working class. This has always
been true but now it stands out in sharp relief. The cold-war policies
are anti-working class policies. And that's why the question of how
the trade unions react to trade with the socialist eountries is a ques-
tion that needs some new attention. Trade means jobs, world peace.
It has become more dificult for the Meanys to continue their cold-
war policies.

It seems obvious that at this moment there is a need for bold new
initiatives in the struggle to end the dominance of Meany and Love.
stone in the AFL-CIO. It is clear that Watergate helps in this situ-
ation also. It is a struggle to end the policies of class collaboration
and racism in the trade union movement. It is a struggle for unity.

Buildin g ihe Rank-and-F il,e M ooematrts

The crisis of U.S. capitalism, Watergatg infation, the wage fleeze
-these present new possibilities to change the nature of the whole
trade union movement. We have a new opportunity to burn out the old
policies and make class-struggle organizations out of the trade unions.
The rank-and-ffle movements are moving in that direction. And this
is another of the concrete truths. This can be accomplished only
through organizing movements of the rank and ffle. There is no other
way. It will never come about as a result of appeals to Meany or
others in the leadership. The organization of rank-and-ffle movements
is the only way the trade union movement can be reorganized and,
redirected. Therefore, the path to working-class unity, to trade union
unity is the organization of active rank-and-ftle movements. That is
still another of the conerete truths. so, if we're serious about woiking-
class unity we have to be serious about building rank-and-ffle move-
ments on all levels, in every shop, in every neighborhood, everywhere.
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That is a task Marxists must accept. Anct that is also the path to the

growth of class consciousness. It cannot be developed except through

fie rank-and-ffle movements. There is absolutely no other way that

we can raise the struggle in the trade unions against racism to a

higher level except through the rank-and-ftle movements.
-Ho* 

"lre "ro 
ih* *orkirg class develop a movement of political

independence except through the rankand-ffle movements. Politicd
indeiendence-thait the other side of the story o{ Watergate. The

idea of an independent political movement based on the working

class is now a thousand tirrr"s *ort important than it was when we

wrote Lama Duck in Twbul.ent Waters. Thus, the path to working-

class unity, to class consciousness, to all-out struggle against racism,

to class political independence, to rojection of class collaborationism,

to ending support for the cold war, to ftghting against anti-commu-

nism anJanti-Sovietism, depends largely on how we develop the rank-

and-ffle movement. Itt the-key organizational form of struggle'

When the question of unity is iaised, many say, "But, what was

the Party's position on unity of the AFL-CIO? Wasnt our support

of the *"tg-e" wrong?" But that was not a mistake' The Party cor-

rectly sopp-orteil the unity of AFL and CIO. Some argue that it
did;t w;rk out, tJrerefore it must have been wrong' That is not a

correct way of looking at problems. If you take that approach, you

would have to say the Spanish Civil War was wrong. It didnt work.
you would have io r"y lhat the 1905 Revolution was wrong. It also

didnt worh and neither did the Paris Commune.

The same is true of the Little steel strike in 1937. In a sense we

did not win that strike, we didnit get a contract. Actually, the strike

was smashed for a while. But we won after the strike by continuing

the struggle.
clearln ttris is no way of dealing with historic events. They must

be dealt'with as concrete truths. And one of these truths is that long

before the merger the Philip Murrays, the Reuthers, the Abels and

the McDonalds had caved in to reactionary pressures. They were

moving to the Right. That created, of course, a new sifuation in the

cour.-tr] and in the CIO. Under the circumstances, tle support of

unity was correct. But there were some serious weaknesses and mis-

takes in how it was carried out, some serious errors that well have

to deal with more deeply in the future.
Among the more ,"tiorrt wealnesses was that the memberships of

the uniois were not involved, and therefore it was not a real struggle

for unity. It was a top level operati_on. The conditions for unity were

not clearly stated. TlLt wrs not a basis to bring T t1u memb-ershi-p.

No measures were takes on how to continuo to $ve leadership after ttre
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mergers, which resulted in a period of slippage and confusion. There
should have been a reiection of annexations by RightJed unions.
Annexations without any conditions and without the involvement and
struggles of the membership left the unions wide open and often
defenseless.

Thus, the general policy was correct, but it was carried out with
some serious weaknesses, and I speak of Party weaknesses in the first
place. What stood out was the lack of real struggle for unity. The
question of unity is one thing for paid union officials but it is another
matter fpr the worker on the bench, for somebody who works in the
shop. The latter's problems were not taken into account.

It is clear the working class can become the universal representa-
tive of all democratic forces in society only to the extent that it be-
comes aware of itself as a class, that it displays class consciousness.
This is a precondition for the full emergence of the working class as
the advanced sector in the sense that Marx had in mind. And the final
concrete truth is that if we do not want to look like Plekhanov's indig-
nant, moralizing doctor, then our work is cut out for us.

Truth is concrete and so is political and ideological work. Our con-
cern is not with truth in general. Ideological work must deal with
concrete matters. The concretes of the struggle for working-class unity
are: concrete steps to build rank-and-file movements, concrete steps
to build coalition forces, concrete steps to build working class unity,
concrete steps to advance the never-ending struggle against racism,
concrete actions to develop class consciousness, ooncrete steps to
organize working-class forms of independent political action, concrete
steps to expose the Meany-Abel policy of class colla.boration; con-
cretely putting the spotlight on Meany and the leftover cold-war bag
he's carrying; concrete steps for maintaining a continuous campaign
of socialist education. For us Communists, in addition to the above
responsibilities and as a regular feature of our work, it means concrete
steps in circulating our press and literature, concrete steps in building
the Party, wh'ich makes all of these other concretes possible and
meaningful.

Those of you who are not Communists should understand that our
concern about circulation of our Communist press and literature,
our emphasis on helping workers to understand socialism as working-
class power and our emphasis on recruiting new members into the
Communist Party are not unrelated to the struggle for class unity.
There is no conflict of interests between our endeavors to put an end
to capitalism and our advocacy of socialism on the one hand, and our
mutual struggle to win concessions from the same corporate monopoly
(Continued on page 177)
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